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Abstract
(This thesis describes the grammatical structure of
Ekpeye, an unwritten language of Eastern Nigeria* In the
first chapter, there is an introduction to the Ekpeye
language and people, and to the linguistic theory underlying
this description, together with an outline of the analysis*
Chapter 2 provides details of the transcription used in
the thesis, and other phonological points*
Chapters 3 to 13 contain the main body of the grammatical
description, with units described in descending order of
rank* The Sentence is outlined in chapter 3* aud the Clause
with its four classes and five types,,in chapter 4*
Chapters 5 to 7 deal with Phrase rank,_ a separate Phrase
class being considered in each chapter* Chapter 5 contains
the Nominal Phrase class with its five types, chapter 6 the
Verbal Phrase class with Its five types, and chapter 7 the
Adverbial Phrase class with its single type* Chapters 8 to
11 describe Word rank in terms of four hyperclasses;
Chapter 8 handles the Nominal hyperclass with its nine
classes, and chapter 9 the Verbal hyperclass with its three^
classes and the three types found within one of the classes.
Chapter 10 treats the Adverbial hyperclass with its three
classes, and chapter 11 the Particle hyperclass with its
eight classes* Stem rank is described in chapter 12, and
Morpheme rank, with its two hyperclasses, in chapter 13.
Chapter 14 contains an Ekpeye text fully analysed in
accordance with the preceding description, and the thesis
closes with a short bibliography*
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Intr oducti on
1*1* {The Ekpeye language and People
The Ekpeye language is spoken 1sy a group inhabiting
part of the Eiger Delta area of the former Eastern Region
of Nigeria* Their territory is bounded on the west, by the
Orashi River and on the east by the Sambreiro River. Their
main centre, the town,of Ahoada, is situated on the west
bank of the Sambreiro* For the position of the area in
relation to larger towns, see the accompanying sketch map.
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1 inch » 16 miles approx.
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So far as is known, no previous record or study of
the Ekpeye language has ever been made* It has not been
recognised as a separate linguistic entity, and has never4
been written down* The only published information which
has been traced is in The Ibo and, Ibiblo^speaking Peoples
of South-Eastern Nigeria by Daryll Fordo and &,I*Iones
(Oxford, 1950)* On pp* ^9 •« $lj the various groups that
comprise the Riverain Ibo are described, and among them is
a tribe called the "Ekpeya (Ekpaffia)"* The passages which
relate to them are sufficiently short to be quoted in full*
"Ekpeya - A tribe with its own peculiar dialect and
customs, consisting of four subtribes, Akoli, Ube, Orupata
and Igbuduya, and seventy-two villages and small settle
ments, including Ahoada*" (p« 51)
11The Oba and Ekpeya appear to be very distinct from
one another and from other groups «" (p. 51)
"In the Ekpeya group, the men do no farming, but rely
on the production of, palm oil and on hunting and fishing
for their livelihood* Apart from clearing, the bush, they
leave the rest of the farming to the women* This group
has a distinctive style of wrestling in which leg holds
are barred*,f (p* 51)
The population Is estimated at approximately 6,800
active adult males for the period 1935 **’ 4-0*
Various comments on the above statements are called
for* Firstly, the spelling Ekpeye used in this thesis is
the one in current use in the area for administrative

purposes, and corresponds quite well with the pronunciation
(phonemically /£kp£y£/)* The neighbouring Abua tribe call
the Ekpeye "Ekpabya"and it may be some variation of this
which has given, rise to the form "Ekpaffia" recorded by
Forde and Jones*
linguistically, Ekpeye cannot be considered merely a
divergent dialect of Igbo (spelt "Ibo" by Forde and Jones)*
Though undoubtedly closely related, it is not mutually
intelligible with Igbo, and must be recognised as a
separate language. Internally, the Ekpeye themselves
acknowledge four dialects, corresponding,, to social divisions,
and called Ako, Ubye, Upata and Igbuduya* The.Ako dialect
is that of the administrative centre of Ahoada, Ubye men
have certain privileges such as setting the dates of fest
ivals, and the Upata dialect is reckoned to have the largest
number of speakers, including the paramount chief* This
division of prestige has meant that np single dialect has
established itself as a standard form. All four dialects
are readily mutually Intelligible, and are apparently
distinguished only by a few minor points of phonology and
vocabulary* £Spe_ for instance, the comments in sections
6 .6 *2 . and 13*3 *1 *2 .)
Languages contiguous with Ekpeye include two others
also related to Igbo* These are Ogba to the north, and. Ikwere
to the east (the ^bsP and "IkwerrIT of Forde and Jones). It seems
probable that Ekpeye differs more widely than either Ogba
or Ikwere from jbhe Umuahia form of Igbo which has been most
closely studied. Other contiguous languages are Engenni,
an Edo language, to the west, and to the south, Abua, a
"class" language, and Obogolo, a language spoken in only
three villages, and reckoned to be related to Abua*

-
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The number of Ekpeye villages is variously reported
as seventy-two and seventy* Many are sizeable, and
fifty thousand is probably not an excessive estimate of
the total Ekpeye population for 1965 - 66* The tragic
events of the subsequent civil war, however, must have
brought about some reduction in this figiire* In addition
to the Ekpeye resident in the home territory,, there is
also a group of unknown size living in Lagos* Many of the
Ekpeye have a knowledge of Igbo adequate for trading and
general purposes, but relatively few, especially among the
women, have a good knowledge of English*
The remaining economic and social observations of
Forde and Jones appear to be accurate at least up to 1966#
-
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1.2* The Present Study
This thesis is the result of field work carried out
between September 1965 and September 1966, when the writer
lived with his wife and eldest daughter in the village of
Orupata (phonemically /&L&pdtd/), about two miles west of
Ahoada* Nearly ninety texts, were recorded during this time,
from a variety of informants* 'Three of these played a major
part in supplying the texts^ and in discussing points
arising from their analysis* They were the Rev* H*M*Ikiriko,
a man of about 555 Mr* B*A*Ene and Mr* 0 .L.William, both
aged about 16* Rev* Ikiriko is a native of Obolobolo
village, and an Igbuduya speaker* wMr* Ene is a native of
Ekpena village, and an Ako speaker* Mr* William is a
native of Orupata, and an Upata speaker, Three of the
four dialects of Ekpeye are thus well represented in the
material on which this analysis is based.

1.2.1# The Corpus
The body of data on which this analysis x*ests consists
of seventy texts from the three informants named above*
Cdl these, thirty-nine come from Mr* Ene^ twenty-six from
Mr* William, and five from Rev*. Ikiriko. In addition,
there are eighteen texts from a total of eight different
speakers* The quality of the recordings in some of these
is not as good as coxild be wished, and they have been used
only where extra material is needed to amplify a particular
point.
The seventy main texts fall into two distinct genres,
the folk-tale, and the narrative of actual events# There
are fifty-five folk-tales, and fifteen narratives# The
analysis is therefore subject to any limitations^ which may
be imposed by the selection of this type of data# The
following observations relate to two aspects of.these
texts, formal features on the one hand and subject matter
on the other#
1.2*1.1* Formal Features of the Texts
Without exception, the thirty-four folk-tales from
Mr. Ene -and the seventeen folk-bales from Mr# William
exhibit a formal opening and ending* (Rev* Ikiriko,
subject through his wider education to. more external
influences, deliberately omitted these*} The opening
consists of a cry of S 8 from thewstory-teller, and a
response of 3Ly& from the audience * Then follows
- ’
"Once upon a time11 (Literally r,It reached a time.,,)
Then comes the content of the story, which has not been

-
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found,to show any formal division into paragraphs or other
units* Whatever the length of the text, which may vary
considerably, there is no other conventional feature until
the end, when the £ e and the iy& response ate repeated*
A number Of tbxts have after this closing exchange the Oneword sentence 5gw&l6lS - nIt has finished”# ibis does hot
always occur, however, and is probably best regarded as
information for the investigator, not part of the convention
of story-telling*
The narratives give little cause for comment since as
units they show no obligatory formal features. Six of them
do indeed.have the formal opening characteristic of the
folk-tale, but these are all concerned with events in which
the narrator himself was hot involved* This detachment is
sufficient to evoke the resemblance to the folk-tale conven
tion# The formal opening is not a necessary feature, and
was probably occasioned in these specific texts merely^by
the semi-conventional context Of the recording session*
1.2*1#2* The, Subject Matter of the Texts
The narratives are concerned with current events, and
their content is therefore determined by non-linguistic
factors, and needs no comment* In style, the narratives
show no marked difference from the folk-tales-, except that
in cases where the narrator participated in the events
related, nationally "first person" forms are frequent*
The subject matter of the folk-tales is largely either
the activities of the bush-animals, or the (usually hostile}
encounters between human beings and the spirits of the dead#

-
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USa® nheroi1f hf $Ost of tpe animal ato&le^ ia fortoiise,, who
personifies 1 # cunnings Other promiiieiit Characters are
Leopard (brute force. and ighoranoa);
, -Gecko (tile witek^
doctor of the animal, world.)/, Ghasscuttef * Goat and Sheep.
Less .frequent appearancea are made by beetles, birds, deer,
dogs, elephants, fish, flies * frogs, gorillas, Iguanas,
monkeys , porcupines, rats,. snails and snakes.
Though tile events of the stories are very varied;,
certain motifs keep recurring. Death and retribution are^
outstanding, each figuring in about thirty of the stories.
Sometimes they are intertwined, -slope retribution may
involve the death of the antagonist. Other common themes
include marriage, oMldfeiith, drphanhood and famine. It
is not hard to see the rele vancew
all these topics to the
daily lives of the Ekpeye people .. About ten of the texts
have an aetiology appended at the end* offering an alleged
cause for some fact, custom or belief. In most cases,
these have only a very loose connection with the main part
of the story.
A number of the folk-tales contain songs,.but these
have been omitted from the linguistic analysis, since
there is evidence that they are both lexically and grammat
ically subiect to external influence^., and therefore may
distort the picture of Ekpeye structure* Borne of the songs
are partially Or wholly In Igbo, which is taken to be an
indication Of their origin*
Hotwithstahding the preceding observations on the
folk-tale conventions, no attempt is made in this thesis
to describe grammatically any segment of speech larger than
the sentence.

-
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1*2.2* The Theoretical Framework
The theory underlying this description of Ekpeye
grammar is derived principally from the ‘Structure-function*
model outlined by J.T.Bendor-Samuel in *A Structure-Punction
Description of Terena Phrases1#*** There is additional
influence from the ‘Scale and Category1 model described by
M.A.K.Halliday in ‘Categories of the Theory of Grammar*#1
The basic assumption is that some features of language are
readily relatable toweach other in terms of a hierarchy,
while others are not. In any language, certain recurrent
patterns are observable. The stretches of speech which
carry these patterns are called Units. Many units are
hierarchically related to each other in a series of Ranks.
This relationship is normally one of inclusion, in that
larger, or higher ranking units are made up of smaller, or
lower ranking ones. Other units, typically a small number
of frequently occurring units, are not easily accommodated
in a hierarchy, and are best handled separately. Within
the hierarchy, there is at each rank only one unit, which
gives its name to that rank. Por the analysis of Ekpeye
six units are established-; in descending order of rank,
they are_labelled Sentence, Clause, Phrase, Word, Stem and
Morpheme•
At any rank, units may be grouped together in two ways.
In terms of the patterns they carry, their internal
Structure, they may be grouped into Types. In terms of
their distribution in the structure of other units,_their
external Function, they may be grouped into Classes. The
groups set up according to structure and those set up
1.

Por details of these articles, see the bibliography.

according to function constitute a cross-classification.
There is frequently, though not necessarily, a high degree
of congruence between them. Where necessary, more detailed
groupings into subclasses and/or subtypes may be made. In
this description of Ekpeye, the grouping according to
external function is given precedence over that according
to internal structure; classes take priority over types.
In stating the function of any unit, a distinction is made
between its distribution in the structure of the unit of
the rank next above, and its distribution in the structure
of another unit of its own rank or of a lower rank. In
keeping with a hierarchical approach, the former Is regarded
as normal, and is termed. Primary Function; the latter is
termed Secondary Function. Glass groupings are generally
made on the basis of primary function, but where this does
not afford sufficient distinctions, secondary function is
also taken Into account. Units In
secondary function
are said,to be downward rank-shifted. In Ekpeye, for
instance, a sentence may have a secondary function In the
structure of a clause, a clause may have a secondary function
in the structure of another clause, or of a phrase, and a
phrase may have a secondary function in the structure of
another phrase. Lessw commonly, units may have an upward
rank-shifted function. In Ekpeye, this is almost entirely
limited to certain affixes^ whicn may manifest a place in
clause or phrase structure, however, since these must
also have a primary function in word structure, their
upward rank-shifted function is of marginal significance
for grouping into classes. For the only other instance^ of
a unit with upward rank^-shifted function, see section
On the basis of internal structure, units are grouped

into types* Each type is said to consist of a number of
Places, which may or may not all co-occur* Each place is
manifested by one or more classes of units, normally, but
not necessarily, of the rank next below. The analysis of
structure into places rather than into manifesting items,
or elements, constitutes the major departure from the
established practice of the Struct%ire-Punction model. In
Ekpeye, this is a more economical approach, in that unit
structure, particularly at clause rank, is referable to
a smaller number of types than would otherwise be necessary.
(The term "place” is thus used in a sense very similar to
that of "element" in the Scale and Category model.)
In addition to the basic units listed in the first
paragraph of this section, Supplementary Units are set up
to handle linear recuirsion. A supplementary unit is
established where two or move units of the same rank are in
paratactic relationship to each other, and together manifest
only one place in the structure of another unit. These
supplementary units are termed Complexes, and for Ekpeye,
the Clause Complex, the Nominal Phrase Complex, the Adverb
ial Phrase Complex and the Stem Complex are necessary.
Since the relationship of the parts to the whole in.supple
mentary units is different from that in basic units? the
concept of places in structure is reserved for the descrip
tion of basic units. Supplementary units are analysed In
terms of Elements. A unit may function as an element in a
supplementary unit only at its own rank, and at phrase rank
only within its own class. The supplementary.unit itself
may have both primary and secondary functions, but supple
mentary units are not grouped into classes since this would
to a large extent duplicate the class groupings of the

basic units* Grouping, into types on the basis of internal
structure is necessary only in the case of the Nominal
Phrase Complex*
Since classes are in principle established: on the
basis of function in the structure of the unit of the rank
next above, it follows that for the highest ranking unit,
the sentence, there can be no class groupings« This does
not imply that a hierarchical description of Ekpeye cannot
usefully be carried beyond that rank, but rather that
within the limits of, time and material available, it is not
practicable to do so* However, it is implicit in the
analysis (and sometimes explicit, as in sections 3 *3 *1*,
11*2 * and 11*4-*) that the sentence must find its function
in some higher ranking unit* It is an open qixestion how
far a grammatical hierarchy can be extended without
venturing onto ground traditionally covered by some other
discipline such as literary criticism or cultural
anthropology*
At the lower end of the hierarchy, it follows that
since typos are established on the basis of internal
structure, for the lowest ranking unit, the morpheme,
there can be no type groupings* In Ekpeye, morpheme rank
is required only for the description of three word rank
classes, the Noun class, the Relative class and the Yerb
class* (Stem rank is required only for the Yerb class.)
No other word classes show any further grammatical structure
They are all of closed membership,and are simply listed,
as are the closed morpheme classes* Abstractions
representing phonological structure are made only for the
two morpheme classes which are of open membership, the
Noun Root class and the Yerb Root class*

-
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So much for those features of language which are
conveniently handled hierarchically* There remain other
items which are not conveniently analysed as part of the
structure of any other unit. Rather do they mark the
function of one unit at some particular place in the
structure of another unit. These are termed Syntactic
Markers, and correspond fairly closely to the overt, or
morphemically marked syntagmatic features of the StructureFunction model. Syntactic markers are usually themselves
units at word or morpheme rank, but may also include tonal
changes, or a more abstract category like tense, whose
significance and manifestation in Ekpeye are not easily tied
to one particular rank# All the syntactic markers which
are themselves units at word rank tire grouped together as
the Particle Hyperclass, and described in chapter 11,
Where a morpheme has a function as a syntactic marker, this
is not used as a class criterion, since every morpheme must
also manifest some place in word structure* As with morph
emes with upward rank-shifted function, distribution within
the word is the primary function, and hence the basis for
classification. Since syntactic markers indicate the
function of a unit, they are essentially markers of classes,
b\it since when units themselves, they must come somewhere
in the stream of speech, they are in this thesis described
in relation to the_ types to whirh the classes and/or sub
classes correspond#
In chapters 3 - 1 3 below, the theory outlined above is
applied to Ekpeye grammar* In each chapcer, the following
arrangement is observed^* For each unit, groupings into
classes are shown first# At all ranks, each class.is
designated by an upper case letter, and subclasses, where

these are set up, are designated by a bracketed lower case
letter, For each class or subclass, the full range of
occurrence in both primary and secondary functions is shown*
Sub-subclasses, where needed, are designated by a roman
numeral bracketed with the subclass letter, Thus
A
« Glass
A(a)
w Subclass
A(aiii) “ Sub-subclass
At word and morpheme ranks only, hyperclasses are set up.
The term^ "hyperclass" does not represent any new theoretical
category. It is simply a label of convenience which enables
the term "class” to be used at word rank in something -like
its common usage in linguistics, and which also helps to
avoid the notational complexity of the excessive subclass
ification which would otherwise arise in the description of
verbal forms. Hyperclasses are referred to by name rather
than by a designation symbol.
At each rank, there is some correspondence between the
functional classes or subclasses, and the structural types*
When the classes have been described, the correspondences
are listed, and then the various types are described. At
all ranks, each type is designated by an arabic numeral,
and subtypes, where these are set up, are designated by a
bracketed roman numeral. Thus
3
« Type
3(11)= Subtype
It so happens that at no rank are both sub-subclasses and
subtypes set up, so that the use of roman numerals is never
ambiguous. For further details, see the outline analysis
in the following section.
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In describing each type, the constituent places.are
listed, and details of their relationships are given, such
as obligatory versus optional occurrence, sequence, and co
occurrence restrictions, Then the classes of units which
may manifest each place are listed, and any syntactic
markers of specific functions are indicated, together with
any other relevant descriptive details. Copious examples
are supplied to illustrate different realisations of each
type# For ease of reference, examples are numbered in an
independent series for each chapter, as follows.
Examples
Iff,.
Chapter 3
Examples lOlff,
Chapter 4
Examples 201ff,.
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Examples 301ff.#
Chapter 7
Examples 551ff*
Examples 401£f*
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
Examples 501ff.
Chapter 12
Examples 551f£,
Examples 601ff,
Chapter 13
In addition to the groupings into classes and types
employed throughout the thesis, certain Verb affixes are
also grouped into Orders, An order is a grouping made
within a class or subclass on the basis of co-occurrence
potential. Its aim is to display the sequence in which
the members may co-occur, and the restrictions on cooccurrence* A grouping of this kind is of maximum value
in handling (sub)classes with closed, but fairly large
membership, With such classes, the co-occurrence p os sibil*
ities are finite, but by no means obvious, and are most
economically displayed by means of a diagram of ciders,
In the analysis of Ekpeye, the concept of ordering is most
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valuable in the description of the Verb Suffix class in
chapter 15* Ihe orders and the subclasses set up within
this class constitute a cross-classification, though they
are mutually reinforcing and to some extent mutually,
dependent* Por further discussion, see section 13*5*5*2*
1*2*5* Outline of the Analysis
This section shews all the class and type groupings
and subgroupings set up for the analysis of Ekpeye grammar,
together with their correspondences* The units are dealt
with in descending order of rank.
Sentence
No classes are set up for the, sentence* All sentences
are described in terms of one type. The categories of
Minor Sentence and Elliptical Sentence are set up to handle
certain hierarchically anomalous items of relatively
infrequent occurrence* (Sections 3*5* and 3»60)
Clause
Pour classes of clause are set up, one being divided
into two subclasses* Pive types are set up, which corres
pond to the (sub)classes as follows
Class
A(a)
A(b)
B C D
Type
1
2
3
4
5
In each of types 1, 3 und.5* three subtypes are set up on
the basis of transitivity* A Clause Complex is also set up,>
Phrase
Three classes of phrase are set up, labelled the
Nominal, Verbal and Adverbial classes respectively, and

normally referred to by their labels rather than their
class letters#
In the Nominal Phrase class (class A), five subclasses
are set up, to each of which a structural type corresponds,
as follows
Subclass
A(a)
A(b)
A(c)
A(d)
A(e)
Type
1
2
3
4*
5
In the Verbal Phrase class (class B ) , five subclasses
are again set up, to each of which a structural type
corresponds, as follows
Subclass
B(a)
B(b)
B(c)
B(d)
B(e)
1
2
3
4*
5
In the Adverbial Phrase class (class 0), two subclasses
are set up, both corresponding to one structural type#
A Nominal Phrase Complex and an Adverbial Phrase
Complex are also set up, In the^ former of which three
structural types are recognised#

Type

Word
Pour word hyperclasses are set up, labelled the.
Nominal, Verbal, Adverbial and Particle hyperclasses* Each
is further divided into a number of classes#
In the Nominal hyperclass, nine classes are recognised,
four being further subdivided, as shown below#
Class
A
B
C
D
E
P
G
H
J
Subclasses
(a) (a) (a) (a)
(b) (b) (b) (b)
(c)
(c)

(a)
Classes A and G, are further described in terms of one
structural type# The ProximaSe^rl also included in the
Nominal hyperclass, for reasons discussed in section 8.3<

-
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In the Verbal hyperclass, three classes are recognised
one being further subdivided extensively, as shown below#
Glass
A B C
Subclasses
(a)

0 >)
Co)
Subclass
Sub-subclasses

C(a)
C(b)
C(c)
(ai)
(bi)
(aii) (bii)
(aili)
(aiv)
In the Adverbial hyperclass, three classes are^recog
nised, all being further subdivided, as shown below#
Class
A B C
Subclasses (a) (a) (a)
(t>) (b) (b)
(e)

(a)
(e)

(f)
In the Particle hyperclass, eight classes are recognised,
labelled A to H respectively# None is further subdivided.
At word rank, only Verbal class C shows more than one
structural type. Within this cxass, three types are set
up, each corresponding to a subclass, as shown below*
Subclass
C(a)
C(b)
0(c)
Type
1
2
3
Stem
All stems are referable to one class and one type.
A Stem Complex is also set up.

-
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Morpheme
morpheme hypefclasses are set Up* labelled the
Substantive and Predicative i^perclasses* Each is further
divided into a number of classes*
In the Substantive hyperciass;* three^,. classes (A~»C) are
recognised* none being further' subdivided*
In the Predicative hyperclass* three classes are
recognised* two being further subdivided* as shown below*
Class
A
B
U
Subclasses (a)
(a)
Two

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)

Cd)

Cd)

Subclass
Sub-subclasses

A(b)
(bi)
(bii)
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.The Transcription
2.1. General
Bach symbol used in this transcription represents a
contrastive sound unit# The transcription is therefore
phonemic# There are twenty-nine consonant symbols, nine
vowel symbols and four tone marks# Most of_the symbols
have values close to those given in the I.F.A# chart, but
in five pases, the values of consonant symbols have been
modified# With the symbols c, J and ny, this was done to
conform with common practice in West Africa, and with the
digraphs hw and p , to give a clearer picture of the
phonetia value of the symbol# Of the vowel symbols, i and
u have been adopted for typographical convenienceand do
not represent central close vowels as in the I.P.A.
convention.
2*2. Tables of Symbols
v

v

^

2.2.1* Vowels
Close

Front
i

Central

Back

3*

Half-close

e

Half-open
Open

o
a

-
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2.2*2* Consonant s
Stops

)

Plain

Ikp gb

Ir-v

Bil I Alv

I Pal
I'

Vel

t d

pT

"b

Implosive

M

k g

d
J—

Palatalised

!py by

1—

<iy

Labialised

lew gwi
*'>■!!Il*|ll1*1||
,|

1~Pricatives
Affricates

s z

!

T

.sals

/ 3
O 3

m

XX

*J*u
ny

rjw

Laterals
i

i
Semi-vowels j

*

w

y

hw

2*5* Ihe Values of the Symbols
2*3*1* .Vowels
i
it
e
s
a
0
0
«
u

is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is

a close front spread vowel
a front spread vowel between close and half-close
a half-close front spread vowel
a half-open front spread „rowel
an open central vowel
a half-open back rounded vowel
a half-close back rounded vowel
a back rounded vowel between close and. half-close
a close back rounded vowel

—29—
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2 *5*2 . Consonants
b

voiced bilabial stop
by Voiced palatalised bilabial stop
b
voiced implosive bilabial atop
c
voiceless palato-alveolar affricate
d
voiced alveolar stop
cC voiced implosive alveolar stop
cfy voiced palatalised implosive alveolar stop
g
voiced velar stop
gb voiced labio-velar (double) stop
gw voiced labialised velar stop
hw voiceless labialised velar semi-vowel
$
voiced palato-alveolar affricate
k
voiceless velar stop
kp voiceless labio-velar*(double) stop
lew voiceless labialised velar stop
1

voiced alveolar lateral

m
n
ny
rfw
p
py
s
/
t

voiced bilabial nasal
voiced alveolar nasal
voiced palatal nasal
voiced labialised velar nasal
voiceless bilabial stop
voiceless palatalised bilabial stop
voiceless alveolar grooved fricative
voiceless palato-alveolar grooved fricative
voiceless alveolar stop

W

voiced labio-velar semi-vowel

y

voiced palatal semi-vowel

z

voiced alveolar grooved fricative

3

voiced palato-alveolar grooved fricative

30-

Only three of the consonant phonemes show any aliophonic variation, The voiced alveolar lateral /l/ is in
free fluctuation with a voiced^ alveolar flap in some words
in the speech of some speakers, The extent of this pheno
menon varies considerably from speaker to speaker, but
there are some words in which all speakers consistently
use the lateral. A labio-velar allophone of the voiced
bilabial nasal /m/ occurs before the labio-velar phonemes
/kp/, /gb/ and /w/, and an (unlabialised) velar allophone
of the voiced alveolar nasal /n/ occurs before the velar
phonemes /k/, /g/, /kw/, /gw/, / m i / and /hw/,
2. ^, Tone
The tone-bearing unitw is the syllable, which is of the
pattern V, OV, or rarely N. There are five units of tone,
three of level pitch, and two of gliding pitch* The three
level tones are termed High, Low and Downstep, High is
symbolised by an acute accent, Low by a grave accent9 and
Downstep is unmarked* "Doivnstep” is used as a label rather
than "Mid" since this tone occurs only after a high* After
a Low, the contrast between High and Downstep is neutralised*
What would otherwise be a Downstep is realised in this
environment as a High, Downstep is of relatively infrequent
occurrence.
The two gliding tones both show a fall in pitch, one
from High to Low, the other from High to Downstep* The
first is symbolised by a circumflex, and the second by an
acute accent followed by a vertical stroke* The Kigh-toLow fall is relatively uncommon, and the High-to-Downstep
fall is limited to the Pronoun class (section 8*2*6,).

-
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Very few tonal minimal pairs have been found. Thus,
lexically tone carries a low functional load, and it is
not possible to illustrate all the contrastive tones in
identical environment* However, in the examples below,
High, Downstep, Low and High-to-Low fall contrast in
reasonably analogoxis environment in the second syllables
of dissyllabic nouns whose first syllables are all High
tone, and High, Low and High-to-Low fall contrast in the
second syllables of dissyllabic nouns whose first syllables
are all Low. Because of its limited distribution, the
High-to-Downstep fall can be contrasted only with a High
tone in a monosyllable.
Examples
dkpd
dbe
dbd
dgbd

-

inheritance
beetle
padlock
kite

ya
yd1

- thus
- he, she, it, self

Shwo - day-name
egbd - rat-trap
dhwd - ape

In a sentence, a High tone following a Low tone is
never quite so high in pitch as an initial High tone, or
a High tone preceding the Low. Thus, in any sentence
containing (as almost all sentences do) a combination of
High and Low tones, the progressive,,lowering of the pitch
of the voice is a prominent feature. This phenomenon,
termed Mdowndrift% is usually accompanied by a narrowing
of the pitch range. Bo not only ax*e High and Low tones
phonetically closer together at the end of a sentence
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than at the beginning, but a High tone near the end of a
sentence may be phonetically lower in pitch than a low
tone near the beginning of the sentence# In a sentence
of more than one clause, the first High tone in each new
clause will be higher than the last High tone In the
previous clause, but never as high as the first High tone
at the beginning of the sentence# Thus although the
downdrift may be Interrupted at clause boundaries, its
effect extends over the whole sentence#
Syntactically conditioned tonai change's In nouns are
described in section 8 #4,2 .5 *
2.5# The Phonological Relationships of the Phonemes
2.5*1# Vowels
At word rank in Ekpeye^ phonological and grammatical
criteria have^a high degree of congruence, manifested in
vowel harmony. There are various systems of harmony
operative in the Verb, as detailed in section 9*2.2.1#,
and a more general system operative in other word classes#
On this basis^, the nine vowels may be divided into two
harmonic sets* as follows.
Bet 1
i
u
e
o
(a)

Set 2
ar u
s
o
(a)

For the sake of consistency, the two sets are referred
to as having a distinction of tongue height between the

corresponding members of each set. It is possible, however,
that detailed instrumental investigation would show that
the distinction lies in the position of the root of the
tongue, as has been found in other West African languages.
Each set has four basic members. The ninth vowel /a/
occurs freely with both sets, .though probably rather more
with the more open set, set 2 , than with the closer set,
set 1# Within the word (other than Veihs) the vowels are
almost always drawn from only one of the two sets. In
words of up to three syllables, a change from one harmonic
set to the other is very rare, though in polysyllabic
nouns.such a change is rather more common. In these
cases,, it may be an Indication that the word was originally
a compound, even though the constituent parts can novlonger
be identified. For further details, see section 8 .4-.2.2.
The following words illustrate the general vowel harmony
system.
Examples
Set 2

Set 1
igdgd
im&l&ci Sy6
dwdd£
~
6nyic6l& ~
obi
6ydkw£
&b§
hgbdjl
-

day-name
bull-frog
liver
wisdom
water-tort oise
charcoal
porcupine
morning
avocado pear
boy

- pain
— fish—trap
■Ssddli
- graveyard
£y5l6^w&
thigh
§S&
£kp&db
- frog
r* eye
£ltp£l£nl
palm-*fruit
5hw4
bpip&ny^nyS — firefly
- claw
4b b
4gb£d£
« girl

*CLk6l6yi
did
Anyibo
dgdle^i

-

yam-skewer
type of cloth
banana
goat

&m£lsc&
&k5
aklls
dlisd

- smoke
- whiskers
- last year, next year
- rice

The following words arew among the few which break the
general vox^el harmony system.
diby5
i/dn$
i/dcC6
okwdde

-

witch-doctor
bedroom
gecko
coconut

5kp4ll3.gwd
hkpdldcl:
dgban&ko
uk&kwu/£

-

python
firebrand
toe
stick

2 .5 *2 . Consonants
Phonologioally, the consonants fall into three grcoups.
One consists of the semi-vowels and the lateral; this small
groups stands rather apart from the rest, and is dealt with
below* The remaining consonants may be divided into two
according to their distribution before close vowels. One
group shows a marked statistical preference for the close
back vowels /u/ and /u/, and in Verb Hoots, the prohibition
of occurrence before the close front vowels /i/ and /&/;
while the other group shows a marked statistical preference
for the close front vowels, and in Verb Hoots, the prohib
ition of occurrence before close back vowels* The twentyfive consonants in these two groups may be displayed
contrastively in terms of four points of articulation and
fourw manners of articulation, as in the chart on the next
page* When displayed in this way, they reveal an almost
hierarchical arrangement, in that, with the exception of
the labio-velar double stops, only those members of the

first group which have alveolar!ty or plosion among their
characteristics, have corresponding members of the second
group* In the following chart, the consonants with the
preference for back vowels are labelled group 1 , and those
with the preference for front vowels, group 2 *
Alveolar . Bilabial
|
Stops
1
t d
P b
2
c i.
py by
Nasals
1 r
n
m
ny
cC
~b~
Implosives 1 j

Volar j Labio~velar .

....

2
Fricatives 1
2

s

dy
z

/

3

kw
k g
qw

kp

gb

f

Of the four consonants in the third group, /w/ and
/hw/ share the preference for close back vowels, while
/I/ and /y/ occur commonly before both front and back
close vowels* These four consonants show a tendency to be
elided between like vowels in rapid speech, so that for
instance /5kw4l&kw5/ would be realised as [bkw&skwbl ,
2*6* E lision
Bince a large number of words both begin and. end with
a vowel, elision at word junctions is of very frequent
occurrenceo Elision normally takes place between the word
in any one clause, but not between clauses, nor between
the initial and final words of a rank-shifted clause and
the other units at the rank at which it is functioningc

Elision is phonologically determined, and takes place
irrespective of the grammatical status of the words involved
For this reason, it cannot he given detailed treatment in
a thesis whose emphasis is grammatical* The general
principle, however, is that the final vowel of the first
word and the initial tone of the second word are lost,
leaving the initial vowel of, the second word bearing the
final tone of the first word. This can be summarised in
the formula
T1 + T2
T1
VI
V2
V2
where T1 and.T2 represent the final and initial tones
respectively,, and VI and V2 the final and initial vowels
respectively. Where the elided vowel is a close front
vowel (/i/ or /!/), the preceding consonant may be slightly
palatalised. Where the elided vowel is a close back vowel
(/u/ or /u/), the preceding consonant may be slightly
labialised. Other elided vowels leave no phonetic residue.
2.7* The Punctuation of Examples
In the examples cited in this thesis, the top line
shows the structure of the unit exemplified, in terms of
its places. The second line gives the Ekpeye text, and the
third line a literal translation. If the text and literal
translation take up more than one line, their continuation
lines are indented. The last line gives an idiomatic
translation, with continuation lines again iyv$€-Wfc€cL This
line also shows the re ior once to the position of trie example
In the corpus. The reference consists of ah upper case^
letter followed by two numbers separated by a full stop.
The letter indicates the informant, the first number the

specific text, and the second number the sentence within
that text* ^Thus S2.7 means sentence 7 of text 2 of
informant S. B in fact denotes Mr* William, and his second
text is the analysed text of chapter 14-* Of the other two
main informants, Mr* Ene is denoted by the key letter B and
Rev* Ikiriko by the key letter R*
The grammatical analysis of the Ekpeye is Indicated
by the following punctuation conventions.
A full stop * indicates sentence boundaries
a comma
, separates sentence rank places
a slash
/
11
clause
!i
M
a space
n
phrase
tT
"
a plus sign +
!t stem
Tf
11
a hyphen
~
word.
"
!I
The above symbols relate to the basic units of the
analysis. Supplementary units are shown as follows.
A semi-colon
; indicates the limits of a clause complex
a double slash / /
n
11
H
,T n phrase complex
an equals sign « links the elements in a stem complex
All words and morphemes functioning as syntactic
markers are underlined, and_ all downward rank-shifted units
are enclosed in parentheses. Morphemes with an upward
rank-shifted function at clause rank are indicated both by
the hyphen relevant to their primary function in the word
and by the slash relevant to their function :1c. the clause*
Thus & clause With two places manifested by morphemes with
Upward rank^shifted function would appear as d/kwu-ni/A '"'He told him". Morphemes with an upward rank-shifted
function at phrase rank are indicated by the symbol •*.
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Thus for example d*dd& - "A place11, This addl.itional
symbol has to be introduced since it is not possible to
combine the space relevant to phrase rank places with any
other symbol* Places manifested by discontinuous units
have the parts of the discontinuous unit linked by dotted
underlining* Thus iid§ke/$w£l6/S-l5-o - "There would
certainly not be a palaver1*.
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Chapter g
The Sentence
3*1* Sentence Rank
The Bentence is thewhighest ranking grammatical unit
described in this thesis * Its definitive feature is that
it may stand alone as a complete utterance* Bince the
sentence is the highest ranking unit of the grammatical
hierarchy, no primary function is attributed to it* The
assumption is always there, however, that further study
would eventually provide criteria for the establishment of
some higher rank of unit, such as the paragraph, narrative
or conversation* (Cf. section 3*3*1« below*) Bince the
sentence has no primary function within the limits of this
thesis,^no attempt can be made to group sentences into
classes. The sentence may function as a rank-shifted unit
at the Quotational place (Q) in the outer post-nuclear
periphery of the clause* This secondary function, however,
offers no grounds for the establishment of sentence classes,
since there are no observed restrictions on the sentences
occurring in this function*
3*2* Bente 11ce Structure
Apart from the Minor Sentences and Elliptical Sentences
described In sections 3*5* and 3o6.„below, it is necessary
to recognise only one sentence type. In this type, three
places are established, labelled the Dependent (Dep),
Independent (Ind), and Exegetic (Ekg) places respectively0
They occur only In this sequence, the Ind place being

obligatory, and the other two places optional* The Dep
and Exg places occasionally co-occur, so that the theoret
ical maximum form Is attested* The Dep place is manifested
by clauses of class A, the Ind place by clauses of classes
A, B or C, and the Exg place by clauses of classes A or B*
The manifesting classes are shown in diagram form below*
Dep
^

Ilf

01A

Ind
CIA
C1B
C1C

Exg

IBpIi ■> H I*.I**^.U|V *P

CIA
C1B

3.3.
3*3*1. In Primary function
The sentence may be marked by the Initiator (In) class
of Particles, preceding the Ind, or if present, the Dep
place. This class consists of the single formal item hgwa,
as described in section 11,2* This item is for several
reasons regarded as a syntactic marker (SM) rather than as
a constituent of sentence structure* It does not have the
internal structure of a clause, and is not ^substitutable by
any unit which does. In distribution, it occurs most
frequently, though by no means exclusively, with sentences
which are semantically commands* Bo although there are no
sentence classes whose function at some place in a unit of
higher rank the In Particle could be said to mark, yet
because of its functional and structural parallelism with
units functioning as SMs at other ranks, it is analysed as
a SM. In a larger body of data, its occurrence might well
prove significant as a contrastive or demarcative feature

-
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of some higher ranking unit**** In meaning, the In Particle
ftgw& is either hortatory (nComew on then*,.'1) or resumptive
O'Well then*./’ or "So then#* I1),
The In Particle may also occur with sentences which
are in a secondary function# Bince two or more consecutive
sentences may occur in a secondary function, this may lend
support to the view that hgw& would ultimately prove to be
related to some unit higher than the_sentence* For examples
of its occurrence, see nos. 3 and 11,
«

^

*

3*3*2# In Secondary Function
In its secondary function at the Q place in the outer
post-nuclear periphery of the clause, the sentence is
preceded by a Particle of the IntrodLicer (Itr) class# This
class consists of two formal items, mdni and 5u (see section
11*3*)* Their selection is dependent on the category, of
Person, at the Subject place in the clause (sections 4-*2#I*4*
and 13*3*1*1*)* If the exponent of the Person category is
Speaker (Sp) or Speaker’s Group (SG), mSni occurs, and if
the exponent of Person is Hearer (H) or Referent (P), bu
occurs# See examples 3 "* H below*
may be repeated
several times within the rank-shifted sentence, as in
examples 5 and 6 # These repetitions normally occur at
clause and/or phrase boundaries, but are sometimes found
even within a phrase, as in example 10. The Itr Particle
may be omitted if the Sp Person occurs at the Subject place
in the first clause of the rank-shifted sentence, as in
1* Occasionally the Fnglish word *sor is found where ilgwd
would be expected, but occurrences of this kind are regarded
as extra-systemic rather than as exemplifying another member
of the In class of Particles*

-
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nos* 8 and 179# It may also be omitted if the rank-shifted
sentence happens to begin with the Negator hd£ke (section
9*1*1*), as in example 11^* If the In and Itr Particles
both occur in a rank-shifted sentence, either may precede
the other- (example 11)*
As stated in the previous section, two or more consec
utive sentences may occur in this secondary function* Each
must be preceded by the appropriate Itr Particle, but the
other places in the plause of which the Q place is part
need not be repeated* In notional terms, this means that
the introductory verb, usually a verb of speaking, is
“understood”. Ihis can happen even when there is a change
of speaker, so that conversation can be reported without
the constant repetition of a verb of speaking* Pox* examples
in context, see sentences 14, 14a, 14b, 20,^20a, 20b and
23 - 25b in the analysed text of chapter 14*
A further SM of the secondary function of.the aentence
occurs wherethe exponent of the category of Person at the
Subject place, in the introductory, clause is E or H, and the
rank-shifted sentence is reflexive* In these circumstances
the reflexive subject in the rank-shifted sentence must he
manifested by the reflexive pronoun yaT (examples 5 and 6 )*
*• v*

3*4. The Category of Assertion
^■ni

ifiiiTfti ii nU
iB-fc inMrj ^—

“

-—
—

«
[■ t~^i

*i ~
t

—f—f

t

The Ind place in sentence structure is the point of
operation of the category of Assertion* This category is
manifested by a two-term system whose terms are labelled
1. Por the inclusion of Nt before hdeke, see no* 234*

Declarative and Interrogative* Declarative sentences form
a large majority of those recorded, and are unmarked*
Interrogative sentences are marked by a Particle of the
Interrogator class (Itg)« This class consists of the
single formal item Id or Idbo (section 11*4*), which occurs
after the final word of the clause manifesting the Ind
place in the sentence, 1 Ihe Exg place is not attested in
any Interrogative sentence, though this Is probably due to
the relatively infrequent occurrence of both the Exg place
and Interrogative sentences 5 there is no reason to suppose
that it represents a structural restriction* Interrogative
sentences, like the In Particle, might well prove to be
relatable to some unit of higher rank than the sentence,
especially in conversation* The Itg :1s therefore, like
the In, Included in the Particle Hyperclass in chapter 11*
Examples
1* Ind place only
mu &/kpo+ga-f/£-§ / 5kw4ldkw5/l§
lm6
(ucC-5)ft
then he~thrust-inside lertoise in insi_de*~of house
Then he made fortoise a prisoner*
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2* Dep and Ind places
4/ba-cfu-i-ma
/
dc& ya,
^ws+j^-l^ / ada
(a)/
she-when-rcached place that, she~has--seen father-of her
1 ± 6kpdga*
In bush-hut
When she reached there, she saw her father in a bush-hut*
______
B5*24
1* Interrogative sentences" are not the only sentences which
are semantically questions* "It this point the formal and
the semantic are out of step, Questions may be formed with
question- words, with or without reinforcement by the Itg
Particle*

Ind and Exg places, with In particle
hgwl
//
f
i1i-‘*r!~—ttwt m5/d5=k&+ld-j£~ns/(6ifc / b& /(kp4//&m&n£ / dibyo
w
well I~shall-tell~also this is how people witch-doctor
mi-cd-1 !-&£)) , £y_£d5n4
idd
(m£)/bu / nye
act
because father-of me is person-who
(gbd / Iwa)
dihw4,
gives oracle likewise
Well then, I shall tell how witch-doctors act, because
my father is indeed a soothsayer.
B39* 1
Dep, Ind and Exg places (a maximum form)^.
Iqj6ii/i-piki1ip 1/me-hwuto/tokwu, Skw4l4kw5/5-hwS-l& /
thus Ipikilipi maderwhen tokwu (Tortoise has-shouted
(M
u/d-u-g 6«gb o- di^y Sn4),
aysdonl:
that he-is-curse-killing-you-people, because
//enyi / 14 o& Q / / sjw<§-b£ / et£-1.
elephant and iguana have-not ears-HV
Bo when Ipikilipi (a mythical creature) said 11(Tokwu11
(a magic word), (Tortoise shouted out "He1s j>utting
a death-curse or^ you both", because Elephant and
Iguana were deaf.
S7*S1
Ind and Exg places, in a Ben HS to Q
.
... mu
iji
(yd)/kw&-ni^yd/(b& ya! / ati-5-md-a,
...then husband-of her told-her that self steal-not-NV
&4 dyld5n4
nyd
(zh / 4gbu)/bu 4-ma+j4-i/
that because person-who steals theft that knows-not
ad4 (5/ r)W&+l4-u)).
_place he-will-die-NV
...then her. husband told her that he would neves?, steal,
becatise a thief never knows where he will die* .
813*28

6* Dep and Ind places, in a Sen ES to Q
*.* (54
yd* /
bi-jd-hwd,
54 dkpdlama 54 d-c£i-md~ld) *.
•...that self when-came-at-last that sheep that has-eaten,
■...that when he finally returned, Sheep had eaten it. S9»9
7* Ind place only, in a Sen RS to Q
m6/kwd~ni/d / kpSft / (mdn£ dkpdldmd/34/14
imd
(6gw6)).
I-told-him
thus
that
lamb
is in inside-of
well
•*
V
I told him that there was a lamb in the well. B32*14
8. Ind place only, in a Sen RS to Q, withItr omitted
m4
4/hw4-3 / (md/kd~jd
d~jd).
then she-called I-please-come coming
(Then she called me that I should come.
B32.9
9. Ind place only, in a Sen RS to.Q, with
Itg
...(54 4y§Id / gw&-d&~j4-n§ / 5bu wd
1856)•
...that what
is-singing
song that question
..."Whatever is singing that song?"
B35«19
10. Dep and Ind.places, in a Sen RS to Q, with Itg
m4 fi/te-tii-3 • ( 5 4
4/md-l£-5 d/y 6 / ^yi / tdl,
then he-asked...that if-they^do-to-you thing today
54 d/m&+34
54
b4 / li
455hw& la)*
that you-wi11-know that emphatic on which day question
Then he a s k e d . " I f they do something to trick you today,
when will you realise it?"
B2S.16v
11* Ind place only, with In Particle, in a Sen RS to Q
m4 4/kwu-nl / 6w4 / (54 &gw£ 54 ;i/gd~ldgd / ibd ft,
then he-told Grasscutter that so that you-go-past side this
54
m4
yd1/ ga-ldgd-«j4~nS / ibd £md;)*
that then self go-past-also side this
(Then he told Grasscutter "Well, you go this way, and
1*11 go that way"*
S2.10
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3*5* Minor. Sentences
In addition tow the major sentence type described in
sections 3*2 *v~
it is necessary to set up a minor
sentence type. This consists of a single place , labelled
the Vocative place (V), which is manifested by a Nominal
Phrase of subclass (a), or by an Interjection (Inj). The
minor sentence is treated as a separate unit from the
major sentence to which it is usually preposed, despite a
phonological link in,that it is normally spoken within the
same breath-group, and a semantic link in that the person
addressed in the minor sentence is often the notional
subject of the next verb* This separate treatment is
because the minor sentence fulfils the criterion laid down
in section 3 *1# for a sentence, that it may stand alone
as a complete utterance* Furthermore, the minor sentence
does not enter into syntactic relations with any unit up
to sentence rank* As with the In and Itg Particles, further
study of a larger corpus might reveal a syntactic link
between minor sentences and some unit of higher rank* The
semantic role of the minor sentence is fairly indicated by
the label Vocative given to its single place.
The units manifesting the V place in the minor sentence
are listed above^as Nominal Phrases of subclass (a) (NP(a)),
or Interjections* NPs in this function are so called
because units of similar or identical structure are
abundantly exemplified in other functions, and it would be
uneconomical to establish a new class for those items
occurring in this (relatively uncommon) function. The
items labelled Interjections* however, are a different
matter. They do not function at any other p l a c e in Bkpeye
structure, and since in their function in minor sentences,

they do not enter into syntactic relations with any units
up to sentence rank* there would be pome ground for
referring to them as classless items* But since they
constitute a clearly delimited set, they are for the sake
of convenience and ready comprehension given the class
label of Interjections* As a class, however, they are not,
allotted to any specific rank in the grammatical hierarchy.
This is because the minor sentence in which alone they
operate is itself extra-hierarchical in as much as It is
never manifested by a unit of the next lower rank, a clause
In addition to any primary function in some unit of
higher rank, minor sentences may have a secondary function
at the_Q place In the outer post-nuclear periphery of the
clause. In this function, which accounts for most of the
available examples, they are preceded by an Itr Particle,
just as described for major sentences in section 3.3.2.
Phonologically, minor sentences tend, to be spoken
with a higher pitch range than major ones. This is not
invariable, however, and its occurrence depends on
psychological rather than linguistic factors. The Injs
also show other features which are marginal to the
phonological patterns of Ekpeye, such as long vowels,
long consonants, and a rising tone.
Twelve Injs have been recorded, and all are cited In
the examples below (nos. 12 - 23)* Norffurther reference
will be made to them at any other rank. Most of the NPs
functioning in minor sentences are of minimal structure,
consisting only of a Head place. Typical examples of
these are given, together^ with the five available examples
of longer structures (nos. 24- - 31)o

Examples in this and the following section only,
depart from the standard layout of examples in this thesis*
Bince minor sentences cannot consist of more than one place
(and elliptical sentences have no formal structure), no
indication of the structure is given* Also, in numbers
12 - £6 and 30 ~ 3*1-, a single line of translation is given
instead of the literal and free translations given elsewhere*

12. b& £h£rii £h£ih

Formula preceding an oath

B3*8

13# bj§ m&w&lfe m&w£l§
Formula preceding a decree

B17*17

ill sokw& so!

Formula preceding an urgent request
15* Mk dya
Cry of pain
16.

B28*42

c5
Cry of excitement

17# && ££
Cry of amazement

B17*13

B25#17

v

18* 5Jt k M
Cry of irritation
19* mikd
Cry of appreciation

S22.33

B39*28

B28.62

5020* m^k^nat
Cry of appreciation

333•10

21* fiil

Cry of refusal

S17*66

22, 54 6
Cry of surprise

3327*8

23* 54 t&
Cry of irritation
24* £4
"Eldest daughter!"
25* t54
*■*«I 5n5l£k&
•*
"Leopard!"

B28.51

26* 54 olo
"Antelope!"

B18.6

B24.ll

B17#10

*

27* 54 4l& (y&)
that villagerof us
"Our village!"
B5♦10
*

28. 54 4d&
(:qw£ / 4cfo
(&&))
that^ father-who has house-of them"Sir!"
G1.2
29# 54
4y£
&
(5^-6 / 14 5l4b6kwucCS)
that thing the which-is on roof
"Ihe thing on the roof!"
S7*70

-

50. b& //& S & 1 & / ijwdn4//
“BushbUck, brother J"

51-

B27.8

31. 5& /^w£n4 / 6 w Gl / /
“Brother Grasscutteri"

G1.8

3.6* Elliptical Sentences
There are a f ew_ examples of what can only be called
structural fragments. These all occur at the Q place in
clause structure, and are analysed as elliptical sentences
rather than units of any other rank because they are all
preceded by the In Particle, which occurs elsewhere cnly as
a marker of the sentence. The fragments are either NPs of
■
x > v
<0-4subclass (a) or Marginals of subclasses (a)#r(d) -er—
Examples are sufficiently few to be listed exhaustively.
Examples
32. 64 Agwfi lft
“Come on then!"

S2.9

53. 66 ftgwk gScCS hw5 ia
“Let’s get started then!"
3^-. 66 flgwd £kd
“To the farm thenl"
35* 6g

817*23

S3.16

hw$ dkpftgd (56)

that well then to-bush-hut-of them
"To our bush-hut then!" B13.5
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Chapter 4
The Clause
4-1* Clause Rank
4.1.1. Clause Classes
The Clause is the unit ranking next below the sentence.
The clause has a primary function at some place in sentence
structure, and also has secondary functions at certain
places in the structure of other clauses, or of Nominal
or Adverbial phrases- On thew basis of function, clauses
are divided into foiir: classes* Clauses of class A may
operate at any place in sentence structure, in addition to
secondary functions* These secondary functions lead to the_
subdivision of the class into two subclasses, A(a) and A(b).
Clauses of class B may operate only at the Ind and Exg
places in^sentence structure, in addition to secondary
functions* Clauses of class C may operate only at the Ind
place in sentence structure, and have no secondary functions
Clauses of class D may operate only in secondary functions.,,
in the structure of another clause, or of a Nominal phrasea
4.1.2, Summary of Clause Structure
On the basis of structure, five clausetypes (CTs) are
set up. Theycorrespond to the (sub)classes asfollows
Class
A(a)
A(b) B C D
Type
1
2
3
4
5
A summary description of the five CTs may conveniently
be made by dividing their constituent places into nuclear

-
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and peripheral* T h e nuclear places are so called because
they are crucial to the establishment of the five types as
separate structural entities# It is on the basis of their
distribution that subtypes_ are established within types
1, 5 and 5 (see sections 4,2.1 *1 #, 4#3#1* and 4#5*1.)#
(They may be shown in diagram form as follows.

Type 1
—
2
SI
3
4 .
5

Nuclear Places
P
10
S
B
P
10
A
S2
_

_

P

10

DO
"OF
DO
Op
DO

Pull details of these places and their manifesting
classes will be found in the sections cited above, and in
sections 4 .2 .2 .1 # and 4*4.1#
peripheral places are those which occur in several
CIs, and whose occurrence, though not diagnostic of any
clause type, shows restrictions which vary from type to
type. On the basis of their preferred sequence of occmv
rence, the peripheral places are divided, into,pre-nuclear
and post-nuclear, and within the post-nuclear, three layers
are recognised, labelled inner, medial and outer# OPhe
pre-nuclear periphery consists only of the Circumstantial
place (C)5 which is found only in Oil and C13* The inner
post-nuclear periphery consists of the Directional (D) and
Instrumental (I) places, which occur (and co-occur) in Cls
1 , 3 and 5 * ^he medial post-nuclear perix^hery consists of
the Locational (L), Modal (M) and temporal (1) p l a c e s ,
Ihis layer occurs in CTs 1 , 2, 3 and 5, with the restriction
The
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that in GT2 and, CT5 , any one , but not more than one, medial
place may occur. ihe outer post-nuclear periphery consists
only of the, Quotational place (Q) , which may occur in Cl's
1, 2 and 3#
CI4 is distinguished by the absence of any
peripheral places. In the diagram of peripheral places
below, the superscript numerals indicate the npmber of
places within any one layer which may co-occur.
Pre-nuc

CO
fype 1

j Nucleus

1

x

iL

1
4

x

Post-nuclear
Inner
Medial
Outer
(1,1) |(L,M,I)
(Q)
o
x
X
x
Xr
X
X
X7
X
X"

J

X

Ihe complete range of„ manifesting classes for each
place is found only in CI1. Pull details of the manifesting
classes attested at each place in each type will be found in
the relevant sections of this chapter, as cited above .>
4.2. Clause Class A
Clause class A is defined as those clauses which mayw
function at any of the three places in sentence structure.
On the basis of secondary function, the class is divided
into two subclasses, A(a) and A(b). Clauses of subclass
A(a) occur in secondary function at the following places;DO In CI1
Cp in Cia and 014
Mdl in the* post-nuclear periphery of the h P
Mdl in the AP

(This subclass corresponds exactly to the structural type
labelled type 1, Clauses of subclass A(b) occur in
secondary function at the following places
10, 3)0, D, L and T in CTl
Mdl in the post-nuclear periphery of the NP
Mdl in the AP
Ihis subclass corresponds exactly to the structural type
labelled type 2 , Ihe types to which subclasses^A(a) and
A(b) correspond will now be described in detail*
4-.2*1. Clause Type 1
4.2*1*1. Structure
Clause type 1 is the type to which a majority of all
the clauses
recorded belong* Inthis type eleven, places
are recognised, four nuclear and seven peripheral* In the
preferred sequence,of occurrence, the places are labelled
Circumstantial (C), Subject (S), Predicate (P), Indirect
Object (10), Direct Object (DO), Directional (D),
Instrumental (I), Lpcational (L), Modal (M), temporal (I)
and Quotational (Q)* Ihe manifesting classes are as follows
C by a NP of subclasses(a) or (d), or an AP.
8 by a NP of subclasses(a), (b), (c) or (d), or a
Proximate (Prx), or a Verb Prefix of subclass (a)
P by a VP of subclasses (a), (c) or (e)
10 by a NP of subclasses (a) or (c), ox* a Verb Suffix
of subclass (d), or a downward ranlc-shifted clause
of subclass A(b)
DO by a NP of subclasses (a), (c) or (d), or a Verb
Suffix of subclass (d), or a downward RS clause
of classes A or D

-
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D by a NP of subclasses (a) or (d), or a downward RS
clause of classes A(b) or D
I by a NP of subclasses (a) or (a)
L by a NP of subclasses (a) or (a), or a downward RS
clause of classes A(b) or D
M by an AP of subclass (a)
I by a NP of subclasses (a) or (a), or an AP of subclass
(b), or a downward RS clause of class A(b)
Q by a NP of subclasses (a) or (b), or by one or more
downward ES sentences^, or by a MS, or by a ES
The manifesting classes are shown in diagram form below.
0

S

NP© NP©
NP© NP©
AP
NP©
NP©
Prx
Pf©

P

10

DO

D

1

L

M

VP© NP© NP© NP© NP© NP© AP©
VP© NP© NP© NP© NP© NP©
V P © S f © N P © CIA©
CIA©
CIA© Sf © C1D
C1D
CIA
01D

I

Q

NP©
NP©
AP©
CIA©

NP©
NP©
Sen
MS
ES

Of the nuclear places, S and P are obligatory, while
according to the distribution of 10 and DO, three subtypes
are recognised, labelled l(i), l(ii) and l(iil), In subtype
l(i), the 10 place is obligatory and the DO place, optional;
this subtype may be characterised as ditransitive* In sub
type l(ii), the DO place is obligatory and the 10 place
excluded; this subtype may be characterised as transitive.
In subtype l(iii), both the 10 and DO places are exciuded;
this subtype may be characterised as intransitive, In
diagram form the distribution is shown below, with the
symbol + indicating an obligatory place, and the symbol +
an optional place.

59Subtype l(i)
l(ii)
l(dji)

+S
+S
+S

+P
+P
+P

+10

+D0
+D0

In subtype (i) , the D0^ place is never manifested by a Verb
Suffix of subclass (d).
The peripheral places are all, optional, and each may
occur in any of the three subtypes. In each subtype, three
is the maximum number of peripheral places attested in any
one example (examples 106,/114, 118 - 120), but within this
limit there seems tovbe no other restriction on their co
occurrence potential. The occurrence of the outer postnuclear peripheral place Q tends to be associated with
the occurrence of certain lexical items at the P place,
particularly the verbs k& - say, and kwd - tell. The
maximum number of places found in any one example is six
for clauses of subtypes (i) and (ii), and five for subtype (33i)f as in the instances cited above.
4.2.1,2. Variations

in the Sequence of Places

Three kinds of
variation fx'om the preferred
sequence
of places have been observed. The first of these involves
the front-shifting of a place., for the stylistic purpose of
bringing it into special focus* In ten.examples, the DO
place occurs in clause-initial position, and in five
examples, the 10 place. As twelve of. these fifteen cases
are in the texts of
one informant (Mr, William),
itseems
that a preference for this device is something of an
idiolectal feature. See examples 103 and 111,

* - * • 6 0 “"

The second group of examples are linked with the
occurrence of the Emphatic place (E) in the structure of
the VP manifesting the P place in the clause. The.preferred
sequence of clause places is not usually disturbed, but in
a few cases the E place of the VP together with the clause
place under emphasis, occur at the end of the clause. The
following structures are attested:~
B P DO 10
S P 10 L DO
S P D DO
S P I DO
B P T M
In chapter 6, where the VP is described in detail, the
examples are quoted in full, as nos. 315 - 319#
The third group of examples are associated with the
occurrence of a particular lexical item, the Adverb 5aka much, too much. When this word Is manifesting the M place
in the clause, that place precedes the L place if the two
co-occur, as in example 117#
4-.2.1.3 * Syntactic Markers
4-.2.1.3*1* In
The subclass of clause to which 0T1 corresponds,
subclass A(aJ), may function at any of the three places in
the sentence. At the Dep place, the essential SM is that
only tenses 1 or 8 may occur* (Details of their form are
given at the^ rank at which they are manifested, word rank,
in section 9*2,2*2.) If tense 1 occurs, then there Is a
further SM in the obligatory occurrence of one of the

-61following Verb affixes:-

b&- (Verb Prefix subclass (b))
-hwfrtS (Vb Suffix subclass (c))
-l£ (Vb Suffix subclass (d))
The combination b&- -1£ is also attested. See examples
101, 108 and 113, as well as noa 2, 4-, 6 and 10. Tenses
1 and 8 are not limited in their distribution to the Pep
place in the sentence; tense 1 may occur at the Ind place,
and both tenses may occur in clauses in secondary functions.
At the Ind place in the sentence, tense 8 may not occur,
whereas any other tense may. .The Verb Prefix 5&~ and the
Verb Suffix — Is may not occur. The clause may be ^optionally
marked by the Conjunction (Cnj) class of Particles* This,
class consists of two formal items,
and
(section 11.5*)
If either occurs, tense 3 must also occur; if &S occurs,
the Referent object suffix, if present, must be -A (Verb
Suffix subclass (d) and order 15) and not -1& (Vb Suffix
subclass. ;a; and order 18;, See example *i©^ognd^g|ct jggj
13*3* 5 *1«+. A Cnj normally occurs clause-initially,/but may
occasionally be preceded by the C place (nos. 114, 120) or
by a front-shifted Object place (no. 103)
At the Exg place in the sentence, the clause is
obligatorily preceded by the Causal (Cs) class of Particles,,
This, class consists, of the single formal item iysdo or
£y£d5n£: (section 11.6.). Tenses 2, 4, 5 and 1C are attested
in clauses at the Exg place, but as it is of relatively
infrequent occurrence, further data might well reveal other
tensesj, Eor examples, see nos. 104, 110 and 114, as well
as nos. 3, 4- and 5*
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4.2.1,3*2, In Secondary function
Clauses of the subclass to which type 1 corresponds
also have the secondary functions listed in section 4,2.
If the clause has a secondary function at a place in
another clause, it is obligatorily marked by the Relegator
(Rig) class of Particles, which.consists of the single
formal item kp& (section 11,7*)* The Rig is obligatorily
followed by tense 1, together with the Verb Suffix ~1&
(subclass (d)). The Rig normally occurs clause-initially
(as in example 111), but may be optionally preceded by the
S place (example 116), where this is not manifested by a
Verb Prefix*
If the clause has a secondary function at a place in
a phrase, that is, at the Mdl place in the post-nuclear
periphery of the HP or at the Mdl place in the AP, then
there is no overt SM, but there is the possibility of
change from the preferred sequence of places. This arises
because the word manifesting the Head place, in the HP or
AP has what is termed syntactic ambivalence. That is, it
stands both in a phrase rank relationship with the units
manifesting other places in the phrase, and also in a
clause rank relationship with the other units In the RS
clause manifesting the Mdl place. Thus the same unit
simultaneously manifests the Hd place in the phrase and
one of the place^in jjjjje RS clause. The syntactically
ambivalent Hd word/is attested to manifest the 0, S, 10,
D , 1, I* T or Q place in a RS clause of type 1. The
syntactically ambivalent Hd word in a AP Is attested, to
manifest the M or T place in the RS clause of type 1.
Since the phrase rank relationships determine the sequence,
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the syntactically ambivalent Hd word always precedes the
RS clause, so unless it is manifesting the C or S places
in the RS clause, a departure^ from the preferred sequence
of clause rank places results* In clauses of type 1 in
secondary function in a phrase, tenses 1, 2, 4, 5, 8 and
10 are attested,
Syntaatic ambivalence as ^.t^a|fects other CTs is
described in sections 4*2*2*3*2*/and 4*6*2,2*, and as it
affee.ts each phrase type involved, in sections, 5 * 3 * 3 *
5*6*3*, 5• 8.1 *3* 3 5 * 8• 2.3, 5*S *3*3* and
7*2,2, V/here the syntactically ambivalent word-manifests
(part of) the Q place in the RS clause, the position is
more complicated than in other cases, and is discussed in
section 5 * 3 * 3 * Examples 106, 107, 114, 119 and 120 show
clauses of type 1 in this secondary function, as do about
thirty examples in chapter 5, and others in chapter 7*
5 * 1K*3j

5*5*5* $

4*2,1*4* The Categories of Person and Tense
The S place, like the 10 and DO p l a c e s m a y be mani^
festegl either by a HP (of various subclasses) or a Verb
affix* The S place is unique, however, in that sometimes
both an NP and a Verb Prefix of subclass (a) occur* In
such circumstances, the NP is analysed as manifesting the
S place, while the Pf(a) has only its primary function at
word rank* The members of Pf subclass (a) are organised
in a four-term system which manifests the category.of
Person, the four terms being labelled Speaker (Sp),
Speaker’s Group (SG), Hearer (H) and Referent (R)* When
the NP and the Pf(a) both occur, there is said to be
concord between the units manifesting the S and P places

with respect to Person* NPs of subclasses (a), (c) and
(d) concord only with the R term in the Person system, but
with NPs of subclass (b), the full four-term range of
concord possibilities is found* Por details,^see, the
description of the Pronoun class in section 8*2.6., and for
the form of the Prefixes manifesting the Person system, see
section 13*3*1 #1 #
The P place is the point of operation of the category
of Tense, which is manifested by a ten-term system* As the
uses of the tenses differ so widely from the uses familiar
in European languages, the tenses are numbered rather than
given notional labels which must inevitably be misleading*
They are manifested structurally within the V-erb, and
details of their form will be found in section 9*2*2*2.
Tense is relevant at clause rank as a SM of the various
functions* It is of particular importance in indicating
the primary function of the clause at the Dep place in the
sentence, but the range of tenses attested in each of the
functions of the clause has been shown above in section
4.2*1*3*
The following examples of 0T1 are grouped under
subtypes rather than under the headings of other features
described*
Examples (101 - 107 subtype 1(1), 108 - 112 subtype3(ii),
113 - 120 subtype l(iii))
Subtype 1(1)
101. S, P, 10 and DO places, with Dep S M s _
u/lfl=wo+ fl-ni~hw6t 5 / Bkw&l&kwi / ibe (BicCi)
he-threw-at-when
Tortoise pieces-of food
When he threw the pieces of yam at Tortoise
Si7.ll

«
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102. S, P, 10 and DO places, with Ind SMs
ikjk d/be-td^ni-Ji^b fe-nfi /
then they-keep-forralso
^m^ne
(dcCo
(iml
(-kid
(a))))/db6til
people-of house-of inside~of mother-of him some
Then they also reserve a portion for his motherfs
family
S20.7
10J, 10, S, P and DO, places, with Ind SMs
Sm§n§ & (4fc&gwCL~3-b£ / ftd?d ya)/ du d/gbur-nl-b £
people the they-dug hole that then they~kill-for
b& /
emphatic a-hen
As for the people who dug the grave, a hen Is killed
for them
S20.1A
The 10 place is manifested by a NP of type 1 whose Mdl
place is„ manifested by a RS 01 of type l(ii), of structure
(S) P DO. In stating the structure of this and subseqiient
clauses RS to manifest a place Ina phrase, the clause place
manifested by the syntactically ambivalent word will be
bracketed, as (S) here.
104-. S, P, 10 and DO places, with LSxg SMs, in a RS Sen
•*• Bii £y§d5
bj§
fi/td-ni / kp&kSni / 6t6gwft
,..that because that he~fears«for empty~tins terror.
...because he has a great fear of empty tins
3329.19
105* S, P, 10, DO and D places, at Ind in a.RS Sen
b& &/hw&-di~b£/y& / 5kwdt&
ya / ugwo
that they-pay-sself palmfruit that as-debt
That they should recompense him for the palmfruit

335„6

106. G, 3, P, 10, M and T places (a maximum form) at Ind
in a ES Sen
m& ddfikS ^/kwd-ni/d / (bd dgwa £u kp5&
then man the told-him that well that thus it-was~for-you
SkS &
(i/d& /
&n§zd))/b4
time the you-came place this at first, that
d/j^-n^-etihw/^ / kpSys/14 fi (£/lo+/£~l§ /
it-is*-likewise~f or-you so in that you~depart
IS
&d£
&))•
from place this
Then the man told him, "Well, as your condition was
when you first came here, so it will be when you
leave here."
S5*^
The C place is manifested by an AP whose Mdl place is
manifested by a PS Cl of type l(i) of structure (M) S P 10 T;
the T place in this RS Cl is in turn manifested by a NP1
whose Mdl place is manifested by a further PS Cl of type
l(hi) of structure (T) S P D L (a maximum form). The T
place in the original clause is manifested by a NPA whose
Mdl plac;e is manifested by a RS Cl of type l(iii) of
structure (C) S P L .
107* (10), S, P and DO places, RS to Mdl In NPl
■finfinwS & (d/sd-tft-ni-S / 4dfen4
&)„**•
woman the she~stole«from plantain the.**
The woman from whom she stole the plantain...

Sll.ll

Subtype l(Ii)
108. S, P, DO and I places, with Dep SMs
6/b&~gbd=»/It/i~d£~hw3 / 5dfi A / IkS
he-when-blew-at-last horn the with-strength
When he eventually blew the horn loudly
S12.2J

-67109.

S, P, DO and L places, at Ind
dkwdlukwb / d-rfd-bdt£-md-04-l£-n8 / igdji (yd) /
Tortoise
had-dropped-also
spoon-of M m
14 dcfi
fll (d/di-S-bS / dcfd)
in place the they-ate maggots
Tortoise had dropped his spoon, in the place where
they ate the maggots.
S17-102

.

110 S, P., DO and L places, with Exg SMs
4y£dSn4
&/54~g / Skwd (yd)/li

. .
4cC5«5

because she-laid—not eggs-of her in house—NVw
Because she didn't lay her eggs in the house.

B22.19

111 . DO, S and P places, at DO in CTl(ii), with Rig Particle
md/md+oi«£-m / (kp4
dmdnd
(ftsd) / iy£
ya /
I-know-not
how people-of wMteness things those
m&+/4-l£-b£-e)
attract-RV
I don!t know how white people are attracted by those
things.
B53.30
tJ

>W1 1 »H ■

112. 0, DO, S, P, L and T places (a maximum form) at Ind
in a,RS Sen
bn
tS (4mS)/b4
4yfi
(34 / kp5A)/b4
yd1 /
that ever time that thing \tfhich~is thus that self
kd~n£+34-&-md/l4 dcC4 6& / 54
t5
( //£ & & (yd)/
heard-not in place thus that since father-of self
14
ind
(yd) / / 54
4-sd-gili-hw5~bd / £k&/
and mother-of self that washed-often-at-Dast hands
14 dc® 6A6A/14 &kani~4)
in place thus in old-time-NV

-

6

8

-

11Such a thing as this I have never heard of here,
though my father and mother have been washing
their hands here since time immemorial#11
B33*18
The T place is manifested by an AP whose Mdl place is
manifested by a RS 01 of type l(ii) of structure
(C) S P DO L T $ another maximum form*
Subtype l(m)
113# B» P and D places, with Dep SMs (cf. no* 179 for context)
ifi/bd-zd-le / id614 ya
I-when-go-if trap that
Whenever I go fishing
S4*5
114* C, S, P, M and Q places (a maximum form), with Ind SMs
6k6
A
(d/md) ya / g& ihwdbd / kd-h£ / kp5& /
time the it-did thus then Ihwaba
said
thus
(ftd§ke/d/gbd-cC£ / -fetfi
b&
4y£d.3 mini /
riot iHieyf^aoid wrestling^ the-NV, that because rain
S-dd=kp6+md-md—Is)*
that had-falien
At this point, the Ihwaba team said they would not
hold the wrestling match after all, because it had
rained*
015*1?
The C place is manifested by a Eli whose Mdl place .is
manifested by a RS 01 of type l(ni) of structure (T) S P c
The Q. place is manifested by a RS Sen of structure Ind. Exg;
the Ind place is manifested by a clause of type l(ii) of
structure S P DO (with a discontinuous unit at P), and the
Exg place is manifested by a clause of type i(m)of
structure S P, with Exg SMs * For thev omission of initial
Itr Particle in PS Sen, see section 3*3*2#

~ 6 9 *V

115. S, P, D and I places, with,Ind SMs
m§
&/gba«zd / &cCb //& s 6 / &s5 / /
then he-ran-went house run run
Then he ran all the way home.*
S2,16
w
*

t

v

*>

116. S and P places, at DO in 011(11), with Rig Particle
b& 4/w6+j£~l| /
(dbd
(£w5l5 (y£))/lcp6 d-^igi~dl-l£)
that he-saw-if feather~of tail~of self how it-is~waving
That if he saw his tail-feather waving
13,4117. S, P, M and
b£ &/<fi~£ /
that we-ate
Thai we had

L places, at Ind in a RS Sen
bdka/ld Igbd
ya
much on side that
plenty to eat over there £3.4^ -

*

118* S, P, L, M and I places (a maximum form) at Ind (with
a discontinuous unit at P)
tV ^ & / ils
SbM£
/
b& / kp£ys / t&td
she-came“bn”Say-after-tb]5o'frow emphatic thus long-time
She came two days later, and r<o on for a long time, 1317*8
«
/

119* (M), S, P, D and Q places (a maximum form) at Mdl in AP
kpo& ({l/z^-bA/igbd ya/tM &/1d~md+j£-t&/igbd ya))
as they-went side that that they-go~lmow side that
When they went there in order to see the area
B22<,2
The Q place Is manifested by a RS Sen of structure Ind*
this Ind place is manifested by a clause of type l(ii), of
structure S P DO,

-

7

0

-

!
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120* 0, S, P, L and I places (a maximum form), with Ind SMs
kpoft (&/kp&<L$+/&/&sdg& A) /
^/ndji-cS /
as she-fed~went outside the then she-stayed
14 ds&gd / t4t4
in outside long-time
When she went outside^ to feed, then she stayed outside
a long time*
B22.33
Ihe 0 place is manifested by an AP whose Mdl place is^
manifested by a PS Cl of type l(m) of structure (M) S P D*
4*2*2* Clause Type 2
4.2*2*1* Structure
Six places are recognised in this clause type, fo^ir
nuclear and two peripheral* In the preferred sequence of
occurrence, they are labelled Subject, Predicate, Benefactive
(B), Complement (Cp), X and Quotational* X is merely a cover
symbol for the medial post-nuclear periphery, indicating that
any one, but not more than one,wof the L, M and I places may
occur, as stated In section 4*1,2* ihe manifesting classes
are as follows:S by a HP of subclasses (a), (b) (e) or (d), or a Prxs
or a Yerb Prefix of subclass (a)
P by a VP of subclass (b)
B by a HP of subclass (a), or a Yerb Suffix of
subclass (d)
Cp by a HP of subclasses (a), (b), (c) or (d), or a
downward PS clause of classes A(a) or I)
L by a NP of subclass (a)
M by an AP of subclass (a)
I by a HP of subclass (a)
Q by a downward PS sentence

The manifesting classes are shown in diagram form below*

S

P

B

Cp

E"

&

IF

Q

NP(a) VP(b) KP(a) NP(a) NP(a) AP(a) NP(a) Sen
Sf(d) NP(b)
NP(c)
NP(d)
P-w*
rrx

ClA(a)

EC(a)

CIS

The^ S and P places are obligatory* and all the others
optional. Subtypes are not set up* The maximum number of
places attested in any one example is five (no* 127)* The
B place does not occur unless the Cp place also occurs
(nos..122, 127)* VP subclass (b) is a single member sub
class, based on the verb "to be (predicative)"5 CT2 could
therefore be appropriately labelled the copula clause type.
4*2*2.2* Variations in the Sequence of Places
In two examples, the X place occurs clause-initially,

as in no. 127 * but no other departures have been observed
from the preferred sequence as stated in the preceding
section*
4*2,2.3* Syntactic -Markers
4* 2.2.J ,1* In Primary Function
The subclass of clause to which CT2 corresponds,
subclass A(b), may function at any of the three places in

~
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the sentence* At the Dep place, the essential SM is that
only tenses 1 or S may occur* If tense 1 occurs, then
there is a further SM in the obligatory occurrence of the
subclass (d) Verb Suffix -ll, as in no* 121* With this CT,
neither of these tenses is- attested at any other place in
the sentence, though tense 1 may occur in clauses in
secondary functions* Tense 8 is exemplified in no. 129*
At the Ind place, only tenses 2, 4- and 10 are attested.
The Cnj class of Particles does not occur with 012*
At the Exg place, the clause is obligatorily preceded
by the Gs class of Particles, In the sole example of a
type 2 clause manifesting the Exg place, the Os Particle
has the longer form 4 y £ & $ a n d the tense is tense 2*
(Example 123.) However, on the basis of such slim evidence,
no sound generalisation about tense potential can be made*
4*2.2*3*2* In Secondary Function
Clauses of the subclass to which type 2 corresponds
also have the secondary functions listed in section 4*2.
If the 012 clause has a secondary function at a place in
another clause, in contrast with Oil, neither the Big
Particle, nor tense.1 is found. In these conditions, only
tense 2 is attested, as in nos. I30 and 131*
If the clause has a secondary function.at a place in
a phrase, that is, at Mdl in a. NP or an AP, only tenses
1 and 2 are attested* In a NP the syntactically ambivalent
Head word is attested to manifest only the S £>lace in the
BS clause, and in an AP, only the M place, so there arise
no place sequences unattested in primary function* (Nos* 332^3.)

-754.2*2.4-* The Catenaries of Pei*son and 'Tense
The category of Person is relevant to^ CT2 in the same
way as that described for CT1 in section 4*2*1.4*
The category of Tense is operative at the P place, and
is primarily relevant as a SM of the function of the clause,
as described for CT1 in section 4.2*1.4* In contrast with
CT1, however, only five of the ten terms in the Tense system
are attested in CT2. Since these correspond in form with
five of the ten terms of the overall system, rather than
recognise a separate five-term system, the overall system
is regarded as being in only restricted operation in CT2.
The specific tenses attested in CT2 are tenses 1, 2, 4, 8
and 10.
Examples (121 - 133 all CT2)
121* S, F, M and Q places, with hep SMs
u/b&-l£ / kp5& /
£/b&/ dkp&nd ( //ny£ / 6se //)&)
it-is-if thus that you-are son-of person chief the
If so be that you are the chief!s son
B36.9
The Q place is manifested by a ES Sen of structure Ind;
this Ind place i£ manifested by a clause of type 2, of
structure S P Gp.
122. S, P, B an£ Cp places, at Ind
&/b&~c&~hw$/& / fkplll
itr-was-f or«her anklet
It served as an anklet for her.

S11.22

123* S, P. and Cp places, with Exg SMs (of# no* 3 for context)
dy&d5n£
i&£
(md)/bd / nyd
(gbd / £w&) cf&hwd
because father-of me is person-who gives oracle likewise
Because my father is indeed a soothsayer
B39*l
124* S,,P and Q places, at Ind
£s5
ft / b& /(fed nyd / dft+md-lf / dd&
ya,
race the was that person reached-if place that,
fed d/hw5+/1 / dkd)
that he-propose natter
Ihe contest was that if anyone reached there, he
should propose a motion*
3319*2
ihe Q place is manifested by a RS Sen of structure
Pep Ind; the Pep place is manifested by a clause of type
l(ii) of structure S P BO, and the Ind place is manifested
by a clause of type l(ii) of structure S P BO*
125# S, P, Cp and 1 places, at Ind In a PS Ben,
fed
±/bd-5-d£™ns / undpwe (yd) / li dm5
ft~m
that you-are~not~even wife-of self at time this-MT
“You are not my wife any more,"
S24.70
126* B, P, Cp, and L places, at Ind in a RS Ben
fed
5^bd-td~hwd / dkplnd (yd)/Id Sgddd
that it-will-be-p erhaps son-of hiiu in truth
"Perhaps it really Will be his son*"
B36*4*4
127* M, S , P, B and Cp places (a maximum form) at Ind
dgwd kpdys / dy6 / 5dybd^gbfe-hwdt 5-n& /
s i thus wisdom wouid-have-been-only-for
fekwdldkwfe nlt£d / (d-fed-mfi+jd-gbS)
lortoise alone to~come~to*4mow-completely

Otherwise, Tortc^e would have had exclusive knowledge
of wisdom*
B25*21
The Op place is manifested by a BS clause of type 5 (^i)
of structure P*
128* S, P and Cp places, at Ind
£y&
(&/m£ / 14 &m6 A
oft) / b&/(ii«gwd+/l«2e/
thing we~shall~do at time this thus is to-dig-continue
fer&
ft)
ponds the
What we shall do now is go on digging the ponds*
R5*22
The S place is manifested by a NP1 whose Mdl place is
manifested by a RS 01 of type l(ii) of structure (DO) S P T*
The Cp place is^manifested by a B8 clause of type 5(ii) of
structure P DO*
129* S, P and M places, with Dep SMs, in a ES Ben
bu 5^b&~jft-£-n§ / kp£ys~£
that if-it~is~not thus~]W
But that if it is not so
B3*24
130. S, P. and Cp places, at DO in CTl(ii)
m5^c£5«k&-+lfi. / ( oft/b&Xkpu / / n j % / diby& / /
I-shall-tell this is how person witch-doctor
gbd~l£ / §w£))
gives oracle
I shall tell just how witch-doctors give oracles* B3G1
The Cp place is manifested by a RS Cl of type l(ii) of
structure B P DO*

^76*-*

131* S, 3? and 1 places, at 1 in 011(1)
&/gbit+/i-ni~hw V &
/
(8fi/ M / l § 5d& (yd))
he-blew-at-last-to-him t M s is on horn-of him
It was on_ M s horn that he finally blew a signal
to him,
B12*20
132, (S) and P places, at Mdl in NP4

(S.

(&~b&~hwdt6)) / M

yd* / gwd

that -which is-at-all that self owns
That he was the owner of whatever it v/as,

B20*2

133* (M), B, P and Op places, at Mdl in AP
kp5& (&/b&«3&~£~n£ / nyd (gb& / £td / bdka))
as he-was-also person-who does wrestling much
As he too was a keen wrestler
HI, 4
The Cp place is manifested by a NP3 whose Mdl place
is manifested by a PS 01 of type l(ii) of structure
(S) P DO M.
4,3, Clause Glass B
Clause class B is defined as those clauses which may
function at the Ind and Exg places in sentence structure.
Clauses of t M s class also occur in secondary function at
the Cp place in CT4* This class corresponds exactly to
the structural type^labelled type 3* which will now be
described in detail,
4,3-1* Clause Type 3 r Structure
Thirteen places are recognised in t M s clause type,
six nuclear and seven peripheral. They are labelled

-77Circumstantial, Subject 1 (SI), Auxiliary,(A), Subject 2
(S2), Predicate, Indirect Object, Direct Object, Directional,
Instrumental, Locational., Modal, {Temporal and Q'uotational*
As the labels suggest, CT3 is essentially an expanded form
of GTI, and it would be possible to state the relationship
between them in transformational terms# The manifesting
classes for CL3 are similar to those at the corresponding
places in CT1, though somewhat more restricted, (They are
as follows
C by an AP of subclass (a)
81 by a HP of subclasses (a) or (c), or Verb Prefix
of subclass (a)
A by VP of subclass (c)
S2 by a Verb Prefix of subclass (a)
P by a VP of subclass (a)
10 by a BP of subclasses (a) er (c) or a Verb Suffix
of subclass (d)
DO by a HP of subclasses (a) or (c) , or a Verb Suffix
of subclass (d)
D by a HP of subclass (a)
I by a HP of subclass (a)
L by a HP of subclass (a)
M by an AP of subclass (a)
T
by a HP of subclass (a), or an AP of subclass (b)
Q by a HP of subclass (a), or by onei or more down-*
ward RS sentences
The manifesting classes are shown in diagram form below.
• ^
*

,

0

SI

A

82

P

10

DO

D

I

L

AT(a) HRa) VT(c) Pi(a) VT® NI(a) NR&) NRa) NRe) JSfHK) AHa) HRq) HHe)
HRc)
HRp) HRp)
ARb) Sen
PfK>
BtfcD Sf®

-78Of the nuclear places, SI, A, S2 and P are obligatory,
while according to the distribution of 10 and DO, three
subtypes are recognised, exactly as in Cll (section 4.2*1.1*)*
Bor convenience, a summary diagram of the place distribution
in the three subtypes, parallel to that in the section cited,
is given below. Again, the symbol + denotes an obligatory
place, and the symbol + an optional place.
Subtype 3(i)
3(ii)
3(m)

+91
+S1
+S1

+A
+A
+A

+S2
+S2
492

+P
+P
+P

+10

+D0
+D0

As with subtype l(i), in subtype 3(i), the DO place is
never manifested by a Verb Suffix of subclass (d)«
The peripheral places are all optional, and each may
occur in any of the three subtypes. In any one example,
three is the maximum number of peripheral places attested
(nos# 141, 143). It happens that the maximum number of
three peripheral places is attested only in clauses of
subtype 3(ii)j in subtype 3(in), two is the maximum, and
in subtype 3(i) * one. {This can confidently be regarde;..:
as a statistical accident of the kind inherent in any
limited sample of language data, and not a structural
restriction. However, it has the effect of reducing the
maximum number of places found in any one example of
subtype 3(i) to seven (nos. 134, 135 nnd 138), while that
in subtype 3(ii) is eight, and that in subtype 3(iii) is six
(nos. 147 and 148).
Because of the importance of variation
in the sequence of places in this type, as described in the
following section, subtype 3(5ii) clauses whicji lack the
places mpst involved, are relatively uncbmmon.

-794.3.2. Variations in the Sequence of PlaGes
The optional mobility of certain places is such a
distinctive feature of CT3 that it would be unrealistic to
use the term "preferred sequence" for the sequence in which
the places were listed in the preceding section. The
details vary from one subtype to another, and are described
accordingly.
In subtype (i), either the 10. place (as in no. 136),
or more commonly the DO place (nos.., 134 - 5? 137 - 8), may
occur immediately after the A place. In subtype (ii),
either tho DO (nos. 140 - 2), or less commonly.the I (nos.
139j 143, 145) ft&y occur immediately after the A place*
In subtype (iii), either the D (no. 150). or the I (no. 148)
may occur immediately after the A place. The DO place is
the one most frequently found immediately following the A
place. A majority of the examples of CT3 show one or other
of the possible changes of sequence, but where no such
change occurs, the sequence is as. listed in the previous
section. In one example only (no* 146), both the DO and T
places are found between the A and S2 places, but this is
regarded as extra-systemic rather than as constituting a
further regular possibility<,
The A place may be regarded as the cause of this
prominent sequence variation, since neither it, nor the
variations associated with it, occur in any other clause
type. The VP subclass (c) which manifests the A place is
a single member subclass, based on the verb "to take".
If desired, CT3 could be given some appropriately derived
label.

*"*80*"*

4*3.3# Syntactic Markers
4.3*5*1# In Primary Function
The class of clause to which 013 corresponds, class B,
may function at the Ind or.Exg places in the sentence. At
the Ind place, tenses 1* 2, 3? 5 &:ad 6 are attested. As with
Oil, the clause may be optionally marked by the Onj class
of Particles, and if it is, only tense 3 piay occur, The
Cnj normally occurs clause-initially (nos. 136 ~ 138),
though itwmay occasionally be preceded by the 0 place (nos.
135? 144). In this 01, the Onj is repeated before the S2
place.
Either mu or && may occur, but there may not be a
change from one to the other within one clause* In the
absence of a Onj, the tenses at A and P are not bound to
be the same, though in practice they usually are. (Por a
difference, pee no. 145* where the Cnj occurs only before
the S2 place.) If the Cnj is
Ihe Referent object suffix
must be
and not -1&, just as in Oil,
At the Exg place, the clause is obligatorily preceded
by the Os class of Particles. In the sole example of a
type 3 clause manifesting,the Exg place, the Os Particle
has the shorter form a?y£d£, with tense 2 at the A place.^
The Cnj m& occurs before the S2 place, with tense 3 at P.
(Example 139#) However, as with 012, on the basis of such
slim evidence, no sound generalisation about tense potentialcan be made,
4.3*3 *-2# In Secondary Function
Glauses of the class to which tsqpe 3 corresponds also
have a secondary function at the Op place in CI40 In this

•81function, the clause is obligatorily preceded by the Rig
class of Particles, with tknse 1 and the Verb Suffix -IS
at A, The Onj
occurs before the S2 place, with tense 3
at P* Once again, no sound generalisation about tense,
potential can be made on the basis of a single example.
In order to supply its context, this example is included
with other examples of CT 4, as no* 160,
y

-

-

4-,3.4, The Categories of Person and Tense
As with the S place in Oil, the SI place in CT3 niay
be manifested either by a NP or by a Verb Prefix of subclass
(a). Where both occur, as in nos* 134 and 145, the NP is
said to manigest SI, while the Pf(a) has only its primary
function at word rank* In these circumstances, there is
said to be concord between the units manifesting the SI and
A places with respect to Person. Since the S2 place is
manifested only by a Pf(a), there is also concord between
an NP manifesting the SI place, and, the prefix manifesting
the S2 place with respect to Person, NPs of subclasses (a)
and (c), the only subclasses attested at the Si place,
concord only with the R term in the Person system, so that
where an NP is present, the concord is limited. Where the
Si place is manifested by a Pf(a), any term in the Person
system may occur, the only restriction being^ that the same
term^usg^o^cur at both^^e SI ana, S2 places,* (The S term
occurs in no# 147,,/and the
term in no* 141.) Ppr the
form of the Prefixes manifesting the Person system, see
section 13«3*1*1*
The category of Tense is.operative at both the A and
P places in GT3# As with CT2, however, the_ overall tenterm system Is in only restricted operation. At the A

—82place, tenses 1, 2,.3, 5 and 6 are attested, and at the P
place, tenses3* 2, 3 and 5 only,
The following examples of 0T3 are grouped together
under subtypes.*
Examples (134 ~ 138 subtype 3(1), 139 r 146 subtype 3(11),
14-7 rr 150 subtype 3(151))
Subtype 3(1)
134* SI, A, DO, S2, P, 10 and L places (a maximum form),
at Ind
&riwo
ft / 5~gS+nd~md-qlr*l£-n£ / £w£c£ /
child the has-taken^finish-also ashes
5/kp6+/I-ni-m&-l& / 4d& (a) / l£ &kp&#
has-put-in~for £ather~of her in bag
The child has taken the ashes and put them in her
father*s bag#
S3*22
135* 0, SI, A, DO, S2, P and 10 places (a maximum form),
.with Ind SMs
kpoft (dgbild ya /
j~6)/
d/go+nd / ewd /
as
nuqu that
came
then he-took oracle
M 6/gba-nl: / nye ya#
than he~gave person that,
V/hen the ju;ju came, he (i#e# the witch-doctor)
delivered the oracle to that person#
B30.17
The C place is manifested by an AP whose Mdl place is
manifested by a BS 01 of type l(iiL), of structure (M) S P#
(Examples 136 and 137 show sentences with almost Identical
wording, differing only in place sequence#)

*'*'83***

136* SI, A, 10, S2, P and
&& d/gd+nft / dk^td /
then she-took dog
Then she gave her

DO places, with Ind SMs
d& d/nd / dmi
then she-gave nose
nose to the dog*
824.16

137* SI, A, DO, 82, P and 10 places, with Ind SMs
£6 d/gfi+nft / dmi / £&
d/nd~ji / dk£td 4
then she-tooknose then she-gave-again dog theThen she gave her
nose to the dog again* S24.29
138. SI, A, DO, 82, P, 10 and D places (a maximum form),
with Ind SIis
m£ d/go-md-8 / dkdldyi / m&
&/wtt=wd+md*-kp8/y& /
then he-tpok yam-skewer then he-thrust-finish-himself
dm£ £bd 4
nose two the
Then he got, the yam-skewer and scraped out both his
nostrils*
S7*99
Subtype 3(ii)
139* 81, A, I, S2, P and DO places, with Exg SMs
£y£d5
iVgo+nd-hwd / 5wdy4 4
(d/bu~ni/d /
because he-took~at-last money the he-carried-for-hep
(bu
yaf / bi-ni^d / dkdm£))/m&
&^hwu~w£-hw5 /
that self buy-for-her cloth then he-paid-with-at-last
dgwd (&kwd (4n&)) yd
debt-of egg-of hen that
Because in the end he paid the cost of the eggs with
the money he had brought to buy her a cloth with*
814.19
Ike I place is manifested by a NP of type 1
whose Mdl place is manifested by a RS 01 of type l(i) of
structure (DO) S P 10 Q; this Q placemanifested by a

RS Sen of structureInd; this Ind place is^ manifested
clause of type l(i) of structure S P-10 DO,

by a

140* SI, A, DO, S2, P and D places, with Ind SMs
d/go-td-kpd / dkpAlamd ya /
then we-took-finish
lamb that
&6
d/do«bu«2;e-w§-kp6 / olu
then we-pull~raise~go~finish up
Then we got a firm grip on the lamb and gradually
pulled it right up,
BJ2,25
141. SI, A, DO, S2, P, L, M and I places (a maximum form)
at Ind in a RS Sen
56
i/gd-md /dkwd (6n&)/ 5u
4/c4=kp5 / 14 4cdkpA
that you-take egg-of hen thatyou™crack~break on path
/ / //kp£ys/kp£ye / / //kp£ys/kp£ye / / / / &b&14 4n6
thus thus
thus thus
nights four
11You go and break an egg on the path like that for
four consecutive nights,"
B30.12
142. SI, A, DO, S2, P and I places, at Ind
d/g6-md / 6kili ih / 6/kw6+/4-t&-kd~kp6 / edi
he-took wether the he-tied-up-finish with-rope
He tied the wether up with a rope,
S7#21
143. SI, A, I, S2, P, DO, D and L places (a maximum form)
with Ind. SMs
m6 okw6l6kw5/gS-td-o / / b 6l£5el§ 6nylc6l& (34/14 dd5)/
then Tortoise took
all chareoal-whieh is in house
14 £wec6 / / m6 6/ya~ko*«w£“kp&/y& / £14 / 1 ± Sgbo
and ashes then he-rubbed-with-self body in whole
Then Tortoise got all the charcoal and ashos in the
house and rubbed them all over his body,
Gl,5

-85The I place is manifested by a NPCx of type 1 whose
first element is a NP of type 1 whose Mdl place is mani
fested by a RS Cl of type l(oil) of structure (S) P L ,
144* C,.S1, A, S2, P,DO. and Q places, with Ind SMs
kpoft (dddkS A / hw-3)/ 46 4/gS+nfi / 44 d/hwd /
as
man the agreed then.he-took then he-called
Addpwo / 54
Addrywo
daughter that "daughter"
When the man agreed, he went and gave his daughter
a shout.
B17.9
The 0 place is manifested by an AP whose Mdl place is
manifested by a RS Cl
of type l(33i) of structure (M)SP.
1^5* SI, A, I, S2, P,DO and L places, with one Cnj, in a
RS Sen
54
616
/
fi-gi+nft-J)
bd / dp§ (y4) /
that antelope would-qertainly-take emphatic horns~of him
5,4
44
6/kp o-5 fet4/yd / 14 414
that then he-thrust-down-self on ground
That Antelope would surely pin him to the ground with
his horns.
R3.3
146. SI, A, DO, T, S2, P and L places, with Ind SMs
m4 6/g6+nd-3-54 / 3kv/6l6kw6 / 14 &bdl4 / m4
then they-took
Tortoise.
,in night then
6/l6-/i+/i-&~54 / 14
4cCo
(4gb4d4n&)
they-went-put
in house-of mosquitoes
Then they took Tortoise and put him in a mosquitoridden house for the night.
B36.18
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Subtype 3(iii)
14-7* SI, A, S2, P, I and L places (a maximum form), at Ind
mfi/gd+nd / m6/k$ / £k£ /14 6n6b4<fd
I-took
I-beat hand
on doorway
I gave a bang on the door with my hand.
B38.49
14-8, SI, A, I, S2, P and L places (a maximum form), with
Ind SMs
Jt&
toftgwd ft / g6+nd //igb6l6
ft /
d
(y&) / /
then woman the took walking-stick the that-of her
£4
6/ko / 14 ibd ft
then she-beat on side this
Then the woman went and whacked_on this side with that
walking-stick of hers,
B24.31
149. SI,. A, S2, P and D places, with Ind SMs
&6 3kw6l6kw5 / go+nd / dd
4/1 o+/4 / 6cC5
then Tortoise took then
he-went „ home
Then Tortoise went off home.
B24-.17
150* SI, A, D, S2 and P places, with Ind. SMs
m6 d/go*fnd-6~b S / dcCd / m4 6/1 o+/4-3-b£
then they-took
home then they-went
Then they went off home,
B2.22
4.3*5* Expanded Clauses of Type 3
^ i«.i Wif

iifc f n m fc,«»»»■*■
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There are five examples of clauses which in general
structure are similar to other
clauses of type 3» hut
which are "expanded" in the sense that the BOplace that
follows the A place stands in a direct syntactic relation
ship not only with the S2 and P places, but also with a
third S place and a second P place. These additional

places are formally sufficient to establish an additional
and separate clause type within clause class B. However,
as a generalised description of such an extra clause type
would both be precariously based^ and would inevitably
duplicate much of sections^4*3.1. to 4*3.4., the five
examples are simply listed. The additional place-label
abbreviations S3, P2, 12 and L2 are used with meanings
which are self-explanatory. Their manifesting classes
fall within the range of possibilities shown for the
corresponding places in section 4,3.1., with the proviso
that S3 is as S2, and not as SI,
In addition to the one
example of subtype (i) and the four examples of subtype
(ii), there is one further example (no, 156) which can be
analysed as an expanded clause of subtype (iii). In this
case, however, there is no peripheral place following the
A place to force the analysis, so that the alternative
analysis of a (simple) clause of type 3(33i), followed by
a clause of type l(iii), is always possible. All the
available examples of "expanded" type 3 clauses function
at the Ind place in the sentence, and are marked by Cnj
Particles followed by tense 3*
Examples (15.1 subtype (i), 152 7- 155 subtype (ii)
156 subtype (iii))
Subtype (i)
151, SI, A, DO, S2, PI, L, S3, P2 and 10 places, with Ind SMs
mu cin6kb / go+nd / ey6 /
6/hwa+/4-kp6 /
then God
took wisdom then he-put-finish
14 5gbdn4 / mg u/nd / 3kw4l4kw3
in basket then he-gave Toxfoise
Then God put wisdom in a basket and gave it tc
Tortoise,
B25.3

-88Subtype (ii)
152* Si, A, DO, S2,„P1.,„I1, S3, P2 and 12 places, with
Ind SMs (cf * no, 182 for context)
A4
■&^g5+n,&. / 4:qw6 ft / &4
4/hwuyd-kd-kp6 / mini /
then he-took child the then he-washed—finish water
&4
4/ya+/t-k6-kp6 / 4cCi>
then he-rubbed-finish powder
Then he gave the childa good bath and rubbed it all
over with powder. B21.6
if

•

153 • SI, A, DO, 32, PI, S3 and P2 places, with Ind SMs
&4
d/gd-mft / 4n& / &&
4/b5+md-k£~kp6 /
then she-took hen then she-butchered-finish
Jl&
4/me-k£-kp6
then she-prepared-finish
Then she drew the hen and got it all ready.
B24.33
154* SI, A, DO, S2, PI, LI, S3, P2 and L2 places, with
Ind SMs
mu 5n5l£ka / g6+nd / igbonigb5 / m4 §/kw«+/4~§ /
then Leopard tookbell
then he-tied
14 6kp4 / mu «/kwu+/4-e / It
x f i (Iz&b&lt)
on ribs then he-tied
on head-of fox
Then Leopard got a bell and tied it round himself at
one end, and to Pox!s head at the other end, S8o30
155. SI, A, DO, S2, PI,
Ind SMs in a RS
Nt
&& d/go+nd
that then, she-take
It 4d5)/ tyS
in house things

LI, S3, P2 and L2 places, with
Sen
//belebsls Sys
(3^-ni/A /
all things-which are-to-her1
(4/kA
/ (b& yd* / bu/ It ike))//
she-said that self carry to farm

~Q9bd
M d/hwa+/£~kp6 / li bgb£m4 / Nk &&
d^be /
that then die*~put~finis h in basket that then she~keep

Id SlS*i
in compound
"Then she should take everything she had in the house
(that is, thethings she said she would carry to
the farm) and put it in a basket, and keep it in
the compound,”
G2.10
The DO place is manifested by a NPCx of type 5| its
first element is a NP of type 1 whose Mdl place is mani~
fested by a RS 01 of type l(i) of structure (S) P 10 L;
its second element is a NP of type 1 whose Mdl place is
manifested by a RS 01 of type l(iii) of structure (Q) B P;
this Q place is manifested by a RS Sen of structure Ind;
this Ind place is manifested by a clause of type l(ii) of
structure (DO) S P 34 For discussion of the position when
a syntactically ambivalent word manifests (part of) the Q
place in a RS 01, see section 5*3-3*
Subtype (ih.)
156* Si,. A, S2, Pi, Sj and. P2 places, with Ind SMs
rnd bkwdl&kwb / g6+nd-3 / m& d/tdkpii«o / md d/ga-ldg-^o
then Tortoise took
then he-stooped then'he~passed
Then Tortoise bent down and passed underneath*
B25-16
4-#4# Clause Class 0
Clause class C is defined as those clauses which may
function only at the Ind place in sentence structure 6
Clauses of this class have no secondary functions. This
class corresponds exactly to the structural type labelled
type 4, which will now be described in detail*

*-90—
4*4* X*

— Structure

Two places are recognised in this clause type, both
being nuclear* They are labelled Subject and Complement,
and as both are obligatory, no subtypes are established*
The manifesting classes are as follows
S by a NP of subclasses (a), (b),(d) or (e)
Cp by a NP of subclasses (a) or (b), or a downward
RS clause of classes A(a) or B
The manifesting classes are shown in diagram form below*
S
NP(a)

NP(a)

NP(b)

NP(b)

NP(d)

ClA(a)
C1B

NP(e)

4*4.2. Other Features
The places in this clause type occur only in the
sequence shown above. There are no syntactic markers, and
since no VP may occur in this type, the categories of
Person and Tense are not relevant. CT4 could accordingly
be labelled the non-verbal clause type*
Examples (157 ~ 165 all CT4)
157* S and Cp places, at Ind in a RS Sen
yS / pw&na
that you who?
"Who are you?"
S5.85

-91158. S and Cp places, at Ind in a BS Ben
54
4y£
ya (md/la dcfft 6ft5ft)/ 54
dkd
(±ye)
thatthing that does inplace thus that
size-of thing
"The thing that has happened here is a great thing.*1
B54-.16
The B place is manifested by a NP of type 1
whose Mdl place is manifested by a BS Cl of type l(iii) of
structure (B) P L .
159* S and Cp places, at Ind
/ (fe,p6 4/z4-lfi / (54 yd1 /ld~gbd-cC4 / £td ft))
that
how he-went that self go-v/restle bout the
That was how he went off to take part in the wrestling*
HI.5
The Cp place is manifested by a BS Cl of
type 1(331) of structure S P Q; this Q place is manifested
by a BS Sen of structure Ind; this Ind place is manifested
by a clause of type l(ii) of structure S P DO.
160. S and Cp places, at Ind
fi / (kp4 5kw4l4kw5 / g6~t4~l£
that how Tortoise
took
/ / 1 ± ftcffl / dcC4 ya / / )
in hole place that
That was, how Tortoise came to
there.
G1.14The Cp place is manifested by
of structure SI A S2 P L.
161. S and
fid£ /
where
Where

Cp places, at Ind
y6 1&55
you question
are you?
B18.4-

/ m4 u/se-jl-da
then he-waited

be lurking in the hole
a BS Cl of type 5(331)

'->92***

162* S and Cp places, at Ind in a RS Sen
Mt
M § //3sg&j£ & / &
(yd) / /
that where spoon the that-of self
“Where is that spoon of mine?”
817*18
163# S and Cp places, at Ind
ftd£ /(kp& &n& A / ji-ll) Id
where how pond the
is question
How is the fish-pond?
B35#25
4-.5# Clause Class I)
Clause class D is defined as those clauses which have
only secondary functions. They function at the following
places
BO, B and L in CT1
Cp in CT2
Mdl in the post-nuclear periphery of the NP
This class corresponds exactly to the structural type
labelled type 5* which will now be described in detail.
4.5#1 * Clause Type 5 ~ Structure
Six places are recognispd xn this clause type, three
nuclear and three peripheral* In the preferred sequence
of occurrence, they are labelled Predicate, Indirect Object,
Direct Object, Directional, Instrumental and X* As with
CT2, X is merely a cover symbol for the medial post^nuclear
periphery, indicating that any one, but not more than one,
of the B, M and T places may occur, as stated in section
4-*1.2# The manifesting classes are as follows:-

P by a VP of subclass (&)
10 by a Verb Suffix of subclass (&)
DO by a NP of subclasses (a) or (c) 9 or a Verb Suffix
of subclass (d)
D
bya NP of subclass (a)
I
bya NP of subclasses (a) or (d)
h
by
a NP of subclass (a)
M
byan AP of subclass (a)
T
bya NP of subclass (a)
The manifesting classes are shown in diagram form below*

P. .
.fci ‘ I

10

n t i* n » i, w in ii» .

■■ »,■.«» ,VMn

DO

iWpik w

D

,1* I *

I

.......■'* ........ ...

........... .

X
E---- &— — 5T
ih .m

*

m* M

VP(d) Sf(d) NP(a) NP(a) NP(a) NP(a) AP(a) NP(a)
NP(c)
NP(d)
Sf(cL)
Of the nuclear places, only P isobligatory, and
according to the distribution of 10 and DO, three subtypes
are recognised^ as in CT1 (section 4*2.1,1.) and CT3
(section 4-.3.1.)* Por convenience, a summary diagram of
the place distribution in the three subtypes is given below,
parallel to those in the sections cited* Once more, the
symbol + denotes an obligatory place, and the symbol + an
optional place.
Subtype 5(i)
5(ii)
5(iii)

+P
+P
+P

+10

+D0
+D0

As in subtypes 1(1) and 3(1), in subtype 5(i) , the DO place
is never manifested by a Verb Suffix of subclass (d).

The peripheral places are all optional, and two is the
maximum number attested, in any one example. It happens
that in subtype 5(1) there is no example with more than one
peripheral place, so that four is the maximum number of
places attested in any one example of this subtype (no*
165)* Pour is also the largest number of places attested
in any one example of subtype 5(H) (ho. 1?0), and three
in subtype 5(ri)(nos. 174, 175 and 177)* It also happens
that neither the D nor the I place is attested in a clause
of subtype 5(1)* hut as there are only a handful of examples
of this subtype, this limitation is almost certainly
accidental*
yr v

W

4.5*2. Syntactic Markers
The class of clause to which CT5 corresponds, class D,
may function, at the DO, D or L places in 0T1, and the Cp
place in CT2. At the L place in CT1, the clause is oblig
atorily preceded by the Preposition (Pr) class of Particles
(section 11*8). This plass consists of the single formal
item li, as in no. 164. The clause is not, marlied in any
of its other functions in clause structure.
At the Mdl place in the post-nuclear periphery of the
NP, there is no overt SM, but there is the possibility of
change froin, the preferred sequence of places (cf« section
4*2.1.5*2*)* Ihe syntactically ambivalent.Hd word of the
NP is attested to manifest the^ DO (ncs. 165, 169), D. (no«
177), I Qaos. 170, I74), L M(no. 1 7 D or T (nos, 168, 1?5)
places in the type 5 clau.se. Apart from place sequences
produced in this way, the places always^ occur in the
sequence listed in the previous section.

\

-95The categories of Person and (Tense are not relevant
to this clause type, which, could appropriately he labelled
the infinitive clause type#
Examples (164 - 165 subtype 5(i), 166 - 171 subtype 5(ii),
172 - 177 subtype 5C^i))
Subtype 5(i)
164# P, 10 and DO places, at L. in OTl(jiL), with L SMs
m&
ftia
(bfe)/dl«l5+/4-dt-Sr&£ /
then village-of them rushed-out-again
(14 4-z6-/i~k&5£^& / £k&)
for to-go-put-with-him hand
Then the villagers rushed out again to lend him
a hand.
R 4 .9
165* (DO), P, 10 and L places (a maximum form) at Mdl in NP1
/ / t w t e k / 14 b£l£bel£ 4y£
(4~d&d4-kp6/y& / 14 £14)//
ashes
and
all things to-rub-finish-self on body
Ashes and everything to rub all over his body
B35*&
Subtype 5(ii)
166* P, DO and L places,, at DO in CTl(i)
44 ’fi/jl-ni-jl-bS / dkw&l4kw£ /(4-&&-c£—
/
then they-sent-for Tortoise,to~come-clear~again
£n& / 14
4cfo
(4gw5 (a)))
stroke in house-of debt-of him
Then they sent for Tortoise again to come and dp some
more clearing for his in-laws* family.
S21.5

—
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167* P and DO places, at D in CTl(m)
Ikpi / z i / (&-dd~y&-w£ / dnyibo)
then he-goat went to-go-fetch bananas
Then He-goat went off to fetch some bananas
168,

S25*75

(T),
P and DO places, at
Mdl in NP1
dyd (d-wd+byd / i/i (dkitd) A.)
day to-cut~off head—of dog the
The day for cutting off the dog*s head
S20,26

169# (DO) and P places, at Mdl in NP3
nyS / (d-cCi
S-dl)
person to-eat eating
The person to be eaten
S23#72
170♦ (I), P, DO and D places (a maximum form),, at Mdl in NP4d
(d-dd-wd
/
ddd
(yd)/
£5 5)
that to-give-with daughter-of M m in-marxdage
That with which to marry off M s daughter
S7<»3
171#

(L),
P and DO places, at
Mdl in NP1
la ddS
(d~gbd / 5hw&
A)
in place to-cut palmfruit the
In the place for cutting tne palmfruit
B24-,4-

Subtype 5(^i)
172* P and D places, at DO in CTl(ii)
mu
nyd (pwft+14 5-23wd+l&)/&-gwe /(&~yd / dcfb)
then person-who dies dying
fails to-return home
Anyone who dies fails to return home
B19«8

-97175* P and L places, at DO in 011(11)
. ,
m& . i/m? / (ft-16 /
li
&gbdk5
(iaShwlD)
then you-fa.il tb-cbme-out under oil-bean-tree-of Idohwa
Thbn you fail to appear under tl^e oi1-bean tree
at Idohwa village*
B27#8
17A* (I), 3? sthd D. places (a maximum form) at Mdl in NF1

dgAdd (d-ndja-wd / 65A)
chair to-sit-with session
A chair on which to sit down
175,

Gl*12

(T), P and D places (a maximum form) at

dyd (d-zd / ddo
(dgw5) A)
day to-go house-of debt the
A day to visit the in-laws

Mdl inNP1

B26*3

to*

176* P and M
places, at L in OTl(jxL), with LSMs
^ /(bpd
m6t6 (dhw&dd) / nyd-hv/5-ld-bd / dnyd /
that hoxv lorry-of Ahoada
saw~at-last with-eye
(li
&-kdcCd-kpS
/
kpdi))
on to-go-axvay-finish completely
That was how the Ahoada lorries had nearly all gone*
B38*4-0
(The GTl(joi) functions at Op in a CT4-)
177* (D), P and T places (a maximum form) at Mdl in NFl
dcCA
(&-kpd
d-kpd/li dbdlA)
place to-feed feeding in night
Somewhere to feed at night
SI*6
See also no♦„ 127, where a clause of type 5(a) is at
Cp in CT2, and no* 128, where a clause of type 5(ii) is
at Cp in CT2*

4.6* The Clause Complex
Where two or more clauses in paratactic relationship
to each other are together manifesting only one place in
the structure of another unit, a Clause Complex (CICx) is
established. A CICx (or for that matter, any other supple
mentary unit) may operate at any, place where all its
constituent elements may operate. Thus, no statement about
the functional potential of any individual CICx can be made
until, the class membership of its constituent elements is
known* This is why supplementary units are included neither
in the statements of manifesting classes for any place, nor
in the statements of class distribution* This is also why
supplementary units such as the CICx are not grouped together
into classes, since these would largely duplicate the class
divisions of the basic units*
The principal restriction involved in the above formu
lation of the function of the CICx is that no CICx having
as an element a clause of class B may operate at the, Dep
place in the sentence, nor in any secondary function.
v

*

*

4*6*1* Elements
Clauses of classes A and B only are attested to function
as elements in a CICx* The highest number of elements found
in any one example is five (no. 183), in a CICx manifesting
the Ind place In the sentence.* Ho example with more than
three elements. Is attested in any other function (see nos,
180, 184, 185). There is no known restriction on the
sequence or co-occurrence potential of the various possible
(sub)classes of clause when functioning as elements in a

CICx. A clause may be repeated identically, usually with
the implication.of continuing action. Where this happens
(as in no. 190), the resulting sequence is treated as a
CICx like any other, though with the restriction that
all the elements must belong to the same (sub)class of
clause* This construction is attested only at the Ind
place in the sentence.
4.6.2, Syntactic Markers
4.6.2.1. In Primary Function
At the Dep place in the sentence, each element in the
CICx must bear the SMs appropriate to the single clause in
the. same function, as described in sections 4.2.1.3.1. and
4,2.2.3.1., and illustrated by nos. 178 - 180.
At the Ind place, each element in the CICx may bear
the SMs appropriate to the single clause in the same function,
as described in the sections cited above,.and in section
4.3.3J., and illustrated by nos. 181 - 183 and 190. When
the Cnj Particle occurs, it may be either mu or du, but
there may not be a change from one to the other within one
CICx. At the Ind place, there is no obligation for every
element to be marked in the same way (see no, 18l), so
that tense variation from one clause to another is possible,
albeit, unusual.
At the Exg place, the first clause of the complex is
obligatorily preceded by the Cs class of Particles.- In the
two available examples of a GlOx manifesting the Exg place,
eaGh of the subsequent clauses is preceded by md* The first
clause has tense 2, and subsequent clauses tense 3.

6,2,2* In Secondary Function
In all the available examples of the GlGx in secondary,
functions, its elements are always clauses of subclass A(a)
(*
1)*
£he SMs are basically therefore as described
in section 4.2,1,3*2. If the GlGx is manifesting a place In
another clause, its first element is obligatorily preceded
by the Rig, class of Particles, with tense 1 and the Verb
Suffix —16. Subsequent elements are preceded by the Cnj
class of Particles, both m& and
being attested. Once
more, there may not be a change from one to the other within,
one GlCx. As usual, the, Cnj Particle is followed by tense
See examples 185 a^d 186.
If the GlCx is manifesting the Mdl place in the postnuclear periphery of the HP, there is no overt 8M, but
there is the possibility of change from the preferred^
sequence of places in the first clause of the complex. In
such a clause, the syntactically ambivalent Hd word is
attested to manifest the 8 , DO, D, L or 1 place. ,The second
clause is usually followed by m& and tense 5 (nos. 187, 188),
but, there„ is one example where both clauses have tense 8
(no. 189).
In the following examples, the top line shows the class
membership of each element of the GlGx, which is crucial in
delimiting the range of function of the complex as a whole.
The type membership and structure of each element is shown
below the example, together with the structure of any
downward rank-shifted sentences or clauses that any element
of the complex may contain.

Examples (178 - 19CT all DlCx)
178* Cl A(a) and Cl A(a)., both with Pep SMs
56/bd—
/ b5lc£t4/l^
£m6
(dpwd),
she-when-threw-In bucket in inside-of well,
u-bd-nye
/
&ny s;
she-when-looked with-eye
When she dropped, the bucket down the well and took a
look in
B32.8
01 l(ii) o_f structure S P P0 L, and Cl l(m) of
structure S P I.
WT

179• 01 A(a) and Cl A.(b), both with Pep SMs
;ifi^bS;-z6-l5 / £d5l£ ya, u/bu-ls /(m6/gbh / &kp&);
I-when-go-if trap that it-is-if I-kill
fish
Whenever I go fishing, if I catch any fish
S4.5
Cl l ( m ) of structure S P D, and 01 2 of structure
S P Q; the Q place is manifested by a PS Sen of structure
Ind$ this Ind place is manifested by a Cl of type l(ii) of
structure S P 10.
180* 01 A(a), Cl A(a) and Cl A(a), all with Pep SMs
;u^du*m£~l6 / ] £
6ci
(&yfikw&), £c& / bS+l£-lS,
it-reaches-if in middle-of morning place dawns-if
6/l5-hw4t5 / £kw£;
he-emits—when cry
Very early in the morning, as it gets light, when he
crows
BJ1-22
Cl l ( m ) of structure S P L, Cl l(hi) of structure S P
and 01 l(ii) of structure S P PO*

-102181. Cl A(a), Cl A(a) ana Cl A(a), the second and third
with Ind SMs
sA/dft+mA-bA //O k .k / Add ya//,
d/nyi«b£t£~b£ / &r)w6,
they-reached farm place that then they-laid~down child
A§
&/kaz6-b£*
then they-went-off
They reached the farm there,, put the child down to
sleep, and then went off*
B21.15
Cl l(ii) of structure S P DO, Cl l(ii) of structure
S P DO and Cl l(m ) of structure S P*
182* Cl A(a), Cl A(a), Cl B and ClA(a), all with Ind SMs
A&
dn5hwA
/ / 1 & ftgbftlft /
then it-reached then gorilla-which Is, in forest
Add y a //)/■&--ja, Ad d/g6+n& / dqwS ft /
.place that came then he-took child the
Ad
ti/hwuyS-k§-kp6 / mini / Ad
d/ya+/S-ke-kp6 /
then he-washed-finish water then he-rubbed-finish
Add,
M
fi/me-kfi-kpd/A;
powder then he-did-finish-her
After a while, a gorilla that was in the forest there
came and gave the child a good bath, and rubbed her,
all over with powder, and got her quite ready* B216
Cl l(xii) of structure B P, Cl 1(351) of structure S P^
expanded Cl 3(Ii) of structure Si A DO S2 PI II S3 P2 12
and Cl l(ii) of structure S P DO 5 the S place in the second
Cl Is manifested by a HP1 whose Mdl place is manifested by
a RS Cl l(3ii) of structure's) P D*

-103183* 01 A(a), Cl A(a), Cl A(a), 01 A(a) and Cl B
(a maximum form), all with Ind SMs
;mg 5kw&ldkw$ / n&-hj£-&/ 4y£
ft,
then Tortoise .
heard
thing the . .
m4
4/cC5-dyo-t4-kp6
/
I5k5 /
then her-went~b egged-f inish sIIk-lieadscarf
ll
dcto
(iml
(4nd (a))),
in house-of inside-of mother-of him
m&
4/kwu-k6-kpo / kp5ft
(ny6
(kw& /
then he-dressed-up-finish as person-who dresses
iy§
(Atl))),
m&
i/lo,
mi& d/g6+nd /
bhing-of wrestling then he-went~out then he-took
6k6lA mjj
d/ko / li
undml;
gong then he-beat in playground
Tortoise heard the drums, then he went and borrowed
a silk headscarf from his mother's family and
dressed up as one does for wrestling,wthen he went
out and beat a gong in the playground.
SI*14
Cl l(ii) of structure S P DO, Cl l(ii) of structure
S P DO I, Cl l(ih.) of structure S P M, Ci l ( m ) of
structure S P and Cl 3(ii) of structure SI A DO S2 P L;
the M place in the third Cl is manifested by an AP whose
Mdl place is manifested by a ES NP3 whose Mdl place is
manifested by a PS Cl l(ii) of structure (S) P DO.
184. 01 A(a), 01 A(a) and Cl A(a), with Exg SMs
;£yAdAnft
A/lS-mA-tA/d / d-mA-tti, md
d/nd/lA /
because we-wenb-selzed-Eer^seaTsing then we-gave-her
Alisd, m6
d/nA^lA / 5£l£bel£
(h™di);
rice then we-gave-her
all things bo-eat
Because we went and caught her, and gdve her rice, and
gave her all sorts of things to eat.
B22.34

~104~
01 l(ii) of structure 8 P DO (with discontinuous P),
01 1(1) of structure S P 10 DO and Cl 1(1) of structure
S P 10 DOj the DO place in the third 01 is manifested by
a NP1 whose^ Mdl place is manifested by a PS 01 %^)of
(w l
structure ^P*
185* 01A(a), 01 A(a) and Cl A(a), at DO in 01 1(11)
6ci
(6ydkw&) / £/n&+j^~£
bft/ (?kp4 &n& /
in middle-of morning you-will-hear emphatic how cock
15-le / 4kw&, 54 -fish / kp6=k6+/i / dli, 54 £hwd /
emits
cry then usu speaks-out report' then ehwa
k
w
a
/ & (y&);)
cries-out~also that~of self
Very early in the morning, you will certainly hear
how the cock crows, then usu (a bird) raises his
song, then ehwa (another bird) lets out his cry.
B31.55
01 I(ii) of structure S P DO, Clvl(ii) of
structure 8 P DO and 01 l(ii) of structure 8 P DO.
186. 01 A(a) and 01 A(a), at Op in 014
M £ /(jkp4 d/m8-ls, mu
d/lo-we/^;)
15,
where how we-dd then we-bfing~out“it question
What are we going to do to get it out?
B32*15
Cl 1(±H) of structure S P and 01 l(ii) of structure
8 P DO.
187* 01 A (a) and 01 A (a), at Mdl in IPI
E>4
M S /&ql(.;ydf/ m£, &4
m4 ipikilipi / pw4+14:)ld
that where sort self do that then Ipikilipi^die question
"Whatever can I do to kill Ipikilipi?"
87*56
01 l(ii) of structure (DO) 8 P and Cl l(iii) of
structure 8 P.

-105188. Cl A(a) and Cl A(a), at Mdl in NP1.

/

d c f& (;y § f /

5 .-2 4 ,

m4

d /m u /

4 p w 5 ;)

that we-shall-know place we shall-go then we~bear child
"We shall know where we should go in order to have
a child."
S3*2
Cl l(ni) of structure (B) S P and 01 l(ii) of structure
S P BO.
189. 01 A(a) and 01 A(a), at Mdl in HP3
//& $ b o / nyd
(5 pw& / £kd-a,
nw5 / 4k6-o;) / /
snail.person-who has-not hand-OT has-not leg-lW
Snail, a person who has no arms dr legs
3318.4
Cl l(ii) of structure (S) P BO and 01 l(ii) of
structure (S) P BO; this example is upique in that the
syntactically ambivalent Hd word manifests the S place in
both elements of the ClOx.
v'

190. 01 A (a) twice repeated, with Ind SMs
;&& u/me-di/dgbdld, 54 u/me-dl/dgbftld,
then she-did work then she-did work
54
4/me-cCy/T!!Lgb&16;
then she-did work
Then she worked and worked and worked
1321.5
Cl l(ii) of structure S P B0, twice repeated.
For an example of the syntactically ambivalent Hd
word manifesting the I place In the first Cl of a GlCx
PS to Mdl in MP1, see no* 288.
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Chapter 3
The Phrase (I) - The Nominal Phrase Class
5-1* Phrase Rank and Phrase Classes
The Phrase is the unit ranking next below the clause..
The phrase has a primary function at some place in clause
structure, and also has secondary functions at certain
places in the structure of other phrases* On the basis of
function, phrases are divided into three classes. Phrases
of class A may operate at the S place in at least one of
clause types 1 , 2 , 3 and 4, in addition to other primary
and secondary functions. Phrases of class B may operate
at the P place in at least one of clause types 1, 2 , 3 pud
5 , in addition to other primary and secondary functions.
Phrases of class C may operate at the C place in the pre~
nuclear periphery of the clause, and at either the M or T^
places in the medial post-nuclear periphery of the clause,
ta. addition to other secondary functions.* .they may not
operate at the 8 place in any clause type. In keeping
with common linguistic usage, these three phrase classes
are termed the Nominal, Verbal and Adverbial Phrase classes
respectively, and in this thesis are referred to by their
labels rather than by their less memorable class letters,
However, despite the somewhat notional labels, the classes
they denote are established, on completely formal grounds.
Phrase class A, the
in the remainder of this
Phrase class, in chapter
Phrase class, in chax>ter

Nominal.Phrase class, is described
chapter, phrase class B, the Verbal
6^, and phrase class 0, the Adverbial
7,

5*2, The. Nominal Phrase Class (Phrase Class A)
5*2*1* Nominal Phrase Subclasses
The Nominal Phrase class is defined as those phrases
which may function s,t the B place in at least one of elaus
types 1, 2, 3 and 4, On the basis of function in.specific
OTs, and of other primary and secondary functions, five
subclasses are established. The detailed distribution of
each subclass is shown in the following paragraphs.
Nominal Phrases (NPs) of subclass (a) function at the
following places
S in OTs 1, 2, 3 ^d. 4
10, DO, B and Op in the clause nucleus
0, D, I* L, T and Q in the clause periphery
Gn in the NP nucleus
Mdl in the AP
V in the MB
and also as a fragment in elliptical sentences. This sub
class corresponds exactly to a structural type labelled
type 1,
NPs of subclass (b) function at the following places:
B in OTs 1, 2 and 4
Op in the clause nucleus
Q in 0T1
Gn in NPTs 1 and 4
This subclass corresponds exactly to a structural type
labelled type 2*
NPs of subclass (c) function at the following places;
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in OTs 1, 2 and 3
10 and DO in the clause nucleus
Cp in CT2
**
Gn in NPT1
Mdl in the AP
This subclass corresponds exactly to a structural type
labelled type 3 *
B

NPs of subclass (d) function at the following places:S in CTs 1, 2 and 4
C, DO, D, I, L and T in 0T1
Op in 0T2
I in CT5
Gn in NPT1
This subclass corresponds exactly to a. structural type
labelled type 4#
NPs of subclass (e) function only at the S place in
0T4* This subclass corresponds exactly to a structural
type labelled type 5*
A summary of NP structure follows in section 5*2*2,,
and then NP types 1 to 5 are described in detail in
sections 5 *5 * to 5 *7 « respectively*
5*2,2* Summary of Nominal Phrase Structure
On the basis of structure, five Nominal Phrase types
(NPTs) are set up, corresponding to the NP subclasses as
stated in the previous section# A summary description of
their structure may again be made, dividing their constit
uent places into nuclear and peripheral# In contrast with

—ill*™*
clause structure, the occurrence of nuclear places in the
NP is not alone a sufficient criterion for the recognition
of the separate types$ in this case, account must also be
taken of the manifesting classes at the Head place, which
are different for each type* The distinction between
nuclear and peripheral places is consequently made on the
basis of what the Pronoun class, the class which manifests
the Hd place in NPT2, substitutes for* The nuclear places
may be shown in diagram form as follows
Nuclear Places

g | Hd
4Hd

Gn
Gn

Pull details of these places and their manifesting
classes will be found in sections 5 *3 *1#, 5*4-,1 ., 5 *5 *1 *5
5 *6 .1 * and 5 *7 *1* below*
.The peripheral places.are those which occur in several
NPTs, and whose occurrence, though not diagnostic of any
type, shows restrictions which vary from type to type.
On the basis of their sequence of occurrence, the peripheral
places are divided into pre-nuclear and post-nuclear. The
pre-nuclear periphery consists only of the Qualifier place
(Qf), which is found in NPTs 1, 2 and 3* The.post-nuclear
periphery consists of the Demonstrative (Dem), Modifier 1
(Mdl) and Modifier 2 (Md2) places. These places are found
in,NPTs 1, 2, 3 and 4*, with the restriction that in NPT2
any one of them, but not more than one, may occur, and in.

NHD3* any two, but not more than two* In NHDs 2 and 3,
the pre-nuclear periphery and post-nuclear periphery do
not co^occur, though in NED1 they may* In NHM5?
only
peripheral place which occurs is the Md2 place* In the
diagram of peripheral places below, the superscript numerals
indicate the number of post-nuclear places which may co
occur, and brackets indicate places which are mutually
exclusive within any one type*
Pre—nuc

Post-nuclear
(Dem, Mdl, Md2) j
x5

Nucleus

__ (Qi)___
X
2

(x)

(ad)

3
_ _

00

(x£)
x3

5

- _

L -..—

In NHDs 3 and 4, the
the nucleus precludes the
places, and could be used
establishment of subtypes
this restriction does not
set up*

^

I x
U ,

occurrence of the Gn place in
occurrence of any peripheral
as a formal basis £or the
within these types* But since
apply to NPI1, subtypes are not

Pull details of the manifesting classes attested at
each place in each type will be found in, the relevant
sections of this chapter, as cited above* Ihe complete
range of manifesting classes for each place is found
only in NPI1*
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Nominal Phrase Type 1

5#3#1*. Structure
Nominal Phrase type 1 is the type to which a majority’
of all the NPs recorded belong* In this type, seven plaGes
are recognised, three nuclear and.four peripheral* In their
invariable sequence of occurrence, the places are labelled
Qualifier (Qf), Head (Hd), Genitive (Gh), Numeral (Num),
Demonstrative (Dem), Modifier 1 (Mdl) and Modifier 2 (Md2).
The manifesting classes are as follows
Qf by a Quantifier (Qt ), or a Noun Prefix (NPf)
Hd by a Noun (N), or a Qt of subclasses (a) or (b),
or a Number (Nb) of subclass (a)
Gn by a downward R8 NP of subclasses (a), (b), (c)
or (d), or a downward ES AP of subclass (a)
Num by a Nb
Dem by a Specifier (Spo)
Mdl by a downward RS 01 of classes A (a.) or D
Md2 by an Identifier (Id), or a Terminal.(Tm), or a
Marginal (Mg) of subclasses (a), (b), (c), (a)
or (£)
The manifesting classes are shown in diagram form below.

„

Qt
NEC

„

Hd

Gn

Num _f Dem

NP©) Nb
N
Qt(gO NP<J}>
Qt(Jj) NP(c)
Nb(a) n p (<$
AP©)

SpC

Mdl

Md2

CIA©) Id
(Em
CID
Mg (a)
Mg©
Mg(c)
Mg(e)
Mg©
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Only the Hd place is obligatory, all the other places
being optional. The maximum number of places attested in
any one example is five. Within this limit, all the
theoretical co-occurrence possibilities are attested, except
that the Num place is not attested to co-occur with either
the Qf place or the Md2 place. This is probably to be
regarded as^fortuitous. Maximum forms are shown as nos. „
210 and 222. Many examples have the minimal structure Hd.
In certain circumstances, more than one analysis is
possible# Where the Gn place is manifested by a RS NP of
a subclass.other than (b), and is followed by one or more
of the Num, Dem, Mdl and Md2 places, these places may be
analysed either as part of the RS NP, or as part of the
original NP# No phonetic distinction between the two
kinds of structure has been observed, but the context
usually indicates which analysis is preferable. In examples
215, 219 &nd 225 below, the suspect places are analysed as
belonging to the RS NP, and in examples 205 - 213, they are
analysed as belonging to the original NP.
5*3*2. Syntactic Markers
The subclass of NP to which NH01 corresponds, subclass
(a), has obligatory SMs in only two of its primary functions
At the.Q place in the outer post-nuclear periphery of the
clause, it,ip preceded by the Itr class of Particles (see
section 11.3*)♦ 'Their selection is conditioned In exactly
the same way as described in section 3*3*2. At the L place
in the medial post-nuclear periphery of the clause, the NP
is preceded by the Preposition (Pr) class of Particles (see
section 11.8.), which consists of the single formal item lie

-115This is exemplified in nos* 213, 217, 219, 221, 223.and
225.below, as.well as in such examples as nos* 1, 2, 7 *
109, 117, 118, 120, 131, 134, 141* 143, 145 ~ 148 etc* in
previous chapters* The Pr class of Particles may also
occur as an optional SM at the T place in the medial post~
nuclear periphery of the clause, and at the C, place in.the
pre~nuclear,periphery of the clause* See nos* 10, 125,
146 and 185* At the T and 0 places as at the L place, the
Pr Particle always precedes the NP it marks*
v»

No SMs of secondary functions have been observed*
V

-

V

5*3*3« Syntactic Ambiyalence
When the Mdl place occurs, syntactic ambivalence always
arises, since the word manifesting the Hd place in the NP
is simultaneously manifesting, some place in the_ PS Cl. at
the Mdl place* In sections 4.2*1.3*2*, 4*2<,2*3*2», A.5*2.
and A*6#2.2* this feature has been described with respect
to the^ changes it produces in the sequence of clause rank
places. In the analysis of the NP, the importance lies in
the range of places in the PS Cl. which the syntactically
ambivalent word in each type of NP may manifest* In NPT1,
the syntactically ambivalent Hd word may also manifest the.
S, 10, DO, D, I, D, T or Q places in a PS.01 of class^A(a),
and the DO, D, I, I or T places in a BS Cl of class D*
These various possibilities are shown in, amongst-others ,
islm:

following •examples *
Cl A(a) * CTl
S
10 DO
D
I
L
211 107 209 ■231 232 221
212
210
219

216

T
106
114

Q
233
234

288

235
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DO
165

01 D « CT5
D
L
I
177
226
171
174
-i?6-

T
168
175

When the syntactically ambivalent word is said to mani
fest the Q place in the PS 01, the position is somewhat more
complicated than in the other cases, and needs to be ampli
fied* In all the available examples where the Mdl place in
a NP is manifested by a PS 01 containing a Q place, that Q
place is manifested by a PS Senw of minimal structure,
consisting only of an Ind place. Again in every case, this
Ind place is manifested by a clause of class A(a). In these
circumstances, the syntactically ambivalent word has a third
function, since it manifests one of the places in this
clause* Thus to state merely that the Hd word is manifesting
the Q place in the PS 01 at Mdl, though useful both through
its brevity and its parallelism with the statement of other
possible^relationships, is not sufficient to show the full
analysis* The function of the Hd word within the doubly
PS clause must also be indicated. With such a clause, the
Hd word is attested to manifest the DO (no. 234), I (no.
233) or L (no* 235) places.
In the following examples of NPT1, the structure of
any downward PS clauses or phrases is stated beneath the
translation, as was done at clause rank in the previous
chapter. The Gn place in these examples is manifested by
a PS NP of type 1 of (minima]) structure Hd, unless otherwise
stated*

-117Examples (201 - 235 all NFTl)
201. Hd placesonly
ikpi
he-goat
He-goat
S23#^0
202. Qf.and Hd places
&do
other people
Other people
S19#38
203# Hd and Gn places -(-cf-.-~n.o-g— 11 for-e-en-text)
6gb6

(&rjw&)

group-of monkeys
A group of monkeys

S2.10

204. Qf, Hd and Gn places
b£libell mldu
(dl&wd)
all
people-of world
All the people of the world
205# Hd,,Gn and. Num places
£gbo
(5kw&td)
4t5
bunch-of palmfruit three
Three bunches of palmfruit

S2A.55

B35.7

206. Hd,.Gn, Num and Dem places
£gbo
(5kwut&)
&to
A
bunch-of palmfruit three the
The three bunches of palmfruit

B35*8

-118207* Hd, Gn and Dem places
d/i (bdka) ya
tree much that
That huge tree
B32.20
The Gn place is manifested by a PS AP(a) of structure Hd,
V

208,

*

v

Qf, Hd, Gn and Dem places (cf,no. 289 for context)
d-s-d^i (mil£car) nine,
a-sort-of soup certain
A certain sort of soup
B38-32

209* Hd, Gn, Dem and Mdl places
i/i (§zabal4) m (i/n^-ni/yd)
head-of fox the you-people-gave-self^

The fox*s head that you gave me
S8.38
The Mdl place is manifested by a PS Cl of type l(i)
of structure (DO) S P 10*
210.

Hd, Gn, Dem, Mdl and Md2places
(a maximum form)
ij§l&
(dmd)
A (yd1 / y£=k&-td~kpS) 6A
george-cloth-of goodness the self put-on-finish thus
The beautiful george-cloth that he had just put on
B6*6
The Mdl place is manifested by a PS Cl of type
l(ii) of structure (DO 5 S P,

211* Hd, Gn and Mdl places
m&du
(egfed^)
(zd-jA^ne
/
td&)
person-of reality who-is-beautifnl-also very
A human being who was also very beautiful
G2*A
The Mdl place is manifested by a PS Cl of type l(iii)
of structure (S) P M,

212# Qf, Hd, Gn and Mdl places
i*iki/£ (&b£g’A)
(l4+d&-k&ji/y8
/
14 ftcfft)
a-half-of snake- that-sllpped~in-beside-yon in hole
Half a snake that crawled into your hole with you
822*39
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS 01 of
type l(i) of structure (8) P 10 L; the L place in this 01
is manifested by a NP of type 1 of structure Hd, with L SM.
213* Hd, Gn and Md2 places, with D SM
14
5sd
(dcfo(y&)) c£4hw4
in rear-of house-of us likewise
Just behind our house
B32.1
The Gn place Is manifested by a RS NP of type.l of
structure Hd Gn$ this Gn place is manifested by a RS NP of
type 2 of structure Hd.
214# Hd and Num places
&nw5
£l&
child how-many?
How many children?

G2.19

215* Hd, Num and Dem places, 18 to Gn in NPTl
dn&ji
(&pw5
4b5 ya)
condition-of child
two that
The condition of those two children
El.7
216. Hd, Num,, Dem and Mdl places
pdm4 4t5
A
(i/bA-3 / (bft
yd1 / bi-ni /
pound three the he-earried that self buy-for - pwSnyi (y&)/&k&n4 A))
wife-of self, cloth' the
The £3 he was carrying In order to buy the cloth for
his wife
S14.16

-120
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS 01 of type l(ii)
of structure (DO) S P Q; this Q place is manifested by a
minimal sentence whose Ind place is manifested by a Cl of
type 1(1) of structure S P 10 D O 3 in this clause, the.S
place is manifested by a NP of type 2 of structure Hd,
the 10 place is manifested by a NP of type 1 of structure
Hd Gn, where the Gn place is manifested by a RB NP of type
2 of structure Hdj and the DO, place is manifested by a NP
of type 1 of structure Hd Dem.
217. Hd and Dem places, with h SM
If

£m&

in place this
In this very place
218. Qf, Hd.. and
5t&t& 5n5
many goats
That large
219.

S2.20

Dem places
ya
that
number of goats

Hd, Dem and Mdl places,

R4.20

RS to Gn in NPT1with L SM

14
£kd
(dndnw^ & (zd / &gb&))
in hand-of woman the
who-stole theft
In the possession of the woman who had
stolen(it)
811*10
The Mdl place is manifested by a RSCl of
type l(ii) of structure (S) P DO*
220* Qf,. Hd, Dem and Mdl places
btd

4y£

ft (i/fi-dS / kA-nA-S^ld)

those things the gecko told-him
Those things that Gecko- told him
G2.ll
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS: 01 of type l(i)
of structure (DO) S P 10*

-

1

2

1

-

221* Hd, Dem, Mdl and
Md2 places,with LSM
14
ad£ A (yd1 / jA) 6A
in place the self was thus
Just where he himself was
B28.58
The Mdl place is manifested by a ES Cl of type l(iii)
of structure (L) 8 P.
222. Qf, Hd, Dem, Mdl and Md2 places (a maximum form)
bfelSbeld 5wdy4 A
(gw&+lA-hw&)
yd
all
money the that-was-laft thus
All themoney that was left
B3S.51
The Mdl place, is manifested by a RS Cl of type l(jji)
of structure (S) P.
223*' Hd, Dem and Md2 places, with L SM
14 igbfi w 8
n4
on side that towards
Over on that side
E2.ll
224. Qf, Hd, Dem and Md2 places
fttd
&n&
A An£n£A
those hens the other
Those other hens
B24-.23
225* Hd and Mdl places, R8 to Gn in NPT1 with L 8M
If
im6
(5n4cTo (jA / 14 "6kw»
(6 cCo (yd))))
in inside-of pit that-is on side-of house-of us
In a pit that is beside our
house B22-.1
The Mdl place is manifested by a R8 Cl of type l ( m )
of structure (8 ) P E ; the L placeis manifested by a NP of
type 1 of structure Hd Gn; the Gn place is manifested by a
R8 NP of type 1 of structure Hd Gn; this Gn place is mani
fested by a RS NP of type 2 of structure Hd.

-

1

2

2

-

226. Hd and Mdl places
d/i
(&-gb&-w£ / &c&)
stick to-fence-with place
Sticks with which to fence the place
816.20
The Mdl place, is manifested by a RS Cl of type 5(ii) of
structure (I) P HO.
227* Qf, Hd and Mdl places

(&/hw5~c&c&~b £ // 14 diet / &1&/ /
a-pond they-used-to-bale on year year
A pond they used to hale every year
B55*2
T h e Mdl place is manifested by a RS 01 of type l(ii)
of structure (HO) S P CD; the T place is#manifested by a HP
Cx of type 2, for whose analysis see no. 284-.
228. Hd, Mdl and Md2 places
4y£
(y® / gb&+/4)
6&
thing self spread-out thus
The things he had gust spread out
S3*69
The Mdl place is, manifested by a RS Cl of type l(ii)
of structure (HO) S P.
229. Hd and Md2 places
dbfitft g4ne
some also
Some also
B38.28
230. Hd and On places (cf. no. 102 for context)
&m£n6
(dcCo
(im§
(4n&
(a))))
people-of house-of inside-of mother-of him
The people of his mother!s family
S20.7
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The Gn place is manifested by a RS NP of type 1 of
structure Hd Gn; this Gn place is also manifested by a RS
NP of type 1of structure Hd Gn; this
Gn is also manifested
by a RS NP of type1 of structure Hd Gn; this Gn place is
manifested by a RS NP of type 2 of structure Hd. Pour
degrees of rank-shifting, as here, is the highest number
attested in> an NP,
231* Hd and Mdl places
dc®
(&/cf5-w& / igdcC4 ft)
place he-went-threw net the
The place to which he went to cast his net
S5*14The Mdl placeis manifested by a RS 01 of type l(ii)
of structure
(D) SP DO; the DO xolace is manifested by a
NP of type 1 of structure Hd Dem,
232* Hd, Dem and Mdl places
5wdy4 in (yd1 / gba-w£ / £wd
ft)
money the self gave-with oracle the
The^ money with which he was paid for giving the oracle
B30.13
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS Cl of
type l(ii)
of structure (I) S P DO; the DOplace, is
manifested by a NP of type 1 ofstructure Hd. Dem,
v

*

*

233* Qf , Hd, Dem andMdl places
bel£5sl£ ftli
& (dntipwe ft / k& / (bj§
yd! / kpd~w£ /
all
thread the Woman the said that self weave-with
&kftn4 ft))
cloth the
All the thread with which the woman said she would
weave the cloth
S3*4-9

-124The Mdl place is manifested by a RS Cl of type l(;hi)
of structure (Q) S P; the S place is manifested by a NP of
type 1 of structure Hd Dem, and the Q place by a minimal
sentence whose Ind place is manifested by a Cl of type
l(ii) of structure (X) S P DO; the DO, place is manifested
by a NP of type 1 of structure Hd Dem,
234, Hd, Dem, Mdl and Md2 places
.
.
qw&g'e
ft ($/kd-b£ / (b& fidSke/S/kpS-b£ 5-kp5)) yd
friendship the they-said that not-HHiey-break breaking so
The, friendship they s&id gust couldn*t be broken
S18.21
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS Cl of
type l(iii) of structure (Q) S P; the Q place is manifested
by a minimal sentence whose Ind place is manifested by a
01 of type l(ii) of structure (DO), S P; the P place is
manifested by a discontinuous unit,
235* Hd, Dem and Mdl places, with L 8M
14 dc&
ft (yd1 / k& / (bfi yd* / n& / £cfo
ft))
in place the self said that self build house the
In the place where he said he would build the house
823,12
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS Cl of
type l(ih.) of structure (Q) 8 !P; the Q place is manifested
by a minimal sentence whose Ind place is manifested by a
Cl of type l(ii) of structure (L) 8 P DO; the DO, place Is
manifested by a NP of type 1 of structure Hd Dem,

-125;Nominal Phrase Type 2
5#4-*l« StructLire
Three places are recognised in this type, one nuclear
and two peripheral* In their invariable sequence of
occurrence, they are labelled Qf, Hd and Y* Y is merely
a cover symbol for the post-nuclear periphery, indicating
that any one, but not more than one, of the pem, Mdl and
Md2 places may occur, as stated in section 5«2*2* The
manifesting classes are as follows
Qf by a Quantifier of subclass (a)
Hd by a Pronoun (Pn)
Hem by a Specifier of subclass (c)
Mdl by a downward RS 01 of class A(a)
Md2 by an Identifier of subclass (a)
The manifesting classes are shown in diagram form below*

Qf...... Hd

Y
Bern T~ ; Mdl

Qt(a)

Spc(c) ClA(a) Id(a)

Pn

¥&"2

The Hd place is obligatory and the others optional#
Since the pre-nuclear and post-nuclear peripheral places
do not co-occur, the maximum number of places attested in
any one example is two (nos# 237 - 2A1) #
When a NP of this type is manifesting the S place in
a clause of types 1 or 2 ,the full range of concoxtl possib
ilities between the units manifesting the S and Pplaces
Is found, as stated in^ section 4-#2#1.4-* For details, see
sections 8 #2 #6 # and 13*3 *1 .1 #

-1265*4.2. Syntactic Markers
The subclass of NP to which NPT2 corresponds* subclass
(b), has obligatory SMs only at the § place in the outer
post-nuclear periphery of the clause* In this functionK
it is preceded by the Itr class of Particles (section 11*3.)
whose selection is conditioned Just as described in section
3.3.2.
In secondary function, at the Gn place in NPTs 1 and
4, an NP of type 2 never consists of more than the Hd place,,
and is marked by certain tonal changes* These are shown
in detail in section 8.2.6. It should be noted that such
tonal changes cannot be indicated in the examples by
underlining, as are other SMs.
5.4-.3* Syntactic Ambivalence
When the Mdl place occurs, syntactic ambivalence
arises, as described in section 5*3.3* In NPT2, the
syntactically ambivalent Hd word Is attested to manifest
only the 3 place in the PS 01 of class A(a), as in no. 241.
Examples (236 - 245 all NPT2)
236. Hd place only
ye'
we
We
S3.2

7

-

237# Qf Q-nd Hd places
b£l£bel£ 5£
all
they
All of them
G1.6
238* Hd
yd*
he
He

and Dem places
n£teft
alone
alone
3325.2

239* Hd and Md2 places
y8 w£w£
you self
You yourself
G2*43
240* Hd and Md2 places
m§ w£
. I self
I myself
B39.5
241. Hd and Mdl places
y6
(I~nw& /
ft)
you who-have leg the
^
(It is ) you who are the owner of the leg
88*41
The Mdl place is manifested by a EB 01 of type l(ii)
'structure (S) P 3D0; the D0_ place is manifested by a NP
of type 1 of structure Hd idem*
242* Hd place only, PS to Gn in NED1
£d&
(m£)
father-of me
My father
B30*3

-12824-3. Hd place only, RS to Gn in NPfl
£&&
(a)
father-of him
His father
S3 *38
244-* Hd place only, RS to Gn in NPT1
idd
(y&)
father-of self
His own father
B13*6
245. Hd place only, RS to Gn in NPT1
£d&
(y$)
father-of you-people
Tour fathers
B35-56
See also nos* 213, 225, 230, 2625 277 ~ 283 etc.
5*5* Nominal
5*5*1* Structure
Five places are^recognised in this type, two nuclear
and three peripheral* In their invariable sequence of
occurrence, they are labelled Q f , Hd, Gn, Y and
Y and
Z are merely cover symbols for the post-nuclear periphery,
indicating that any two, but not more than two, of the Bern,
Mdl and Md2 places may occur, as stated in section 5#2*2.
The manifesting classes are as follows
Qf
by a
Noun Prefix
Hd
by a
Relative (Rel)
Gn
'by a
downward RS NPofsubclass(a)
Bern by a Specifier of subclasses (a) or (b)

Mdl by a downward RS Cl of classes A or I)
Md2 by a 'Terminal, or a Marginal of subclass (e)
The manifesting classes are shown in diagram form below*
J

Qf
NPf

Hd
Rel

Gn
NP(a)

Pern
Spc(e)
Spc(b)

Z

Mdl
CIA
C1D

Md2
Tm
Mg(e)

Thev Hd place is obligatory, and all the other places
optional* The Gn place does not co-occur with any of the
peripheral places, nor do the pre-nuclear and post-nuclear
peripheral places co-occur* The maximum numbex^ of places
attested in any one example is therefore three (nos* 254 258) *
5*5*2* Syntactic Markers
No syntactic markers have been found, either in
primary or in secondary function*
5 *5 *5• Syntactic Ambivalence
When the Mdl place occurs, syntactic ambivalence
arises, as described in section 5*3*5* In NPT3, the
syntactically ambivalent Hd word is attested to manifest
the S, 10 and DO places in a RS Cl of class A(a)(nos# 254,
257 and^252 respectively)5 the S place in a RS Cl of class
A(b)j(no* 251); and the DO place in a RS Cl of class D (no*
250)*

-

1

3

0

-

Examples (246 - 259 all NPT3)
y*

246* Hd place only
nyS
person
Someone
S8.35
247* Qf and Hd places
//5S-i*nyd / 5z& / /
one-person chief
A certain chief

G2*.25

248* Hd and Gn places
nyd
(£:sd.m&l&)
per son-of huntv
A hunter
S23«50
249* Hd and Dem places
nyd
£m&
person this
This very person

S12.19

w

250, Hd and Mdl places
ny§
Cd-dl
&-dl)
person to-eat eating
The person to he eaten
823*72
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS Cl of type 5(ii)
of structure (DO) P*
251* Hd and Mdl places
nye
(b&
5-bu)
person who-is being
Who it really was

G2.7

-131The Mdl place is manifested by a RS 01 of type 2 of
structure (S) P.
*

252* Hd and Mdl places
nyd
(&/d&+d&-b£)
person they-will-fall-into
Anyone upon whom they would fall
SI*8
The Mdl place is, manifested by a RS Cl of type l(ii)
of structure (DO) S P*
253* Hd and Md2 places
nyd
Sihoifr
person thus
This person
El*15
254* Hd, Dem and Mdl places (a maximum form)
nyd
ih
(r)W& /
ih)
parson the who-has plantain the.
The owner of the plantain
S11.3
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS Cl of type l(ii)
of structure (S) P DO; the DO, place is manifested by a HP
of type 1 of structure Hd Dem*
255* hd, Dem and Mdl places (a. maximum, form)
nyd
ya
(3* / kpdih (5kw6l&kw3))
person that who-is like Tortoise
That person who is like Tortoise
S22.43
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS Cl of type 1(3x1)
of structure (S) P M .
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256* Hd, Dem and Md2 places (a maximum form) RS to Gn in HPT1
Ad^pwo
(uyd
ih yd)
eldest-daughter-of person the thus
That manrs eldest daughter
S20*2.3
257* Hd, Mdl and. Md2 places (a maximum form)
nyd
(y&V d5+f£-n4/&qw5) dihdih
person self marry-to child thus
The, very person to whom he would marry hie child
B37*3
^he Mdl place is manifested by a RS Cl of
type l(i) of structure (10) S P DO*
258* Hd, Mdl and Md2 places (a maximum form)(cf* no. 3 for
context)
ny§
(gb& / £w&)
dShw4
person-who gives oracle likewise
A soothsayer
B39*l
The Mdl place is, manifested by a RS 01 of type l(ii)
of structure (S) P DO*
-

259* Hd and Mdl places, RS to Mdl in AP (cf* no* 183 for
.context)
kpSih
(nyS
(kw& / iy£
(£t&)))
as person-who dresses thing-of x^restling
Dike someone who dresses up for wrestling
SI*14
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS 01 of type l(ii)
of structure (S) P DO; the DO place is manifested by a HP
of type 1 of structure Hd Gn; the Gn, place is manifested
by a RS HP of type 1 of structure Hd*
See also nos* 276, 280, 286, 293, 29^ and 298.
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5.6*1. Structure
Five places are, recognised in this type, two nuclear
and throe peripheral. In their invariable seguenee o f v
occurrence, they are labelled Hd, Gn, Dem, Mdl and Md2,
The manifesting classes are as follows:—
Hd by an Obviative (Ob)
Gn by a downward RS NP of subclasses (a)or (b)
Dem by a Specifier of subclass (a)
Mdl by a downward RS Cl of classes A or D
Md2 by an Identifier of subclass (b),or aTerminal
of subclass (a)
The manifesting classes are shown in diagram form below,
Hd

Gn

Dem

Mdl

Md2

Ob

NP(eO
NPfc)

Spc(a)

CIA
C1D

Id(b)
Tm(a)

The Hd place is obligatory and all the other places
are optional. The Gn place, does not co-occur with any of
the three peripheral places, Neither the Dem nor the Md2
place is attested to occur as the sole peripheral place*
The three peripheral places may co-occur, so that four ip
the^ maximum number of places attested in any one example
(no. 269)*
5.6.2. Syntactio Markers
The subclass of NP to which NPT4 corresponds, subclass
(d), has obligatory SMs in three of its primary functions.
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At the 0 place in the pre-nuclear periphery of the clause,
and at the L and T places In the medial post-nuclear peri
phery, the NP is preceded by the Preposition class of
Particles. At the T place, where the NP of type 4 has a
RS Cl of class A(a) at Mdl, the PS 01 must^ show tense 1 and
the subclass (d) Yerb Suffix ~l£, as in no. 265.
No SMs of secondary function have been observed*
5*6*3# Syntactic Ambivalence
When the Mdl place occurs, syntactic ambivalence arises,
as described in section 5*3*3* In NPT4, the syntactically
ambivalent Hd word is attested to manifest the C, S and Q
places In a RS Cl of class A(a)(nos. 265, 266 and 269
respectively)5 the S place in a RS 01 of class A(b)(no, 264);
and the I place in a RS Cl of class D (no. 263)* When the
Hd word of the NPT4 is manifesting the Q place in the RS
01 of class A(a), it also manifests some further place within
thewunit functioning at Q, as described for NPT1 in section
5*3*3* The Hd word of NFT4 is attested, to manifest only
the DO place in such a unit £no* 269; cf sentence 24 of the
analysed text of chapter 14).
Examples (260 - 269 all NPT4)
260, Hd place only
I

that
That one

S25.10

-135261. Hd and Gn places, with. L SM
1§
&
(i/dd6)
in that-of Gecko
At Gecko*s (house)
G2.10
V

262. Hd and Gn places

fi

(bfe)

that-of them
Theirs
Ml, 5
263# Hd and Mdl places
&
(d-dd~w£
/
Add
(yA) / £&5)
that to-give-with daughter-of him in-marriage
That with which to marry off his daughter
S7*3
The Mdl
place is manifested by a RS Cl of type 5 (11)
of structure
(I) P DO D; the DO place is manifested by a
NP of type 1of structure Hd Gn; thev Gn place is manifested
by a RS NP of type 2 of structure Hd*
V

V

V*

264* Hd and Mdl places (cf. no. 132 for context)
&
(d-bd-hwdt 5)
that-which is-at-all
Whatever it was
B20.2
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS Cl of type 2 of
structure (S) P,
265. Hd and Mdl places., with T SM
(y§ / lS-lfe / 1£ SydkwA)
1is &
in that self went-out-if in morning
Whenever he went out in the morningS5.40
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS Cl of type l(joi)
of structure (C) S F T *

-136266* Hd, Bern and Mdl places
d
A
(gbft-w£ / bit 5 A)
-that-one the which-made-up three the
The third one
B28.19
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS Cl of type l(ii)
of structure (S) P B O 5 the B0vplace is manifested by a HP
of type 1 of structure Hd Bern*
267# Hd, Bern and Md2 places
d
A AndndA
that-one the other
That other one
B16.9
268. Hd, Bern and Md2 places, PS to Gn in NPT1
And
(d
A AndndA)
mother-of that-one the other
The mother of the other one
B16.14269* Hd, Bern, Mdl and Md2 places (a maximum form)
a
A
(A/kd / kp5A/ (bd
d/md+gA-d-bd
that-one the you-said thus that they-will-not-know
d-mfi+o*£» yd
knowing so
The, one you said they would simply never find out
B37.24*
The Mdl place ismanifested by a RS Cl of
type l(iii) of structure
(Q) S P M; the Qplace
is manifested
by a minimal sentence whose Ind place is manifested by a
Cl of type l(ii) of structure (BO) S P.
See also nos* 106, 295 and 296.
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Nominal Phrase Type 5

5#7#1# Structure
Two places are recognised in this type, one nuclear
and one peripheral. In their invariable, sequence of
occurrence, they are labelled Hd and Md2. (Although in
this type there is no Mdl place, the label M&2 is used
since the manifesting classes for this place are similar
to those for the Md2 place in other NP types $ they are
quite different from the manifesting classes at the Mdl
place in other NP types.) The manifesting classes are
as follows sHd by an Interrogative (Itv)
Md2 by a Marginal of subclasses (a) or (b)
The manifesting classes are shown in diagram form below.
Hd
Itv

. Md2
Mg(e)
Mg©

The Hd place is obligatory and the Md2 place optional.
The theoretical maximum of two places is, of course,
attested, as in nos* 271 and 272#
5*7*2* Syntactic Markers
No SMs have been found with this type*

-

1

5

8
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Examples (270 - 272 all NED5)
270# Hd place only
MS
how?
How?
B32.15
V

271. Hd and Md2 places
MS
j^nS
where also?
Where on earth?
S7.18
272* Hd and.Md2 places
M S hw5
how then?
How ever?
G1.2
See also nos* 161 - 163*
5.8* Ihe Nominal Phrase Complex
Where two or more Nominal Phrases in paratactic
relationship to each other are together manifesting only
one place in the structure of another unit, a Nominal
Phrase Complex (NPCx) is established* A NPCx may operate
at any place where all its constituent elements may operate.
(Thus, no statement about the functional potential of any
individual NPCx can be made until the subclass membership
of its constituent elements is known* The principal
restriction involved in this fornication of the function
of the NPCx is that no NPCx having/an element a NP of
subclass (b) may operate in Cll at other than the S place*

-139On the basis of structure, three types of NPCx are
recognised* _ They are described in sections 5.8*1* to
5.8*3. below*
5.8*1* Nominal Phrase Complex Hype 1
5.8 *1* 1. Elements
NPs of subclasses (a), (b) and (c) are attested to
function as elements in a NPCx of type 1* (The highest
number of elements found in any one example is three (nos.
274 and 275). Ihere is no known restriction on the sequence
or co-occurrence potential of the various possible sub
classes of NP when functioning as elements in a NPCx of
type 1* However, it happens that the (relatively few)
examples with three elements show only NPs of subclass (a).
The second and third elements of a NPCx of type 1 are
normally preceded by the Cumulative class of Particles (Cum),
which consists of the. single formal item 14 - and. See
section 11*9* and nos. 273, 274-, 276 — 278* Where three
elements, occur, however, the Cum may be optionally omitted,
as in no* 275* Where the second of two elements is a NP
of subclass (b), the Cum Particle may optionally coalesce
with it, taking the form of a harmonising postposed clitic,
as in nos. 279 r* 281 (contrast no. 277)* fhe forms arising
from such coalescence are shown in full in section 8.2*6.
In addition to the range of function permitted by the
statement in the previous section, the NPCx of type 1 may
also occur as a rank-shifted unit manifesting the Hd place
in a NP of type I* It, may also occur as an element in a
further NPCx of type 3* See nos* 283, and 297 - 298. JDhis
type of NPCx could appropriately be labelled cumulative*
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5*8.1*2* Syntactic Markers
The NPCx as a whole carries the same SMs as its
constituent elements would do in the same function. This
formulation applies equally to all types of NPCx*
5 *8,1,3 * Syntactic Ambivalence
When rank-shifted to manifest the Hd place in NPT1,
the NPCx has the same theoretical range of relationships
with the ES Cl manifesting the Mdl place as has the simple
Noun. However, in practice a ES NPCx in this function is
very rare, and is attested to manifest only the S place in
a ES Cl of class A(a), as in no. 285.
Examples (275 - 285 all NPCx type 1)
275* NP(sDand NPfe), with Cum
/7fe*fegw**
(4^w5 (fenu))/14
fer}w5 (fenfe) 4b6 / /
one-score-of child-of pond and child-of pond two
Twenty-two small ponds
B5*2d
NPT1 of structure Qf Hd Gn, and NPT1 of structure
Hd Gn Num; the Gn place in the first NP is manifested by
a ES NPT1 of structure Hd Gn;thisGn place is manifested
by a ES NPT1 of structure Hd.
274* NP(ft), NP(s),and NP(e), with Cum
/^kwfelfekwj / 14 xjwfenyi (&)/ 14

(y&) //

Tortoise ' and wife-of him andchildren^of hib’i
Tortoise and his wife and children
S7*76
NPT1 of structure Hd', NPT1 of structure Hd Gn and NPT1
of structure Hd Gn; both Gn places are manifested by a H$r
ITOT2'of structure Hd*

275* NP(a)3 NP(a) and NP(a)
//bid!/ 5wdy4 / fecCS/^
food
money house
Pood, money and a house
S5*18
NPT1 of structure Hd, NPT1 of structure Hd and NPT1
of structure Hd.
276. NP(c) and NP(c), with Cum
//n y &
(§-z§
4-z£~e) / 14
ny£
(z5 d-zd)
person-who went-not going~3W and person-who^ went going
Those who didn*t go and those who went
G1.16
NPT5 of structure Hd Mdl, and NPT3 of structure Hd Mdl
both Mdl places^ are manifested, by a ES Cl of type l(m) of
structure (S) P.
277. NPfc) and NPQ9, with Cum
f / y & / 14 j o / /
self and you
You and I myself
S1J.13
NPT2 of structure Hd and NPT2 of structure Hd
278. NP(£>) and NP(a), with Cum
/ / j & / 14 4gb£d£
(ibe
(d»//
she
and girls-of age-group-of her
She and the girls of her age-group
B57.ll
NPT2 of structure Hd and NPT1 of structure Hd Gn; this
Gn place is manifested by a ES NPT1 of structure Hd Gn;
this Gn place is manifested by a ES NPT2 of structure Hd..
279* NP(p) and NPQd) with coalesced Cum
OaS)/ m£-ls / /
friend-of me me-and
My friend and I
E5.3
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NET1 of structure Hd Gn and NHD2 of structure Hd; the
Gn place in the first NP is manifested by a ES NPT2 of
structure Hd*
280* N P © and N P © , with coalesced Cum
//n y &
h
yd /
yd-la//
person the thus self-and
He himself p.nd that person
S12,19
NPT3 of structure Hd Hem Md2, and NP12 of structure Hd,
281, N P © and N P © , with coalesced Cum

//y& / fr£“l§//
she them-and
She and they
S13#9
NPP2 of structure Hd and NP$2 of structure Hd,
282. N P © and N P © , with Cum, ES to Gn in NHD1
dzd
( // & & &
(yd) / 1§
&nd
(yd) / / ' )
corpse-of father-of self and mother-of self
Ihe corpses of his father and his mother
333*11
NPT1 of structure Hd Gn and NHE1 of structure Hd Gn;
both Gn places are manifested by a ES NP12 of structure Hd.
283* N P © and N P © , with coalesced Cum, ES to Hd in NHD1
( / / o b i / yS-lo / / )
(i-nd-nl: / seldd)
porcupine you-and who-lay yesterday
(It, was) Porcupine and you who slept together yesterday
S18.12
NP11 of structure Hd and NP12 of structure Hd;
the Mdl place is manifested by a ES Cl of type l(ni) of
structure (S) P I ,

-14-35-8.2. Nominal Phrase Complex Type 2
5*8.2,1. Elements
NPs of subclasses (a) and v(c) are attested to function
as elements in a NPCx of type 2. This type always consists
of two elements, the second being an identical repetition
of the first. Thus no mixture of NP subclasses among the
elements is possible.
In addition to the range of function permitted by the
statement in section 5*8., the NPGx of type 2 may also
occur as a rank-shifted unit manifesting the Hd place in
a NP of type 1 (no. 288). It may also occur as an element
in a further NPGx of type 2, (no. 287). This type of NPCx
could be labelled repetitional.
5*8.2.2. Syntactic Markers
What was said about SMs for NPGx typp 3. is_ exactly
applicable to NPGx type 2. See section 5-8.1.2.
5 . 8 . 2 , Syntactic Ambivalence
When rank-shifted to manifest the Hd place in NPT1,
the NPCx has the same theoretical rang£ of relationships
with the RS Cl manifesting the Mdl place as has the simple
Iloun. However, in practice a RS NPGx in this function is
rare, and is attested to manifest only the S and L places
in a RS Cl of class A(a), and_the T place in the first
clause of a RS ClOx, as in no. 288.

-144Examples (284— 288 all NPGx type 2)
W

v

284-* NP(a) and NP{&), with T SM (cf# no* 227 for context)
//JJk

&1& /

k X k //

on year year
Every year
B35.2
HPT1 of structure Hd, repeated*
285. NP(a) and NP(a)
//&nwo (ukpd) / 4i3w5 (4fcp&) / /
child-of fish child-of fish
Small fishes
B3.8
HPT1 of structure Hd Gn, repeated.
286* NP(c) and NP(c)
//nyS / nyd / /
person person
Each person
S18.25
HPT3 of structure Hd, repeated,
287* NPCx2 and NPCx2* each NPCx2 consists of NP(a) and NP(a)
/ / //nw&n£ / nw$n£ / / / / rw$n£ / riw&n£ / / / /
one
one^
one
one
One by one
B35.22
NPT1 of structure Hd, repeated; NPT1 of structure Hd,
repeated.
288* NP&) and NPfc), RS to Hd in NPD1
(//b '*& y h / b't&yb /OCd/zd,
nr§
&/%we / (ft-gbd))
a-day
a-day he-went then he-failed to-kill
(There wasn*t) a single day he v/ent without a kill
823*57
NPT1 of structure Qf Hd, repeated; the Mdl
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place is manifested by a RS CICx whose elements are both
of class A(a); the first is of type l(ili), of structure
(I) S P, and the second of type l(ii), of structure B P DO;
the DO place is manifested by a HS 01 of type g«t)of structure P
5#8#3. Nominal Phrase Complex lype 3
5*8*3*1. Elements
NPs of subclasses (a), (b), (c) and (d} are attested
to function as elements in a NPCx of type 3# No example
consists of more than two elements* NPs of subclass (a)
may co-occur with NPs of any of the other subclasses, though
NPs of subclasses (b)_, (c) and (d) are not attested to co
occur with each other* Where the elements are NPs of
different subclasses, either subclass may precede the other*
This type of NPGx is distinct from, the other types in that
it may be discontinuous, as in nos. 291 ar-d 297* When this
happens, the first element occurs in the normal clause rank
sequence for the place it is manifesting, while the second
element occurs at the end of the clause.
In addition to the range of function permitted by the
statement in section 5*8., the NPGx of type 3 may also occur
as a rank-shifted unit manifesting the Hd place in a NP of
type 1 (no# 299)* It may also occur as an element in a
further NPGx of type 3 (no* 298). Ihis type of NPGx could
be labelled appositional*
5*8.3*2* Syntactic Markers
What was said about SMs for NPCx type 1 is, exactly
applicable to NPCx type 3* Bee section 5*8*1.2,

5•8•3 *3♦ Syrtactic Ambivalenc e
When rank-shifted to manifest the Hd place in NPfl,
the NPCx has the same theoretical range of relationships
with the RS Cl manifesting the Mdl place as has the simple
Noun* However, no example shows a NPCx of type 3 KB to
manifest the Hd place in any NHD1 with .a Mdl place, so
that in practice the question of syntactic ambivalence
has not yet arisen.
Examples (289 - 299 all NPCx type 3)
289* NP(a) and NP(a)
/^*4y£ n&n£ /
(m£l£cs:) n£n e / /
a-thing certain a-sort-of soup certain
A certain thing, that is, a certain sort of soup
B38.32
NPT1 of structure Qf Hd Dem and NPT1 of
structure Qf Hd Gn Dem.
290* NP(a) and NP(a), with L SM
/ / l i t im6
(mSt6) /
ya d-thwd//
in inside-of lorry place that likewise
Inside the lorry there as well
B38.16
NPI1 of structure Hd Gn and NPI1 of structure
Hd Dem Md2.
291# NF(a) and NPQd) , discontinuous
//o l&
/
bd-3 / bSlebele
//
anteTop^l'Jas^Mg- "aXT
he
Antelope was huge all round
P3*2
NP0D1 of structure Hd and NPI2 of structure Qf Hd.

292* NPfc) and NP(a), ES to Gn in NPT1
£wa
(//b£ / b£l£bel£ A (3A-hw4t5-b&/3| Ad* y s .y /)
name-of them
all the who~are~just ±iplpce that
The names of all those who are there
B37-H
NPT2 of structure Hd and NPT1 of structure Hd Dem Mdl;
the Mdl place is manifested by a ES Cl of type l(m) of
structure (S) P L ; the L place is manifested by a NP of
type 1 of structure Hd Dem, with L SM,
293* NP(a> and NP(c)
/''gwlije
(m£)r)W$n£ / nyd
(m& / dgbilS / 14 fehwAd®#'
friend-of meone person-who does
work
in Ahoada
One of my friends, a chap who works in Ahoada
B38*16
NHD1 of structure Hd Gn Num and NPT3 of structure
Hd Mdl; the Mdl place is manifested by a ES Cl of type l(ii)
of structure (S) P DO L*
294. NP(c) and NP(a)
/ / n y & / i/i
(£t&)
A jix x t/ /
person head-of wrestling the also
One who is also a leading wrestler
HI*8
NET 3 of structure Hd and NPTl of structure Hd Gn Dem Md2.
295* N P ® and N P ®
//&-§&

£z§ (bdka) A

/

fi

(y&}/

those teeth much the that-of him
Those great teeth of his
R3* 3
NPT1 of structure Qf Hd Gn Dem and NPT4- of structure
Hd Gn; the Gn place in
the first NP is manifested
bya E8
AP of structure Hd andthe Gn place in the second NP is
manifested by a RS NP of type 2 of structure Hd,

—1A*8—
296. H P ® and N P ®
//&.
fli / §ci
(ftpi) 4 //
that-one the centre-of face the
Eight in the middle of his face
B30.5
NPT4- of struoture Hd Dem and NPTl of structure Hd Gn Dem.
297* N P ® and NPCxl, discontinuous; the NPCxl consists of
N P ® and N P ® with Gum
y/mddu 4b5 / kp£t~b£ / pw&jd /•'ik&lSci / 14 6 \ > t / / / /
I

j

people two became friends
rat
and porcupine
Two people became friends, Eat and Porcupine
S18.2
NPT1 of structure Hd Num, NPT1 of structure Hd and NPT1
of structure Hd.
298. NPCx3 and NPOxl; the NPCxj consists of N P ® and NP®,
and the NPOxl consists of N P ® and N P ® with Cum
// //S§*ny& / tb&k&////
/ 14 y&// //
one-person whit e-man
I
and he
One white man, he and X
R5♦25
NFT3 of structure Qf Hd, NPTl of structure Hd, NET2
of structure Hd and NPX2 of structure Hd.
299* N P ® and N P ® , RS to Hd. in NPTl
( //&m hn& / dnyomd / / ) (ucCo
(ime
(fata
(a))))
people
female-of house-of inside-of mother-of him
The womenfolk of his mother’s family
B20.17
NPTl of structure Hd and NPTl of structure Hd; for the
analysis of the unit manifesting the Gn place, see no. 230,
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Chapter 6
The Phrase (II) - The Verbal Phrase Class
6*1, The Verbal Phrase Class (Phrase Class B)
6,1.1* Verbal Phrase Subclasses
The Verbal Phrase class is defined (in section 5-1*)
as those phrases which may function at the P place in ait
least one of clause types 1, 2, 3. and 5* On the basis of
function in specific CTs, and of other primary and secondary
functions, five subclasses are established♦ The detailed
distribution of each subclass is shown in the following
paragraphs *
Verbal Phrases (VPs) of subclass (a) function at the
following places :~
P in CT1
P34«*P2 -and~~P3- in CT3
This subclass corresponds exactly to a structural type
labelled type 1,
VPs of subclass (b) function only at the P place in
GT2# This subclass corresponds exactly to a structural
type labelled type 2.
VPs of subclass (c) function at the following places
P in 0T1
A in CT3
This subclass corresponds exactly to a structural type
labelled type 3 *

-

1

5

1

-

VPs of subclass (d) function at the following places:P in 0d?5
Ac in VHD5
This subclass corresponds exactly to a structural type
labelled type 4*
„ TPs of subclass (e) function only at the P place in
CT1< This subclass corresponds exactly to a structural
type labelled type 5*
V

V

v

A summary of V P structure follows in section 6#1.2*,
and then VP types 1 to 5 are described in detail in
sections 6*2* to 6.6* respectively.
*

V

V

6*1*2* Summary of Verbal Phrase Structure
On the basis of structure, five Verbal Phrase types
(VPTs) are set up, corresponding to the VP subclasses as
stated in the previous section* A summary description, of
their structure must separate type 5 from types 1 to ^
On strictly formal grounds, types 1 to 4 should be labelled
as four subtypes of one type, but in this description, they
are for convenience accorded the status of full types, in
order to facilitate a consistent system of cross-reference
between subclasses and types.
In VP structure, there is no^ advantage in distinguish
ing nuclear and peripheral places* In addition to the
varying distribution of places from type to type within
types 1 to 4, there are different manifesting (sub-)sub
classes at the Hd place in each type* In the diagram of
place distribution overleaf, brackets indicate places

1

5

2

-

which are mutually exclusive within any one type
[Type 1 ! (Qf)
2 I
3 '
_____
4-J

Hd j®
Red !
_(pecD ;
Hd _
HcL___E
Hd
Red

Pull details of the manifesting classes attested^ at
each.place in_ each type will,be found in sections 6.2.,
6.5., 6.4-,, 6,5*1* and 6.6.1, below,
6.2,

Verbal Phrase Type 1

Verbal Phrase type 1 is the type to which a majority
of all the VPs^ recorded belong. In this type, four places
are recognised. In their invariable sequence of occurrence
the places are labelled Qualifier, Head., Emphatic (E) and
Reduplicative (Red). The manifesting classes are as
follows
Qf by a Negator (Neg)
Hd by a Verb (Vb) of sub~subclasses (ai),(ari)
or
(aiv)
E
by an Emphasiser (Em)
Red by a Vb of sub-subclass (bi)
The manifesting classes are shown in diagramform below.
Qf

Hd

E

Neg

VHai) Em
Vb(aib)
Vt(aiv)

Red
Vybd)

-

1

5

3

-

Only the Hd place is obligatory, the other three
places being optional. The Qf and E places do not co-occur,
so that three is thew maximum number of places attested in
any one example (nos, 510 - 512, 314*)* Both Qf and E places
are restricted in the tenses with which they are attested
to occur-; the Qf place is attested only with tenses 7 ur-d
9 (nos. 314- and 313 respectively), and the E place with
tenses 1, 2, 3* ^ and 6, The E place appears to be oblig
atory with tense 6, but as there are relatively few examples
of this tense, it would be premature to speak of an absolute
constraint. Both the Qf and E places are manifested by
single-member classes, for details of which, see sections
9.1*1, and 9.1.2. The tense system is described in section
$.2.2.2. The Red place is alv.ays manifested by a form of
the same lexical item as that occurring at the Hd place.
A high proportion of VPs of type 1 have only the mini
mal structure Hdj. Where other places do occur, the VP may
be discontinuous. When the S, 10 or BO places in the clause
are incorporated, that is when they are manifested by a Verb
affix, then obviously the place(s) they manifest must
intervene between the Hd place in the VP and any other
places present. However, other forms of discontinuity may
also occur. The S place in the clause always intervenes „
between the Qf and Hd places^ in the VP, even when it is
manifested by a NP (no. 313). Between „the Hd and E places,
NPs manifesting the BO (no. 305), B (no* 306) and L (no.
118) places are attested to intervene *v Between the Hd and
Red places, and between the E and Red places, a NP_ mani
festing the BO place is attested to intervene (nos. 309
and 312 respectively). In addition to these fairly frequent
occurrences, there are the five exceptional examples (as

-

w

1

5

4

—

v

mentioned in section ^ 2 #1A<) which also involve changes
in the sequence of clause rank places. These five cannot,
be covered by a general statement in any^economical way,
and are quoted in full as nos# 315 - 319*
Samples (301

- 321 all YPTl)

301# Hd place only, with incorporated S
and 10
4/k&-d£-bi=y&-n4~hw&t 3^ b£
you~please-go-cut~bring~for-just-them
Please just go and cut and bring back for them
302* Hd and E places, with incorporated S
m£/cCl-h/i
b& /£m&n§ &/&kp&
I-shall~sell emphatic people the fish
It is to these people that I shall sell fish
303* Hd

S4#5

and E places, with incorporated S

&/1S

bft /

li

6do

(ipilcilipi)

he-eame~out emphatic in house-of Ipikilipi
It wasin Ipikilipi*s house that he emerged
304# Hd

S23#73

&7*29

and E places, with incorporated S and BO

6/kp6~b£t£/&/

b&

/

l£ bgb&nJs

she^’
felI^Eeep«It**emp!hatic in basket
It is in a basket that she will keep

it S20#24-

305* Hd and E places, with incorporated
'd^cC,
Ct+m&-3&
/
&b5l£
/
II 11 ■ —

mm

M M MW M ** #*M * pM WM inM m m tea* M

M

im

m

w iH

M*# ►** PM»

S
andintervening DO
b& /kp£ys/t&t&
»#m

it~reached~again day-after-tomorrowemphatic thus long
It was the same when the next day came for many days
B31*27

-

1

5

5

-

506. Hd and E places, with incorporated S, and intervening D
/ It
£hw5
let~us~go pond the emphatic on ehwo-day
Let it be ehwo-day that we go to the pond
B55*j
507# Hd and Red places, with incorporated S
&/kd—d&~cC&
&-d&-<f6~o
he-not-yet~fall~could falling-could-HV
He hadn't had a proper fall (in wrestling)
308* Hd and Red places,
P&
7 ® / gbii/& /
that self kill—her
That he would kill

S15.23

with incorporated BO
6—gbd
killing
her
S2.25

309# Hd and Red places, with incorporated S and intervening BO
S/kfirgbfirdt-6-bB-ng
/
ft / B-gbfi-a
they~had-not-yet-even-wrestled match the wrestling~HV
They had not yet even held the wrestling bout
S15.16
310. Hd, E and Red places (a maximum form) with
incorporated S
6/nftzft-b£
b4
6-nftzo
they-stand emphatic standing _
They insist on standing
S20.19
■
p*

311* Hd, E and Red places (a maximum form) with
incorporated S and BO
&/gbu/y6 /
bft
6-gbd
he—will—kill—you emphatic killing
He will certainly kill you
S23*79

-156312. Hd, E and Red places (a maximum form), with DO
intervening between E and Red
yd* / gbd
/ dgbdld ft / o-gbd / tdft
i------ -— i------------------ *
that self wi11-kill emphatic fairy the killing today
(That he would certainly kill the fairy today
B9.14
315. Qf and Hd, with incorporated 10 and intervening S
M 6 k e / ydf / kd—nft— cC£—m^i
i
_________ i
not
self speak-to-you-again
I certainly wonlt tell you again
S13*33
314-. Qf, Hd and Red places^ (a maximum form), with
incorporated S (cf* no* 234- for context)
M^ke/5/kp6-b£
5-kp^
not they-break breaking
Ihey couldn:t break
818*21
515. Hd and E places, with incorporated 8, intervening DO
and clause-final 10
ft/nS-cfl-ji-hwS-nS / bled A / bft /
.—ji
he-was-giving
food the emphatic
ny&
A
(-QW& / bid! in)
person the who-has food the
It was to thev owner of the yams that he was giving
them
812*14
3

1

6

*

Hd and E places, with incorporated S, intervening 10
and L, and clause-final DO
/0/nyd / &ze / / ) yd/la? &cC5 / b& /
it-was-also-to. person chief that in house emphatic
ftnySma &sdb2>
wife
seven
Ihat chief had seven wives at home already
G2*29

-157317* Hd and E places, with incorporated S, intervening D,
and clause-final DO
A/bfi-^i-bA-ns
/
&lu
ft / bd / A-junA
l

„

_____________

. _____________

they-carried-alsO battle the emphatic a-bird
(&/hwijL-b£ / bild)
they-call
Bilu
There was also a bird called Bilu that they carried
to the battle*
S19#14318. Hd and E. places, with intervening I and clause-final DO
bkw&l&kwb / bci-cfe / £nys /
b& / ApA
L

„__________

Tortoise when-saw with-eye emphatic Apa (a fish)
When Tortoise recognised that it was Apa
£1.15
319* Hd and E places, with incorporated S, intervening T,
and clause-final M
/
sdle
/ b& / kp£ye
she-came tomorrow emphatic thus
It was in the same way that she came the next day
320. Hd and Red places
Ag Akw4l&kw5 / gbd+la-gbA
A-gbd+ld
then Tortoise ran-away-again running-away
Then Tortoise ran away again
B12.8
321. Hd and Red places, with intervening DO
&m£l£d!£ / bA-tA-tA-dl-£-b£ / &kpd / A«bd>~tA«t&
children
keep-back
fish keeping-back
Children like to keep back some fish
B35>32

B17#8

■1586.3* Verbal Phrase Type 2
Three places are recognised in this type. In their
invariable sequence of occurrence, they are labelled Head,
Emphatic and Reduplicative. The manifesting classes are
as follows
Hd by a Vb of sub^subcl&ss (aii)
E
by an Emphasiser
Red
b3r a Vb of sub-subclass (bii)
Themanifesting classes are shown in diagram form below.
Hd

E

Vb(aii) Em

Red
Vb(bii)

The„ Hd place is obligatory, and the other two places
optional. The E and Red places are not attested to cooccur, so that two, is the maximum number of places found
in any one example. The E place is attested only with tense
4-, and the Red place only with tense 2,. but as both are
rare, this may be accidental. All three places in this
type are manifested by single-member^classes,wfor details
of which, see sections 9*1*2., 9*1*?*1* and 9*1*3*2* The
Red place is always manifested by a form of the same lexical
item as that occurring at the Hd place; in this type, the
item in question is the Verb b& - to be (predicative).
Most VPs
of type 2 have only the minimal structure Hd, and
no discontinuous examples have been found. As with VPT1,
no syntactic markers have been found.
Examples (322 - 324- all VPT2)

-

522* Hd place only
6ft / b& / i/i
this is folly
This is folly

1

5

9

-

B28*12

525* Hd and E places, with incorporated S
5/b&-5 £
b&
/
6-fr6m6n&
there-will-be emphatic some-people
There will certainly be some people
324*. Hd and Red places
54
yff / b4 5~b4
that self is being
That he is somebody

S6*9

B20.2

See also nos* 121 - 133*
6.4-. Verbal Phrase Type 3
Two places are recognised in this type* In their
invariable sequence of occurrence, they are labelled Head
and Emphatic* The manifesting classes are as follows:Hd by a Vb of sub-subclass (aiii)
E by an Emphasises*
The manifesting classes are shown in diagram form below,
Hd

E^

Vb(aiii) Em
The Hd place is obligatory and the E place optional^
The theoretical maximum number of two places is attested*
The E place is attested only with tense 6, though this may

again be accidental. As with VHD2, both places are mani
fested by single-member classes, as detailed in sections
9*1*2, and 9,1,3*1* Most VPs of type 3 have only the
minimal structure Hd, and no discontinuous examples have
been found. As with VHDs 1 and 2, no syntactic markers
have been observed.
Examples

(325 ~ 326 both VPQ?3)

325* Hd place only, with incorporated S
m&7%6-td-kp 6-1 S-ili
I-have-taken-finish
I have taken away
S4.2
326* Hd and E places (cf, no, 145 for context)
616
/
6~g5*fn&~5
b& /
ftpS (yd)
that antelope would-certainly-take emphatic hornb-of him
That Antelope would surely take his horns
R3*3
See also nos* 134 - 156.
6,5* Verbal Phrase Type 4
6.5,1. Structure
Iwo places are recognised in this type. In their
invariable sequence of occurrence, they are labelled Head
and Reduplicative* 0?he manifesting classes are as follows
Hd by a Vb of subclass (c)
Red by a Vb of sub-subclass (bi)
The, manifesting classes are shov/n in diagram form
overleaf.

-161-

>f<Pi ii■ ilwi

Hd

Red

Vb(o)

Vb(bi)

*i i n w

n ■*■■ ii ,u

The Hd place is obligatory and the Red place optional*
The theoretical maximum number of two places is attested*
The Red place is always manifested by a form of the same
lexical item as that occurring at the Hd place* The only
discontinuity which has been found with this type of VP is
that which arises with an incorporated Indirect Object, as
in no# 331*
6*5*2* Syntactic Markers
The subclass of VP to which VPT4 corresponds, subclass
(d), has a secondary function at the Action place in VPT5*
In this function, it is obligatorily preceded by the Pr
class of Particles (section 11.8#), which consists of the
single formal item l£. The coalescence which may take place
between the Pr Particle and the Vb manifesting the Hd place
in the VP of type 4 is described in section 6.6.2.
Examples (32? - 331 all VPT4)
327* Hd place only
6/wd-dig&-j£-ls~ne /(ft-z§ / akfi)
he-wanted-ih-turn ' to-go farm
He also wanted to go to his farm

B31*16

328# Hd place only, with incorporated DO
y® / b&-gwS / (&-gbd^&)
that self when-failed to-kill-him
That xdien he failed to kill him
S23.91

-

1

6

2

-

329* Hd place only, RS to Ac in VPT5, with Ac SM
(li§ -Ci—mS) / i!lgb6ld
I-was on to-do
„work
I was working
El,4
330* Hd and Red places
&y& (ft-mS
thing to-do doing is-not-NV
'There was nothing to do
B25#l
331* Hd and Red places, with incorporated 10, RS to Ac in
VPT5, with Ac SM
(ljE ■ft-m£-&£/y& / £-m8)
that on to-do-^o-seir^Hoing
That while they were doing it to him
B28.22
V

W

See also nos, 164 - 177*
v

v

6,6, Verbal Phrase Type 3
6,6,1, Structure
Three places are recognised in this type. In their
invariable sequence of occurrence, they are labelled Sub
sidiary (Sub), Emphatic, and Action (Ac), The manifesting
classes are as follows
Sub by a Vb of sub-subclass (aiv)
E
by an Emphasiser
Ac by a downward RS VP of subclass (d)
The manifesting classes are shown in diagram form below.
Sub

IprtH

I

■» I

E

Ac

>r nril| n n w

Ti T|iui

Vb(aiv) Em VP(d)

-163The^ Ac place is obligatory, and the other two places,
optional. The optional places may co-occur, so_that the
theoretical maximum of three places is attested. The Sub
and E places are both manifested by single-member classes,
as detailed in sections 9.1,3.1, and 9*1*2, No discontin
uity has been found, and no syntactic markers have been
observed with this type.
6,6.2. Contracted Forms
A majority of VPs of type 5 show only the minimal
structure Hd, In such examples, there is a strong tendency
for the VP of subclass (d) manifesting the Ac place, and.
its SM, the Preposition la, to coalesce into a single word,
as mentioned in section 6,5*2. The analysis of this con
tracted form as a single word is confirmed by two features.
The first is the u s e by speakers of the IJpata dialect, such
as Mr* William, of the^phoneme / d / instead of the phoneme
/I/ in the Preposition, as In nos. 335 - 336 below. The
second is the manifestation of the category of Person by
morphemes immediately preceding the consonant of the Pr,
There is also the further feature that in this alone of its
functions, the subclass (c) Vb manifesting the Hd place in
the RS VP of subclass (d), may bear Suffixes of Order 17
(section 13*3.5 * ) ^ which are semantically related to the
subject. (See nos. 334, 336 and 337 below,)
The change of /l/ to / d / is not found In any of the
other functions of the Pr, even in Upata speech^. Nor can
1. Though not attested in text material, an additional point
of interest lies In the harmonic variations of the subclass
(a) Prefix manifesting the Speaker term in-the category of
Person. As a contraction of
(1& ft-j&) - ”1 am coming11,

-164the items manifesting the category of Person he regarded
as separate words in any other context* The analysis of
contracted forms as single words, therefore, seems firmly
established* If, as is apparently happening, this process
becomes standard, the result will eventually be the loss
of VFT5 (which is essentially a periphrastic continuoiis
tense form), and the compensatory addition of an eleventh
unitary tense form as a new Verb Type at word rank#
In the contracted forms, the Pr loses its vowel by
elision (section 2 ,6 .), but its high tone remains, replacing
the low tone found elsewhere on the first syllable of Verbs
of subclass (c). For details^of the structure of. Verbs of
this subclass, see sections 9*2.1.4. and 13.3*1*4.
Examples (332 - 337

VPT5)

332. Sub, E and Ac places (a maximum form) with
incorporated B
m£/3&~j£~hw5~n§
b&
(la- 6-l^-d3sg&)
I-was-also-at-last emphatic on to-struggle
In the end, I was really struggling
B38.3S

both m§-cC~u-ja and mfi-l-d-jd were regularly heard, the
first representing the TTpata dialect, and the second the
Ako dialect. In the first, the Prefix m£- harmonises with
the vowel .of the (omitted) subclass (aiv) Vb 3^. In the
second, m6- harmonises with the vowel /u/ which actually
follows it in the contracted form. It is noteworthy that
the Upata dialect which has moved further towards the
incorporation of the Pr into the structure of the Verb5 ± q
more conservative with respect to the harmony, while the
Ako dialect which has retained the Pr as a more readily
identifiable item, has made the more radical change' in the
harmony. For details of harmony, see section 9*2.2.!,

333* Bub and Ac places .
6wu
/
bA-3^-0 (l£ &~w&+/i) / Sea 2t
grasscutter when-was on to-blow
fire the
While Grasscutter was blowing the fire
B3.20
334. Ac place only, with an Order 17 Suffix (~5£)
&*6l& / (Ii &~hwd~5£)/ £y&
a-village on to-beat thing
The people of one village were drumming
B31.7
This example could be written as a contracted form,
like nos, 335 r 336, but in the absence of an incorporated
S, there in no obligation to do so.
335* Ac place only (a contracted form with incorporated
S and BO; cf. no, 4 for context)
(&/d-4-go =*gb6-c&^y Sn4 )
he-on^curse-kill-yoii-people
He*s putting a death curse on you both
S7*81
336, Ac place only (a contracted form with incorporated S
and an Order 17 Suffix (-b£))
(&/d-6*-kcL~6 h )
they-on-to-say
They were saying
S3 ,54
337* Sub and Ac places (an optionally contracted form, as
no. 334, with an Order 17 Suffix (-51;))
&c£&
(h-gwd 5-gwd) / 3& (lj| h~yd+ld“kd~5£)
place to-dig digging is on to-fill-surpass
There are plenty of places to dig
R5.25
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The Phrase (III) - The Adverbial Phrase Class
7*1# The Adverbial Phrase Class (Phrase Class C)
The Adverbial Phrase class is defined (in section 5*le)
as those phrases which may function at the C place in the
pre-nuclear periphery of the clause, and at either the M
or T places in the medial post-nuclear periphery of the
clause, but not at the S place in the clause nucleus* On
the basis of function at the M or T places in the medial
post-nuclear periphery of the clause, and of secondary
functions, two subclasses are recognised. Their detailed
distribution is shown in the following paragraphs*
Adverbial Phrases (APs) of subclass (a) function at
the following places
M in the medial post-nuclear periphery of the clause
C in the pre-nuclear periphery of the clause
Mdl in NPT1
Mdl in AP
APs of subclass (b) function
T in the medial post-nuclear
0 in CT1 only
Mdl in AP

at the following places
periphery of the clause

In contrast with the other phrase classes, where each
subclass has corresponded to a separate structural type,
both subclasses of AP correspond to a single structural
type. This is described in the following section, 7*2.

—

1

6

8

*

-

7 *2• Sfae Adverbial Phrase Type
7.2,1* Structure
Three places are recognised in this type. In their
invariable sequence of occurrence, they are labelled Head,
Modifier 1 and Modifier 2* The manifesting classes are
as follows :«*
Hd by an Adverb (Adv)
Mdl by adownward RS HP of subclasses (a) or (c), or
a downward RS AP, or a downwardRS 01 of class,A
Md2 by a Terminal, or a Marginal of subclasses (a),
(b) or (c)
The manifesting classes are shown in diagram form below,
Hd
Adv

Mdl

Md2 _

NP(a) Tm
NP(c) Mg(a)
AP
Mg(b)
CIA
Mg(c)

Tha, Hd place is obligatory and the other two places
optional. The optional places may co-occur, so that^ the
theoretical maximum of three places is attested (nos, 364and 363), Ho syntactic markers of the AP have been observed,
7.2.2, Syntactic Ambivalence
When the Mdl place is manifested by a RS 01, syntactic
ambivalence arises, as described for the HP in section
5.3.3. In the AP, when the Hd place is manifested by an
Adv of subclass (a), this Adv also manifests the M place

-169in the RS Cl, which may be of subclasses A(a) or A(b); when
the.Hd place in the AP is manifested by an Adv of subclass
(b), this Adv also manifests the T place in the RS Cl, which
is attested to be of subclass A(a) only# Bor instances with
Advs of subclass (a), see examples 361 ~ 365} &frd for
instances with Advs of subclass (b), see examples 369 - 3?2«
In the following examples, each attested combination
of places will be illustrated by APs of both subclasses as
far as possible# It happens that in the available data,
the maximum form of the AP is not attested with subclass (b)#
Examples (351 - 365 subclass (a), 366 « 372 subclass (b))
351* Hd place only
joka
well
Well
S2#20
352# Hd. place only
kp5w£
in~that«way
In that way
B20#4
353* Hd. and Md2 places
kpSfi 6ifr
so
thus
In this very way
w>

35^* Hd and Md2 places
b&ka j£n&
much also
Excessively
B31*5

SI#16

-170355* Hd and Md2 places
fit6k 5
hw6
little finally
Just a little
B38.38
356. Hd. and Mdl places
kp5A (gbidlA)
so altogether
Completely
S7*84The Mdl^ place is manifested by a RS AP(a), of
structure Hd#
357* Hd. and Mdl places
kp6ft (s£le)
so tomorrow
On the next day
B35*^5
(The Mdl, place is manifested by a RS AP(b), of
structure Hd.
358* Hd. and Mdl places
kp5ii (bfaiS)
so
four
About four
B29*ll
The Mdl. place is manifested by a RS NPT1 of
structure Hd#
359* Hd. and. Mdl places (cf« no* 255 for context)
kp oil (5kw&lfikw5 )
so
Tortoise
Bike Tortoise
S22#43
The Mdl^place is manifested by a RS NPT1 of
structure Hd#

-171560. Hd^and Mdl places
kp5ft (5gb6 (€n&))
so flock-of birds
Like a flock of birds
822*55
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS NPT1 of structure
Hd -Mdlr; this -l^cftr place is manifested by a RS NPT1 of
structure Hd.
561* Hd. and Mdl places ,
kpSft
/ 5hw&
ft)
so they~pounded leaves the
As they pounded the leaves
B28.62
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS
of structure (>M) S P DO,

01 of type l(ii)

562. Hd. and Mdl places (cf* no* 106 for context)
kp5ft
/ Ski ft
/ ad*
m/
so
it-was-for-you time the you-came place this
la: &n&z&))
at first
As your condition was when you first came here
S5*46
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS
01 of type l(i)
of structure (M) S P 10 T; the T place is manifested by a
NPT1 of structure Hd Lem Mdl; this Mdl place is manifested
by a RS Cl of type l(±5i) of structure (T) S P L L.
565* Hd. and Mdl places
kpoft
/ nyS (gb& / £td / blka))
so he-was-also person-who does wrestling much
As he too was a keen wrestler
HI.4*
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS 01 of type 2 of
structure (M) S P Op; the Cp place is manifested by a NPT5

-172of structure Hd Mdl5 this Mdl place is manifested by a
RS Cl of type l(ii) of structure (S) P DO M#
364-, Hd, Mdl. and Md2 places (a maximum form)
kp5& (m&/l$+/3!~in&) 63i
so
I-*went«off thus
As I went away
3322,11
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS Cl of type l(ni)
of structure (M) S P,
365# Hd, Mdl and Md2 places (a maximum form)
kp5& (4/kd)
ya
so you-said thus
lust as you said
S13*29
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS Cl of type l(jii)
of structure (M) S P,
366, Hd place only
s§le
tomorrow
Tomorrow
S23,59
367# Hd and Md2 places'
t&ft
8ih
today thus
This very day
S3#86
368, Hd and Mdl places
t5 (6m5)
Variant form: tS (dme)
till time
At any time
S3*5* S13#33
The Mdl, place is manifested by a RS NPT1 of
structure Hd,

569* Hd and Mdl places
t5
(&c& / b5-fl&)
till place lightened
Until it became dawn
B36.18
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS 01 of type l(jji)
of structure
(T) S P#
370« Hd and Mdl places
t&t& (£yS ya / gb§+li-3)
until day that darkened
Until it grew dark
S23*62
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS Cl of type l(iii)
of structure
(T) S P.
371* Hd and Mdl places
tS (i/d3.-S / bicCi)

till you-ate food
While you ate the food
S17*32
The Mdl
place is manifested by a RS Cl of type l(ii)
of structure
(T) S P DO.
372• Hd and Mdl places
t&t6
($^dfiL+m&-hw5 / &*dyd)
until it-reached-at-last a~day
Until it finally reached a day
B29#H
The Mdl place is manifested by a RS Cl of type l(ii)
of structure (T) S P DO,
V

V*

7*3*
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Where two Adverbial Phrases in paratactic relationship
to each other are together mon-ifeating only one place in
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the structure of another unit, an Adverbial Phrase Complex
(APCx) is established* The APCx corresponds in structure
to the NPCx of type 2, in that the second element is always
an identical repetition of the first. Thus, since no
i
mixture of AP subclasses among the elements is possible,
the APCx hajs the same range of function as the AP subclass
to which its elements belong* The APCx with elements of
I
AP subclass (a^) may^ also function as an element in a further
APCx, as in no* 375*
An AP functioning as an element in an APCx always has
minimal structure Hd* No syntactic markers of the APCx
have been found, and the question of syntactic ambivalence
has not arisen* Examples^ of the APCx are sufficiently few
to be listed exhaustively*
Examples (373 ~ 37B all APCx)
373* AP(a) and AP(a)
//kpo& / kpoih / /
so
so
So and.so
S14.9
374* AP(a) and AP(a)
//kpsye / kpsys / /
thus
thus
In such and such a way

B28*ll

375* APCx and APCx; each APCx consists of AP(a) and AP(a)
(cf. no. 141 for context)
/ / / / t e g £ys / kpgye/'/'Jspgys /
// //
thus
thus
thus ^ thus
In that very same way
B30.12

i

*■*175^
376* AP(b) and AP(b)
//t&Th. / tfiii/ /
today today
This very day
Gl*3
377* AP(b) and AP(b)
/ / a & l e / s§le / /
yesterday yesterday^
Only yesterday
S2*22
378. AP(b) and AP(b)
/ / t&t&
/
tfit& / /
long-time long-time
For a very long time

B2.20
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The.Word. (I) - The Nominal Hyperclass
8*1. Word Rank and. Word Hyperclasses
The Word is the unit ranking next below the phrase*
The word has a primary function at some place in phrase
structure, or in the case of one hyperclass, as a syntactic
marker of the function of some higher-ranking unit* Words
do not occur in downward rank—shifted secondary functions.
On the basis of function, words are divided into four
hyperclasses, three of which roughly parallel the classes
set up at phrase rank* Words of the Nominal hyperclass
may operate only in the structure of phrases of the Nominal
Phrase class. Words of the Verbal hyperclass may operate
only in the structure of phrases of the Verbal Phrase class.
Words of the Adverbial hyperclass may operate in the struc
ture of phrases of the Adverbial Phrase class, or in the
structure of phrases of both the Nominal and Adverbial
Phrase classes* Words of the Particle hyperclass may
operate extra-hierarchieally, that is, as syntactic markers
of other^ higher-ranking units at certain of their places of
function. These four^ hyperclasses are referred to by their
labels in this thesis.
The Nominal hyperclass is dosci'ibed in the remainder
of this chapter, the Verbal hyperclass in chapter 9, the
Adverbial hyperclasp in chapter 10, and the Particle hyper
class in chapter 11.

-1 7 8

8*2, The Nominal Hyperclass
The Nominal hyperclass is defined as those words which
may function^ only in the structure of phrases of the Nominal
Phrase class. On the basis of function at specific places
in specific NPTs, nine classes are established, as follows:Class A - the Noun Class
Class B - the Quantifier Class
Class C - the Number Class
Class D - the Specifier Class
Class E - the Identifier Class
Class P - the Pronoun Class
Class G - the Relative Class
Class H - the Obviative Class
Class J - the Interrogative Glass
These classes are described in sections 8.2.1. to
8.2.9# respectively below. Seven of them are closed classes
whose members have no further grammatical structure, and can
only be listed. Of the two remaining classes, class A is
open and class G- closed, but both have further grammatical
structure. Since no phonological abstractions are necessary
for class G, its grammatical structure is shown in section
8.2.7*, but for class A, a separate section (8.4*) handles
both the grammatical and phonological structure.
8,2.1, The Noun Class (Nominal Class A)
The Noun class is defined as those words which may
function only at the Hd place in NPT1. It is an open class,
and is the class into which loan words most commonly pass.
Since there is only one place of operation for the class,

-179no direct subclassification is possible; indirectly, Noun
subclasses could be established on the basis of the range
of clause rank places manifested by the NPs at whose Hd
place they function. For instance, only a limited number
of Nouns are attested in NPs manifesting the D or T places
in the clause periphery. However, any subclasses set up
on such a basis would account for relatively few of the
Nouns, and would still leave one subclass containing the
overwhelming majority. Moreover, the application of this
principle of subclassification to a limited corpus would
not guarantee that even the closed subclasses would be
fully identified, and its results would therefore be trivial.
So while such criteria might be effectively applied by a
native speaker, they are not used in this thesis.
The internal structure of the Noun, both grammatically
and phonologically, is described in section 8.4.
8,2,2. The Quantifier Class (Nominal Glass B)
The Quantifier class is defined as those words which
may function at the Qf place in the pre-nuclear periphery
of NPT1 ,
It is a closed class of six formal items, which
on the basis of other functions is subdivided into three
subclasses,
Subclass (a) may also function at the following places
Hd in NPT1
Qf in'NPT2
It consists of the single formal item
b£lsbsl£ - all.

-

1

8
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Subclass (b) may also function at the following place
Hd in NPT1
It consists of three formal items listed below.
6tti
- those
itbfitft - some
&do
- other
Subclass (c) may function only at the Qf place in NPT1.
It consists of two formal items listed below,
fel£/fel£ - which?
Stftt& - many
8,2,3. The Number Class (Nominal Class 0)
The Number class is defined as those words which may
function at the Num place in the nucleus of NPT1. It is
a closed class of ten formal items, which on the basis of
other functions is subdivided into two subclasses.
Subclass (a) may also function at the following place:Hd in NPT1
It consists of the single formal item
73w6n£ - one.
Subclass (b) may function only at the Num place in NPTl.
It consists of nine formal Items listed below,
±bo
- two
£t5
three
ino
- four
is§
- five
Isu . - six
£s&b5 - seven

-181&s&t5 - eight
iSctno - nine
3:1&
- how many?
The members of subclass (b) all have corresponding
forms,, with an initial /b/, which are members of the Noun
class. In the case of 64s&n3 - nine, there is also an
alternative form n&z&macCi, which is probably more frequent,
8.2,4. The Specifier Glass (Nominal Class I)
The Specifier class is defined as those words which
may function at the Dem place in the post-nuclear periphery
of the NP. It is a closed class of six formal items, which
on the basis of distribution in^the various NP types is
subdivided into four subclasses.
Subclass (a) may function at the Dem place in NPTs
1, 3 and 4-. It consists of the single formal item
ifr « the, this.
Subclass (b) may .'function at the Dem place in NPTs
1 and 3* It consists of two formal items listed below.
emd - the, this (emphatic)
ya - that (nearby)
Subclass (c) may function at the Dem place in NPTs
1 and 2. It consists of the single formal item
1. Higher numbers are-formed with the Nouns cf± - ten, &gwu a score, twenty, and &n& - four hundred (i.e. twenty times
twenty), in NPCxs of type 1 (section 5*8,1„)> In practice,
higher numbers are avoided, English being preferred. The
corpus contains- only one higher number, which is quoted, as
example no. 273*

n£te]ft/£t£fi. - alone, a single.
Subclass (d) may function at the Dem place in NPT1
only. It consists of two formal items listed below#
nfens - a certain
w&
- that (far off)
8.2.5. The Identifier Class (Nominal Glass E)
The Identifier class is defined as those words which
may function at the Md2 place in the post-nuclear periphery
of the NP, but not in the structure of a phrase of any other
class. (This negative condition is necessary to distinguish
Identifiers from Terminals and Marginals (Adverbial Classes^
B and 0 respectively), which are described in sections 10.3.
and 10*4.) It is a closed class of two formal items, which
on the basis of distribution in the various NP types is
subdivided into two subclasses.
Subclass (a) may function at the Md2 place in NPTs
1 and 2, It consists of the single formal item
w£/w£w£ - self, himself, herself, itself
(emphatic, not reflexive).
Subclass (b) may function at the Md2 place in NPTs
1 and 4, It consists of the single formal item
^n b n £&
the other.
8.2.6, The Pronoun Class (Nominal Class P)
The Pronoun class is defined as those words which may
function at the Hd place in NPT2, Since there is no other

place o:f function* no subclasses are set up* The class
consists of six formal items listed below.
me - I
yo - you
yaf - he, she, it* self, that
y£f - we
y5f - you people
« they
As was stated in section 4.2.1.4. and in section 5.4.1.,
NPs of subclass (b) exhibit the full, range of concord
possibilities with respect to Person. The selection of
the term in the Person system is determined by the Pn
manifesting the Hd place in the NP of subclass (b), in
accordance with the following scheme
: m £ selects the Spterm in the Person system
M
» gQ.
11
11 !1
n
(I
yo & yof
11
n H
n
11 !l
"
M
y&* &
n
" R
"
" »
t!
»
The four terms in the Person system are manifested by
Verb Prefixes of_subclass (a), which are described in
section 13*5•1*1#
As stated in section 5*4.2., when the NP of subclass
(b) is in a secondary function at the Gn place in NPTs 1
or 4, it never consists of more than a Hd place. In these
circumstances, the Pn manifesting the Hd place has a form
which varies tonallyfrom the formslisted above $ thechange
is treated a syntactic marker of thesecondaryfunction
of
the NP. The variant forms are as follows
m£ - my
jb - your

-184ya - his, her, its, self*s
y§ - our
j b - you people*s
bb - their
The form yd - his, etc., occurs with a large majority
of Nouns, but there are a few (which could be said to
constitute a subclass of Noun) which require an allomorphic
form, namely a, The Nouns involved are semantically related
in that they all denote family or personal relationships or
possessions. Those attested to occur with the allomorph a
are as follows
£w&
- name
mm age^set
ib£
mm* husband
i3i
•bdci.
father
grandfather
idfikdni
$m
* farm
Stk&
- mother
^nd
- grandmother
:qw&na
- sibling
nwdnikdni mm elder sibling
mm wife
pwSnyi
- friend
nwuj£
- house
4cC5.
debt1
&gwo
— child
&qwo
-

Further data might reveal a few other Nouns behaving
in this way. For examples of Pns in downward RS NPs, see
nos. 242 — 245 etc.
1. Only; in the idiom &c£o (ugwo) ~ house-of debt (~ in—laws *
family).

-185When an HP of subclass (b) i s .functioning as the
second element of a NPCx of type 1, it never consists of
more than a Head place. In these circumstances, as described
in section 5*8.1.1*, the Pn manifesting the Hd place may
optionally coalesce with the Cum Particle, which then takes
the form of a harmonising post-clitic. The Pn also varies
tonally from its isolate form, and the resultant forms are
as followssm£-le - ...and me
y6-lo - ...and you
yd-la - ...and him/her/it/self
ye-le - _.._.an& us
y5-lo - ....and you people
5£~le - ...and them
kucilhui

*'

Por examples, see nos. 279 - 281, and 283*
8.2.7* The Relative Class (Nominal Class G)
The Relative Class is defined as those words which
may function at the Hd place in NPT3* It consists of a
single formal item which displays further grammatical
structure. This can be described aswa subtype of the type
set up for the Noun in section 8.4-.1. below. The only
difference lies in the manifesting class at the B.s place.
In this (sub)type, two places are recognised which in their
invariable sequence of occurrence are labelled Ante-Base
(AB) and Base (Bs). The manifesting classes are as follows
AB by a Noun Prefix
Bs by a Relative Root
The^ manifesting classes are shown in diagram form
overleaf.

I

-

1

8

6

-

AB

Bs

NPf

RelRt

The Bs place is obligatory, and the AB place optional
(and in fact rare). The NPf class is described in section
13.2.1., and the RelRt class in section 13*2.3* The RelRt
class consists of the single formal item
ny£ - person, someone, anyone.
See examples 246 - 25% and 298.
8.2.8* The Obviative Class (Nominal Class H)
The Obviative class is defined sis those words which
may function at the Hd place in NPT4* It consists of the
single formal Item
d - that one, that•
8.2.9* The Interrogative Class (Nominal Class J)
The Interrogative Class is defined as those wox’ds which
may function at the Hd place in NPT5. It consists of the
single formal item
M S - where?, how?,
8.3# The Proximate Class
There remains a further word class which is in a
unique position, the Proximate class. This is defined as
those words which have only an upward rank-shifted function,
at the S place in CTs 1 or 2* It consists of the single
formal item
oSi - this one, this.

-187The definition of the Nominal hyperclass in section
8.2# includes only words which function at some place In
the structure of phrases of the Nominal Phrase class. By
this definition, the Prx class cannot he included unless
it is regarded as manifesting the Hd place In a sixth NPT.
Since this type would have no other places, and therefore
no possibility of, expansion, phrase rank would be a dummy
rank in this case. It is to eliminate such a dummy rank
that the Prx class is here analysed as having only an
upward rank-shifted function in the clause. The Prx class
Is described in this chapter, however, because it shares
the characteristic of manifesting the S place in clause
structure, which is the definitive feature of the Nominal
Phrase class from which the Nominal hyperclass is derived.
Certainly It has nothing in common with any of the other
word hyperclasses.
8,4. Noun Structure
8.4,1. Grammatical
Only one structural type is necessary for the descrip
tion of the Noun class. (This type also embraces the Pel
class, as stated in section 8.2,7*) In this type, two
places are recognised, which in their invariable sequence
of occurrence are labelled Ante-Base and Base, The mani
festing classes are as follows
AB by a Noun Prefix
Bs by a Noun Root
The, manifesting classes are shown in diagram form
overleaf.

(The Bs place is obligatory , and the, AB place optional*
The NRt class is described in section 13.2*2* with referenc
to its function, and in section 8.4.2* below with reference
to its phonological structure. The NPf class is described
in section 13*2.1. with, reference to its function, and in
this section with reference to its phonological structure.
This is because it shows vowel harmony..which,in Ekpeye is
m tnrs instance
a feature of word rank, and is conditioned/by the NRt that
manifests the Bs place*
The NPf class consists of the single formal item
35- - a, one.
The form quoted is a representative allomorph which occurs
before Noun Roots beginning with a^ consonant or the vowel
/o/ (and before the Relative Root)* Before Noun Roots
beginning with other vowels, the vowel quality of the NPf
is completely assimilated to that of thewRoot-initial vowel
yielding a nine-way vowel harmony system. Before any vowel
the second vowel of the NPf is elided, and its High Tone
replaces the first tone of the Root. See examples 401 412 below#
The NPf class and certain Verb affix classes or subclasses can be said to have a double function in that they
manifest both a place at word rank and a place at phrase
or clause rank. In the case of the NPf class, the upward
rank-shifted function is at the Qf place in NPTs 1 or 3.
Por further discussion of this point, see, the theoretical
introduction to the thesis in section 1.2.2.
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In the following group of examples, those with the
same structure are all set in one column, so that the
structure need he indicated only once* Throughout this,
chapter, examples are so short that a single^line will
suffice for each example or pair of examples.
Examples
Bs place only
401* ikp£ he-goat

AB and Bs places
401a. i-ikpi
a he-goat

402. igbo

nail

402a* A-igbo

a nail

403* 553

gun

403a* 3-553

a gun

404. £gb b

bunch

404a. 3-£gb3

a bunch

405. Acfi

place

405a. a-ddi

a place

406. ogwS

snake

406a« 3-5gwo

a snake

407# 5g3

knife

407a* 3-6g3

a knife

408.

hen

408a. A-dn&

a hen

409. Adu

hole

409a. ft-udu

a hole

410. 5&g3

palm-wine tree

410a. 35*-5&go

a palm-wine tree

411. mad&

person

411a. 35-madA

a person

412. sdpi

key

412a. oo-sapr

a key

occur
The Noun Root class is an open set whose members/most
frequently as monomorphemic words. Por this reason, their
phonological structure is described^ here at word rank rather
than at morpheme rank in chapter 13#
8.4.2*1, Syllable Patterns
Noun Roots are attested to consists of from one to five
syllables, with the following 0V patterns.

GY

VCV

VCVCV

GYGY

GYGYGY

VCVCVCV

YGYGYGYGY

The V-initial words vastly outnumber the 0-initial
words. Of these, there is one monosyllabic example (cCi ten), two trissyllabic examples (m£l£ci - soup, and kpokfini an empty tin), and about thirty dissyllabic examples. Noun
Roots of more than -two- syllables are also relatively rare;
there are about fifty examples with four syllables, and
nine with five.
8.4.2,2. Tone Patterns
The monosyllabic NRt cfi - ten has a Low Tone, as shown.
The dissyllabic and trissyllabic NRts can be divided into
a number of groups on the basis of their tone patterns.
The tone patterns vary^ with the syntactic environment, as
described in section 8.4,2.3* The isolate forms are taken
as basic, since they show the maximum differentiation.
With the notation H - High Tone, L = Low Tone, *H = Downstep
and P « Iiigh-to-Low fall, the tone patterns are as follows.

-

1

Dissyllabic
H H
HP
H fH
H L

L H
L P
LI

9

1

-

Trissyllabic
H
H
H
H

H H
H P
H 1H
H L

L H H
L H»H
L H L

L L H
L L P
L L L

Of these patterns, all the dissyllabic ones are common,
with the L H and L P being somewhat less common than the
rest* Of the trissyllabic patterns, only H H H, L H L and
L L L are at all common, all the others being attested by
only a few examples. (See nos. 450 - 466 below.)
Pour- and five-syllable NRts show a great diversity
of tone pattern. The fifty or so four-syllable examples
fall into about twenty tonal groups, and the nine fivesyllable examples into seven tonal groups. Consequently,
a number of tone patterns are attested in only one word,
and in some cases, native speakers were unable to agree
on the "correct” tone pattern. In view of these uncertain
ties, and the general paucity of the evidence, any com
prehensive statement about the range of tone patterns would
be very insecurely based, and therefore none is attempted.
The tone patterns listed below are all fairly surely estab
lished, however, either from the existence of several
examples, or from a single example ivhich is of frequent
occurrence in the corpus, ,
Whereas the shorter NRts are too numerous to be listed,
forms illustrating the polysyllabic tone patterns arc
sufficiently few for this to be done. They are quoted as
numbers 413
449 below.

-192Four-syllable Patterns
H
H
H
H
H
H

H H H
H H P
H H fH
H H L
H'H H
H L 1

L H H H

Five-syllable Patterns

L L L H
L L L P
H H H H.fH

L H H L

L L H L

L L L H L

L L L L

No polysyllabic NRt is recognisable as a compound of
two separately identifiable shorter forms# There are,
however, several instances where one part of a polysyllabic
NRt bears some resemblance to a shorter form of related
meaning# In the following examples, such shorter forms are
also quoted to give a comparison# The assumption is that
in these examples, especially where the vowel harmony is
not constant throughout the word, some kind of compounding
has taken place at some^time, even if the constituents can
no longer be identified#
Examples
H H H H
413# &gb&dili

- disinfectant

414 # igbona-gbo

- bell

415. ^ySlonw^

- graveyard

416# 6lillkwd

- large pot

417. Swilfiwfi

- bamboo

-195418, 4gbdndk6

- toe (cf. uko - leg)

419# &kpcilcLb.w&

- paper, letter (cf. 5hwu - leaf)

H H H F
420, 5n5l£k&

- leopard

H H H*H
421, dgSlS^i

- goat (cf. §163! - compound)

H H H I
422, 6nyic£l§

- charcoal

423, fekpfileni

- eye

424, Skp&ldgwd

- python

425, dn6bdcf5

- doorway (cf, 6cC5 - house)

H H'H H
426, &kdkwu/i

- stick (cf, d/i - tree)

427, dmSlsc*

- smoke (cf, £c* - fire)

428, dz&kpulu

- whole

H H L L
429# Sgbdgb&cfi

- history

*<

V

430, 6kp6k6ia

- shell of water-snail

431. dndkwdmd

- chest

-

L H H H
432. £p£cf£p£

1

9

4

-

<*/

- darkness

435. lk£l§cl
434. ftkol6yi

- yam-skewer (cf* iyi - yam)

L H H L
435. &kSkpit&
456* 5kw4l4kw5
457# ftkpi5.l£c&
L L L H
4-58. &kp&l&m§.

- sheep

Ii L I F
439# ikp&l&ci

- umbelicus

440. im&l&ci

- liver

441. &m£l£dS

- children

L L H L
442. £g£nsg£

- trick

445* &kidak&

- harmattan

L L L L
444* Slimini

- river (cf, mini - water)

4-4-5#

, - hunting-ground

-195H H H H*H
446* &k6ldgbdla

- big fairy

L L L H L
447« §tgb£tl&s6bi

*

448* 4gb&n£gbdn&

- whip

449* Akpfelfekic®

- cough (cf* fekic®

(cf*dgb&la

- fairy)

old people

-throat)

8.4*2,5# Syntactically Conditioned lone Changes
Each tone pattern has what is termed an "Oblique"
form corresponding to the Isolate form. These two forms
may be said to constitute a two-term tone paradigm somewhat
analogous to the morphological noun paradigms of inflected
languages like Latin* The circumstances under Ttfhich the
Oblique form occurs, however, vary from one pattern tp
another, so that no general statement can be made which
will embrace all the patterns* To.present the form and
distribution of the Oblique "case", the various tone
patterns are arranged in, groups, each group being denoted
by a number and a letter* For the dissyllabic and tris
syllabic patterns, the groups are as follows*
Group la Group lb Group lc Group 2a Group 5a Group 5b
H
Ii H
L H
L
L L
L
L L

H
H
H
H
H
L
L

H
H H
L
L L

F
F
F
F

H lH
L H fH

H L
L H L

II H L

II IIrII

-196From.the Group number, the form of the Oblique can be
predicted, and from the Group letter, its distribution*
As for the form, all the patterns in Group 1 show a High
Tone on the final syllable in the Oblique. All those in
Group 2 show a final Downstep in the Oblique. All those
in Group 5 show a final Low Tone in the Oblique. Thus for
some patterns the Isolate and Oblique forms are identical,
but for most there is a difference in the final syllable.
In distribution, there are three syntactic environments
in which the Oblique form may occur. At phrase rank, when
a Noun is manifesting the Hd or Gn places in the NP, and is
followed by a unit manifesting the Gn, Hum or Dem places,
the Oblique form occurs with all groups. At clause rank,
when a Noun is the last word in a NP, and precedes a VP or
a NP manifesting another place in the clause, then the
Oblique form occurs with all the patterns in Group b.
When a Noun follows another Noun, the Oblique form., of the
second Noun occurs with all the patterns in Group c$ this
happens at both phrase and clause ranks, that is whether
the two Nouns are manifesting the Hd and Gn places respect
ively in the same NP, pr v/hether they are manifesting Hd
places in separate NPs.
In Groups 1 and 2 as shown on the previous page, the
the behaviour' of dissyllabic and trissyllabic Nouns is
parallel, so that the membership of, these Groups can be
summed up in the following formulae.
Group
Group
Group
Group

la (H/L)H H, (L>L H, (L)L L
lb
(H)H S’, (1)11
lo (l)H'H
2a (L)H 1

-197With the polysyllabic patterns, the evidence is so
scanty that reliable generalisations about, the form and
distribution of the Oblique cannot be made# What evidence
there is suggests that most polysyllabic Nouns would behave
in a manner similar to that of dissyllabic Nouns with the
same tones as
those of their own two final syllables# Thus
for. example, Group la would include the words quoted in
nos# 4-15 - 4-19* Group lb those in nos# 4-20 and 439.*- 4-41,
and Group 2a those in nos# 442 - 44-3 and 44-7 - 449•
The following examples illustrate the Isolate and
Oblique forms of all the dissyllabic and trissyllabic tone
patterns# The Oblique form is shown before the subclass
(a) Spc A - the, as manifesting the hem place in NED1#
Examples (450
461
465

~ 4-56 Group la, 457 ~ 460 Group lb,
~ 452 Group 1c, 463 ~ 464 Group 2a,
Group 3a, 466 Group 3b)

Isolate
Oblique
Group la
~ grasscutter 450a# 6wu A
450# dwd

- the grasscutter

451. dkitd

- dog

451a. dkitd A

- the dog

4-52# iw6l6

- tree-hyrax

452a# iw6l6 A

- the tree^-hyrax

453. ikpi

- he-goat

453a. ikpi A

- the he-goat

4-54. 31&1£

- skink

454a# 51&1£ A

- the skink

4-55.

~ monkey

455a. SxjwS A

H

~ lizard

456a# ikpSl6 A

~ the lizard

V

monkey

V

456# ikpSlS

-198Oblique

Isolate
Group lb
4-57. 618
- antelope

45?a. 616 fli

- the antelope

4-58. 4n5/£.

- juju

458a, &n5j% A

- the juju

459* ShwS

- ape

459a* &hw£ ft

- the ape

460. ib£k§

- white man

460a. Ib SkS ft

- t h e white man

Group lc
461. dee

- parrot

461a, dc£ A

- the parrot

462. Ahw&nyu - insect

462a• Shwdnyd A - the insect

Group 2a
465. 6bi

- porcupine

463a. 6bi A

- the porcupine

464. SIS/i

- pigeon

464a, 815/i A

- the pigeon

Group-, 3a
465# 5n&b&

- crocodile

465a* 6nub& A

Group 5b
466. dgbdla

- fairy

466a, dgb&iS A - the fairy

the crocodile
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Chapter 9

The Word (II) - The Verba1 Hyp erelass
V

W

9*1* The Verbal Hypex^class
The Verbal hyperclass is defined (in section 8.1.)
as those words which may function only in the structux'e of
phrases of the Verbal Phrase class. On the basis of func
tion at specific places in specific VPTs, three classes
are established, as follows:Class A -the Negator Class
Class B -the Emphasiser Class
Class C -the Verb Class
These classes are described in sections 9*1*1* to
9*1*3* respectively below. Classes A and B are closed
classes whose members have no further grammatical structure,
and can onlybe listed. Class C is anopen classwhose
members have acomplex^ internal structureinvolving two
more grammatical ranks. This structure is described in
section 9*2.1. and in chapter 12. The phonological
structure of the Verb class is described in section 9*2.2.
and in section 13*3*
9*1*1* The Negator Class (Verbal Class A)
The Negator class is defined as those words which may
function at the Qf place in VPT1* It consists of the single
formal item
M S k e - not, not at all.

-2019#1-2. The Emphasiser Class (Verbal Glass B)
The Emphasiser class is defined as those words which
may function at the E place in VPTs 1, 2, 3 and 5* It
consists of the single formal item
b& - emphatic.
9-1-3- The Verb Class (Verbal Class C)
The Verb class is defined as those words which may
function at the Hd
or Bed places in VPTs 1, 2and 4.
It
is an open class which on the basis of functionatspecific_
places in specific VPTs is subdivided into three subclasses,
labelled as follows
Subclass C(a) - the Pinite subclass
Subclass C(b)
- the Participle subclass
Subclass C(c)
- the Infinitive subclass
n-

%

-

These subclasses are described in sections 9-1-3*1* to
9*1-3.3- respectively below. Subclasses C(a) and C(b) are
further subdivided*
9.1.3 •1 • The Finite Subclass (Subclass, C(a))
The Finite subclass is defined as those members of the
Verb class which may function at the Hd place in VPTs 1 or
2. On the basis of function at these and other specific
places in the various VPTs, the subclass is further sub
divided into four sub-subclasses.
„Sub-subclass (i) may function only at the Hd place in
VPT1. It is an open class* Further subdivision might prove

possible on the basis of indirect criteria (cf. the
discussion in section 8.2.1.)* such as the subtype of 0T1
whose P place the VPT1 is manifesting# But since many
Verbs of subclass C(ai) are found in more than one subtype
of CT1 (i.e. they may be ditransitive, transitive or
intransitive), any such subdivision would be more complic
ated than useful, and none is attempted.
Sub-subclass (ii) may function only at the Hd place
in VPT2. It consists of a single formal item, which Is
the Vb type 1 form based on the VbRt
b& - to be (predicative).
Sub-subclass (iii) may function at the Hd place in
VPTs 1 and 3. It consists of a single formal item, which
is the VT1 form based on the VbRt
g6 - to take.
Sub-subclass (±v) may function at the Hd place in
VPT1 and thp Sub place in VPT5. It consists of a single
formal item, which is the VT1 form based on the VbRt
^4 - to be (locative).^
This Vb is unique in that in tense 2 (section 9#2.2.2.),
If it isvthe final word of its clause, the consonant /m/
is add,ed. This is not to be confused with the subclass
(d) Suffix -ft, since it Is not restricted as to.the terms
in the Person system with which it may co-occur, nor is It
mutually exclusive with other Suffixes of the Order to
which -ft belongs, Order 17- Thus there is a common form
- they are there
used as a reply to a conventional gx^eeting-inquiry after
onete family. (For Suffixes, see section 13.3.5*)

-2039.1.3*2. The Participle Subclass (Subclass 0(b))
The Participle subclass is defined as those members
of the Verb^ class which may function at the Red place in
VPTs 1 or 2. On the basis of function at these and other
specific places in the various VPTs, the class is further
subdivided into two sub-subclasses.
Sub-subclass (i) may function at the Red place in
VPTs 1 and 4. It is an open class, like class C(ai), and
as with that class, no further subdivision is attempted.
Sub-subclass (ii) may function at the Red place in
VFT2 only. It consists of a single formal item, which Is
the VT2 form based on the VbRt
b& - to be (predicative).
9.1#3#3. The Infinitive Subclass (Subclass 0(c))
The Infinitive subclass is defined as those members
of the Verb class which may function at the Rd place in
VPT4. It is an open class, like class C(ai), and as with
that class and class C(bi), no further subdivision is
attempted,
9*2. Verb Structure
9#2.1. Grammatical
Each subclass of Verb corresponds exactly to a
structural type. The Finite subclass corresponds to Verb
type 1, the Participle subclass to VT2, and the Infinitive

—

2 0 A - —

subclass tovVT3.* A summary of Verb structure follows in
section 9#2.1.1., and then VTs 1 to^ 3„ are described^ in
detail in sections 9*2*1.2 to 9*2.1.4* respectively*
9*2.1.1. Summary of Verb Structure
On the basis of structure, three Verb types are set
up, corresponding to the Verb subclasses as stated in the
previous section. A summary description of their structure
may be made, dividing their constituent places into nuclear
and peripheral. The nuclear places are so called because
they are crucial to the establishment of the three types
as separate structural entities. The nuclear places may
be shown in diagram form as follows*
Nuclear Places
Type 1 | Ps
AB1
AB2
Bs
2 | Rep
Bs
.._3_ L ; ? p .

abi

....

Bs

Pull details of these places and their manifesting
classes^ will be found in the following sections of this
chapter.
The peripheral places are those which occur in more
than one VT, and whose occurrence, though not diagnostic
of any VT, shows restrictions which vary from type to type.
Within the peripheral places, which are all post-nuclear,
three layers are recognised, labelled inner, medial and
outer. The inner.periphery consists of the Post-Base (PB)
places 1, 2 and 3? the medial periphery of the PB places
4- and 5 1 sitth the outer periphery of the PB places 6, 7 and 8

-

2

0

5

*

"

The maximum^ number of places within any layer is found
only in VT1. In VT2, up to two inner peripheral places
may occur, but no medial or outer ones. In VT3, all
three inner peripheral places may occur* but only one
medial place, and only two outer places. In the diagram
of peripheral places below, the superscript numerals
indicate the_ number of places within any one layer which
may co-occur.
Outer

Inner

Medial

PB1/PB2/PB3

PB4/PB5

X'

x

X'

X'

X

Nucleus

Type 1

2

X

3

X“

i

PB6/PB7/PB8 |

Full details of the manifesting classes attested at
each place in each type will be found in the relevant
sections of this chapter below.
V

W

V*

V

9#2.1.2« Verb Type 1
Twelve places are recognised in this type. In their
invariable sequence of occurrence, they are labelled Person
(Ps), Ante-Base 1 (AB1), Ante-Base 2, Base (Bs), and PostBase (PB) 1 to 8. The manifesting classes are as follows
Ps by a Verb Prefix (Pf) of subclass (a)
AB1 by aVerb Prefix of subclass (b)
AB2 by aVerb Prefix of subclass (b)
Bs by aStem (St)
FBI by a Verb Suffix (Sf) of subclass (b)
PB2 by aVerb Suffix of subclass (b)
FB3 by aVerb Suffix of subclass (b)

-206PBA
PB5
PB6
PB7
PB8
The

by aVerb Suffix of
by aVerb Suffix of
by aVerb Suffix of
by aVerb Suffix of
by aVerb Suffix of
manifesting classes

subclass (c)
subclass (c)
subclass (d)
subclass (d)
subclass (d)
are shown in diagram form below.

Ps

AB1 AB2 Bs PB1 BB2 FB5 PB4 PB5 PB6 PB7 PB8

PfA) Pf® Ff® St Sf(b) Sf® Si® Sf(c) Sf® Sf® Sf® Sf®
Only the Bs place is obligatory, all the others being
optional. The two AB- places and the Ps place may co-occur,
and up to six of the eight PB places are attested to co
occur.' It seems probable that this is a statistical
accident rather then a structural limitation* There is no
known reason why longer forms should not occur, but as with
the structure of any unit, length and frequency are in
inverse proportion. The maximum,, number of places attested
in any one example is eight (nos.' 522, 523)* No syntactic
markers have been found.
.In the following group of examples, the main point pf
interest is the co-occui*rence potential of the PB places*
Examples up to 511 show only suffixes of one subclass in
each example, with nos. 506, 508 and 511 showing the max
imum number of Suffixes of any one subclass which may co
occur* It is on the basis of these and similar forms that
the total of eight PB places has been recognised. Since
It is impractical to illustrate all the possible combinat
ions of PB places, examples from, 512 to 523 illustrate a
random selection of combinations.

-207Examples (501 - 523 all VTl)
501* Ps and Bs places
ft-me
he-does
He does
B30.25
502* Ps, AB1 and Bs places (of. no* 8 for context)
md~kA-jA
i-please-come
I should come
B32*9
503* Ps, AB1 and Bs places
md-ld-tS
I-went-greet
I went to greet
338*22
50A. Ps, Bs and PB1 places
u-wu-cfigd
he-looked-round
He searched about
B31.20
505* Ps, Bs, PB1 and PB2 places
£-gd-ldgd-tft
you-may-pass-by
You may pass by
S7*?0
506* Ps, Bs, PB1, PB2 and PB3 places
ft-ci+mft—tft-kwA-kpd
he-c1eared-c omple tely-finish
He thoroughly cleared
S7*2^

507* Ps, Bs and PBA places
d-zd-ji
he-go-again
He should go again
B2.14508* Ps, Bs, PB4- and PB5 places
d-hwd~gd cCd-cCihwd
he-will-call-first-likewise
In the same way, he will first call

B39*7

509* Ps, Bs and PB6 places (cf* no* 311 for context)
8-gbd~y8
he-will-kill-yoii
He will kill you
823*79
510* Ps,.Bs, PBS and PB7 places
15—id—nft
you-go-out-if-group
If you people go out
SI.10
511. Ps, Bs, PBS, PB? and PBS places
d-md-l§-&A-yd
he-do-if-group-self
If they do (it) to me
S17*83
512. Ps, AB1, Bs, PB1, PB2 and PB3 places
d-cCo-td-gb£d£-tft-kp8
he-went-prepared-together-finish
He went and finished laying (a fire)

87*30

-209515* Ps, Bs, FBI, PB2, PB3 and PB4 places
u-bi-tu-ma-do-hw&t 5
he-took~finish-could-when
When he was able to finish talcing (food)

A5*4-6

V

514« Ps, Bs, PB1, PB4- and PB5 places
d-v&-cf±g&--gili~hw5
he-looked-round-often~at-last
He eventually searched and searched

B31.20

515. Ps, Bs, PB1, PB2, PB3 and PB6 places
&-c&-kwd-n:£-kp6~yd
he-cleared-thoroughly-for-finish-self
He completely finished the clearing for me

S23.9

516. Ps, Bs, PB1, PB2, PB6, PB7 and PBS places
6-b6-ni~kp6-1e-b

she-hate-for-finish-have-group-her
They have had a strong hatred for her

G2.4-4-

517. Ps, Bs, PB4, PB5, PB6 and PB7 places

d—tdkp 5+cC^1
—j^—hw6,*-l£*-n^
he-bec ome-thin-als o—at-last-have
In the end, he had also become very thin
518* Ps, Bs, PB4, PB6, PB7 and PB8 places
j1-1£-md-n§
it-do-also-have-him
It has also happened to him

R6#5

S7 * 7 7

2 1 0 '

519. Ps, AB1, AB2, Bs, PB1., PB4- and PBS places

4-k&-d6~b£==y&~n4-hw&t 5-b §
you-please-go-cut-bring-f or-just-them
Please just go and cut and bring for them

S23.73

520. Ps, Bs, FBI, PB2, PB3, PB4- and PBS places

ft-m£-k£-ni«kp6~g5cC§~'&
he~made«c ompletely~f or~finish-first-her
At first, he prepared thoroughly for her

02.35

521. Ps, Bs, PB1, FB4, PB5, PBS and PB7 places
dOlt—j4—ct—n^
it-was~for~continuous-also-him
He always used to have
S7.33
V

*

522. Ps, AB1, Bs, FBI, PB4-, PBS, PB7 and PB8 places
(a maximum form)
fi-cC6-w&=»w£+j
j4-1 £-n£~m6
he-v/ent-search-look-f or-also-me
He then went and searched on my behalf
El,12
<wf

523. Ps, Bs, PB1, PB2, PB4, PB6, PB7 and PBS places
(a maximum form, both in the total number of places,
and the number of PB places)

§-m6-kS-ni~ji~l&™yd-n&
he-make-c ompletaly-for-als o-have-seIf
H© has also thoroughly prepared for me

S23.18

9.2,1.3, Verb ffype 2
Pour places are recognised in this type, in their
invariable sequence of occurrence, they are labelled

r211~
Repetitive (Rep), Base, Post-Base 1 and Post-Base 2. The
manifesting classes are as follows
Rep by aVerb Prefix of subclass (c)
Bs by aStem
PB1 by aVerb Suffix of subclass (b)
PB2 by aVerb Suffix of subclass (b)
The manifesting classes are shown in diagram form below.
Rep

Bs PB1

PB2

Pf(c)

St Sf(b) Sf(b)

ThevRep and Bs places are obligatory, and the PB places
optional,The two optional
places may co-occur,so„ that
the
theoretical maximum of four places is attested(nos,
526 and
527)# No syntactic markers have been found.
Examples (524 ~ 527 all VT2)
524-* Rep and Bs places
d-cfl
eating
Eating
Sll.l
525# Rep, Bs and PB1 places
5-zo—ldgd
being-beautiful
Being beattiful
G2*25
526* Rep, Bs, PB1 and PB2 places (a maximum form)
6-ga-ldg&-t&
passing-by
Passing by
S7*70

527# Rep* Bs, PB1 and PB2 places (a maximum form)
'
td—td
keeping-aside
Keeping aside

S10.3

See also nos. 30? - 3X2, 314, 320 and 321.
9.2.1.4. Verb lype 3
Nine places are recognised in this type. In their
invariable sequence of occurrence, they are labelled
Impersonal (Imp), Ante-Base 1, Base, and Post-Base 1, 2,
3, 4, 6 and 7*
manifesting classes are as follows:Imp by a Verb Prefix of subclass ca)
AB1 by a Verb Prefix of sub-subclass (bi)
Bs by a Stem
PB1 by a Verb Suffix of subclass (b)
PB2 by a Verb Suffix of subclass (b)
PB3 by a Verb Suffix of subclass (b)
PB4 by a Verb Suffix of subclass (c)
PB6 by a Verb Suffix of subclass (<1)
EB7 by a Verb Stiffix of subclass (a)
The manifesting classes are shownl in
Imp

AB1

Bs

P£(a) Pf(bi) St

PB1

PB2

PB3

PB4-

PB6

PB?

Sf (b) Sf(b) Sf(b) Sf(c) Sf(d) Sf(a)

lhewImp and Bs places are obligatory and all the others
optional. Up tofour of the six PB places are attested to
co-occur, and the maximum number of
places
attested inany
one example is six (na 533)* As with VII, this is probably
accidental, and there is nothing to suggest that longer forms
are impossible. No syntactic markers have been found.
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Examples (528 - 539 all VT3)
528* Imp and Bs places (of. no. 288 for context)
ft-gbd
to-kill
To kill
S23.57
529. Imp, AB1 and Bs places
&-b&-cC£
to~come~eat
To come and eat
SB* 38
530# Imp, Bs and PB1 places (cf. no* 176 for context)
&“kddl~kp6
to~go~away~finish
To go right away
B3S.4-0
531* Imp, AB1, Bs and PB1 places
&~b&~y5""t&
to-come-take-down
To come and take down (yams from a barn)
^

</

S12.19
y

532*

Imp, Bs, PB1, PB2 and PB6 places
context)
cC6~kp6~yd
to-roll~finish-self
To rub all over himself
B35*6

(of. no. 165for ■

533*

Imp, Bs, PB1, PB2, PB3 and PB6places(a maximum form)
at Ac in a contracted VPT5

i-d-d-gw£-ni~kp6-dS~y&
you-on-to-keep-for-finish-able-self
You can keep (the rules) properly for me

G-2.31

214534-. Imp, Bs, PB1 and PB4 places
ft-g6~t&4h.wS
to-buy-at~last
To buy finally
B38.36
535* Imp, Bs and PB4 places
ft-nft+ji-gbft
to-hear-again
To hear again
B32.3
536* Imp, AB1, Bs and PB4 places (cf. no. 127 for context)
ft-6
jfe-gbo
to-c ome-to-know-c ompletely
To get exclusive knowledge of
B25.21
537* Imp, Bs, PB4 and PB6 places, at Ac in a contracted VPT5
l-ft-gwft+lft-di-b £
on-to-cease-continuous-group
They v/ere running out
B28.ll
538. Imp, Bs, PB6 and PB7 places, at Ac in a contracted VPT5
(cf* no# 331 for context)
l“i3.-me-b £~y&
on-to-do-group-seIf
While they are doing (it) to me
B28.22
539* Imp, AB1, Bs, PBl and PB6 places (of* no* 164 for
context)
ft-z6-/1-kSg £-&
to-go-put-with-him
To go and lend him (a hand)
R4.9
See also nos# 164 -177 nnd 327 ~ 337
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9*2*2. Phonological
9*2*2.1, Vowel Harmony
Vowel harmony is a phonological feature characteristic
of word rank*. In word classes other than the Verb, the
harmony is of the simple two-set kind outlined in section
2*5*1* In the Verb, however, the picture is considerably
more involved, with several harmonic systems,in evidence.
Since vowel harmony is a feature of the word, the various
harmonic systems are described at this point, and reference
is made back to this section when the morphemes exhibiting
the harmony are described in chapter 13*
In the Verb, vowel harmony is centred on the Root
manifesting the Core place in the Stem (for Stem structure
see section 12*2.)* All harmonising morphemes of the Verb
Prefix class show progressive harmony, while all harmonising
morphemes of the Verb Suffix class show regressive harmony.
Not every individual affix exhibits harmony,, but for those
which do, the above principle is invariable. The progressive
or.regressive influence extends over only one syllable; that
is, the harmonic form of an affix is determined by the
quality of the vowel in the syllable immediately following
or preceding, irrespective of the grammatical status of that
syllable. The Root is the pivot of the progressive or re
gressive influence, but the vowel quality of the Root syll
ables) influences only one syllable in either direction."1'
1. One Root only, the Root jcl - come, is irregular in its
harmonic influence on Prefixes, which take forms that-'would
be expected before the vowel /i/« Thus in example no* 8,
the VT2 form based on this Root is b-jd, where regular
harmony would yield
In the VT1 form in the same

-216The vowel harmony systems operative within the Verb
fall into three groups, The first involves tongue? height,
the second tongue position, said the third both. The three
systems in the first group are represented by the symbols
X!, I .and U, the two in the second group by the symbols A
and 0, and the two in the third group by the symbols V and
$, The vowels which realise the various systems in different
environments are shown in the following three diagrams.
Tongue Height Only
Symbol
Conditioning
-r.
I
Vowel______ ' E
e
u
i, e, o, u
i
*
6
3s, s, a, o, u
as

Tongue Position Only
Symbol
Conditioning
0
Vowel
A
e
£
i, &
u, u
0 : 0
e e, a, o, o

example, mfi.-kfi.~j3L, the occurrence of the invariable Prefix
k&~ between the Root and the harmonising Prefix mV— cancels
the irregular influence of the Root, and a- harmonically
regular form of the Prefix results. In no, 118, where no
invariable Prefix intervenes, the harmonising Prefix U- is
realised as ft- in the VT1 form
where regular harmony,
would yield
This irregularity, unique to the Root
leads to the conjecture that it is a contraction of an
earlier dissyllabic form*^jiya. Such a form is in line with
the preference of palatal consonants for following close
front vowels, and would explain both the irregular Prefix
harmony and the regular Suffix harmony,.

-217Tongue Height and Tongue Position
Conditioning j Symbol j
Vowel
5
----i, e
e
i

0

0

u

u
________

a

0
u

:

s
a

5

0
,

u

The distribution of the various vowel harmony systems
is as follows:E occurs, only in the subclass (a) Prefix E- (section
13*3.1.1.)
V occurs in the subclass (a) Prefixes mV~ and.V-,^
in the subclass (b) Prefix. IV- $jad in. the. subclass (c)
Prefix V~ (sections 13.3*1.1* to 13.3.1.3.)
A occurs only in the Additional Vowel (section 9.2.2.2*
following)
£ occurs only, in the subclass (a) Suffix -15 (Order 3)
(section 13.3.3*1.)
0 occurs only, in the subclass (d) Suffix -0 (Order 16)
(section 13*3.3.4-.)
1 and U occur in Prefixes of subclasses (e) and (ti) and in
several Suffixes of various^ subclasses (sections
13.3.1*1., 13.3.1.4*. and 13.3*3.)
9*2.2.2. Tone Patterns and the Tense System
The Tense system is included under the general heading
of the phonology of the Verb because, although Tense is a

-218category functionally relevant at clause rank (see e.g.
section 4-.2.1.4-.), it is manifested structurally within
the Verb, primarily through the phonological features of
tone and vowel harmony. Ten tenses are recognised, in five
of which all Verbs show the same tone patterns. In the
other five, Verbs fall into two tonal groups, and can
conveniently be labelled High Tone Verbs and Lpw Tone Verbs
(HTVbs and ITVbs).
HTVbs are much more commono
The ten tenses are illustrated below. Not every
Person of every tense is attested in text material, but
the paradigms have been filled out by elicitation. The
tenses are exemplified as they appear in a very simple Verb
structure, Ps and Bs (VT1); the Bs place is manifested by
a Stem of minimal structure Core, with the Core place
manifested^by_ a monosyllabic Root (for Stem structure, see
section 12.2.). The HTVb and the ITVb selected both have
the same vowel in the Root, to avoid any confusion that
might arise through different harmonic forms of the sub
class (a) Prefix manifesting the Ps place. In any tense
where the occurrence of a Suffix is obligatory with the
tone pattern shown, the Root is followed by a hyphen. In
tenses 5 and 7 r 1°, & specific Suffix of subclass (d) is
obligatory with the Sp person, and this is included in the
paradigm. If the tone pattern of suffixed and unsuffixed
Verbs in, any tense varies, this is indicated below the
paradigm. The tenses are shown with the HTVb ba - write,
and the LTVb d& - fall.

219Tense 1
HTVb
Sp
ft~bd
SG
d~bd
H
£~bd
R
6-bd
A ITVb occurring unsuffixed in this
a downstep tone.

ITVb
d~dd—
d-'dd—
4-dd&-dd~
tense will have

Tense 2 (HTVb and IZEVb have the same pattern)
Bp
md-bd
md-dd
SG
d-bd
d-dd
H
£~bd
£~dd
R
&~bd
&~dd
Tense 5
Sp
SG
H
R

nfi-ba
d-ba
£~ba
&-ba

d-dd
d~dd
£~d5
&-dd

Tense 4
Sp
md~bd
md~dd~
SG
d~bd
d~dd~
H
d—bd
£—del—
R
d—bd
d*“*dd**A LTVb occurring unsuffixed in this tense will have
a high tone; In VTs 2 and 3> Vbs show the same tone patterns
as in tense 4; for the specimen Vbs, the forms are as follows
VT2
•
d-ba
d-ddVT3
d-bd
d-&d«

-220(Dense 5
HDVb
HDVb
Sp
md-ba- -A
md-ddd-bdSG
d—dd—
H
6-ba£-ddR
d-bdd-daThis tense never occurs unsuffixed\ either -6 or^ more
commonly -Id of subclass (d) (Order 16) always occurs#
(Dense 6 (HTVb and I/FVb have the same pattern)
Bp
ma-bd
md«dd
SG
d-bd
d-dd
H
£~bd
£-dd
R
d-bd
d-dd
(Dense 7
Sp
md-bd-fi
md-dd-ii
BG
d-bd
d-dd
H
£~5d
d-dd
R
d-bd
d-dd
A HDVb occurring suffixed in this tense will have a
high tone#
(Dense 8 (HDVb and HTVb have the same pattern)
Sp
ma-b d-4t
md-dd-rn
BG
d-bd
d-dd
H
d-bd
6-dd
R
d— bd
d—dd

-

2

2

1

-

Tense 9 (HTVb and HDVb have the same pattern)
HTVb
HDVb
ifc-bd—ffii
A-dd-m
Bp
SG
A~ba
A~dd
H
£-5d
A-dd
H
&-ba
&-dd
Tense 10 (HTVb and LTVb have the same pattern)
md~6d-iii
Sp
md-dd-ifo
SG
A~bd
A~dd
H
4-bd
•£—dd
H
&~bd
A-dd
Tenses 8, 9 and 10 have a further distinguishing
feature in that they require the lengthening of the final
syllable of the clause in which they occur. This may
affect the Verb itself, or any other unit that happens to
be manifesting the clause-final place. The lengthened
syllable bears a non-low tone, which is realised as a
downstep after a high, or a high after a low. The length
ened syllable has been denoted in previous^ examples by the
abbreviation NV (Negative Vowel), See nos* 4, 5, 111, 114,
125, 129 etc,, and nos. 540 - 542, 546, 548 and 549 below.
Tenses 6 - 1 0 may in certain circumstances be charac
terised by an Additional Vowel (AV). This occurs only if
there is a close vowel (/i,
u or u/) in the final syllable
of the last Suffix present of Orders up to 14, or if no
Suffixes occur, of the Hoot. (Nor Suffix Orders, see section
13«3#5») If tii© last present Suffix of Orders up to 14 does
not end with a close vowel, the AV will not occur, even if
earlier Suffixes do end in a close vowel (see note to no.
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546). The AV is harmonically variable according to the
system represented by the symbol Av in the second Vowel
harmony diagram in section 9*2.2.1. The Verbs chosen to
illustrate the tense paradigms did not show the A V , but
rather than repeat the paradigms with Verbs that do,
selected examples are giver! below to illustrate the
principle. Tonally, the, AV behaves as a member of Suffix
tone group 1 (section 13*3*4.). In the following examples,
the AV is underlined.
Examples (540 - 550 all VT1 with AV)
540. AV following Rt in tense 10, with NV
A-b£-£~e
it-brolce-not-NV
It didn’t break
B3.27
hM-

•

541. AV following Rt in tense 10, with NV
ipwe
gwu-5~cC£-&6-s
hunger seized-not~again-them~NVv
They weren’t hungry again
Sib.28
*

542. AV following Order 1 Sf in tense 8, i^ith NV
if-he-saw-not- M V
If he didn’t see (it)

B3*4

543# AV following Order 1 Sf in tense 7
he-should-take-not
He shouldn’t take

B34.8
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544* AV following Order 1 Sf in tense 6 (cf, no. 145 for
content)
6~gS+nCl-5mm
he-would-oertainly-take
He would certainly take
R3*3
w

•

V

545* AV following Order 4 Sf in tense 7
S-gwA*/£~S
you-sing-not
Don’t sing
B28.47
546. AV following Order 4 Sf in tense 9> with NV
y§
kp6+d?A-5-mA-£
self would-not-climb - m V
(That) he wouldn’t climb
S22.4
The same sentence contains a similar word kp6+<fA-cCd-mA would not be able to climb3 in this word, the last present
Suffix of Orders up to 14, -do of Order 11, does not end in
a close vowel, so no AV occurs even though the preceding
Suffix -du does end in a close vowel,
547* AV following Order 6 Sf in tense 9
M § k e yfi zd-tu-5-mA
not self would-steal
(That) he would never steal
S13#13
548. AV following Order 8 Sf in tense 10, with NV
£nd£-»1A—A
*
It-v/as-not-to-again-him-NV
He didn’t have it any more

131*17

-224549# AV following Order 13 Sf in tense 10, with NV
uw&+1&- cffi-ji-fe-n£-6
he^not-y et-di e-c ould-als o*-NV
He hadn’t yet managed to die
325*34
550. AV following Order 14 Sf in tense 10
y®
vhi—cfigd-d^hwA-5-inA-nA
self want ed-likewis e-not-eveii
\
(Thai) he didn’t even want
S5*45
■

*

The formal features of the tenses
have been described.?
but no tense labels have been given. This is because labels
would inevitably suggest misleading comparisons with the
semantic categories of European languages* The tenses are
referred to by their numbers^ and the most common translation
equivalents are listed below*
Tense 1
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense

Temporal or conditionalin clauses at the Dep places
hortatory or imperative in clauses at the ind place.
2 Habitual present or (more usually) past*
3 Past narrative*
4 Future,
5 Perfectj often Seems to be a stylistic variation
from tenses 2 and 3*
6 Emphatic assertion., usually with future reference.
7 Prohibition or negative command,.
8 Negative temporal or conditional.
9 Negative future.
10 Negative non-future.

For.tense distribution, see sections 4.2.1,3,, 4,2.1,4,,
4,2,2,3* * 4.2,2.4., 4.3*3., 4.3*4. and 4.6.2,
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CHAPTER 10

The Word (III) — The Adverbial Hyperclass

10 .1 . The Adverbial Hyperclass

. . The

10 2

Adverb Glass (Adverbial Glass A)

226
227

10.5. The Terminal Glass (Adverbial Glass B)

228

10.4. The Marginal Glass (Adverbial Glass G)

228
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The Word (III) - 'The Adverbial Hyp ere las s
10*1* The Adverbial Hyperclass
■

I l>

II

ti

i«.

I

1^— ■■-

The Adverbial hyperclass is defined (in section 8*1*)
as those words which may function in the structure of phrases
of the Adverbial Phrase class , or in the structure of
phrases of both the Nominal and Adverbial Phrase classes*
The analysis of words which may function in both the Nominal
and Adverbial Phrase classes as belonging to the Adverbii a]
hyperclass rather than the Nominal hyperclass is essentially
arbitrary. The present analysis is preferred on the purely
practical ground that the Nominal hyperclass already . brv.c-".
embraced a large number of classes, whereas the Adverbial
hyperclass did not# A further consideration is the notionally "adverbial" semantic role of the words in question.
On the basis of function, three classes a,re established
as follows
Glass A - the Adverbial Class
Glass B - the Terminal Glass
Glass 0 - the Marginal Glass
These ’classes are described in sections 10* 2 P to 10*4-*
respectively below* They are all closed classes whose
members have no further grammatical structure, and can only
be listed*
V
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10*2• fhe Adverb Glass (Adverbial Glass A)
The Adverb class is defined as those words which may
function at the Hd place in an AP* It is a closed class of
seventeen. formal items, which on the basis of function is
subdivided into two subclasses*
Subclass (a) may function at Hd in an AP of subclass
(a) only* It consists of thirteen formal Items listed below
5aka
- much, very
gbidlrh. - completely
gbdw&i
firmly
iy&m&jl - definitely
joka
- well, good
kp&£
~ completely
kpdl& - how?
kp£ys - thus, in that way
kp5ih
- so, in this way
kpSwg - thus, in that way
nt&ko - small, a little
sd&sdifc - utterly
t&a:
- extremely
It is possible that further dab a. would reveal a few
more members of this subclass, but the membership is
certainly closed and small* The W cluster /a&/ Is abtestoa
only in the five Adverbs listed above*
Subclass (b) may function at Hd In an AP of subclass
(b) only* It consists of four formal items listed below*
s£le/s£l6m - yesterday, tomorrow7 (i,ee one
day from today In either ■roc
direction)

tdm
to

*- today
- ever3at a l l , until

tutd “* a long time, until
It is possible that further data would reveal a few
more members of this subclass, though less probable than
with subclass (a )*
10* 3 • 'The: Terminal Glass (Adverbial Class J2>2
The Terminal class is defined as those words which mfunction at the Md2 place in the A P n or at the Md2 place i
the post-nuclear periphery of the NP«

It is a closed clas

of two formal items, which on the basis of distribution in
the varioiis NP types is subdivided into two subclasses*
w1

Subclass (a) may function at Md2 in NPTs 1, 3 and
It consists of the single formal item
yd ~ thus*
Subclass (b) may function at IL^PinNPTs 1 and 3 only*
It is further distinguished from subclass (a) in that sub
class (a) is attested in APs of subclass (a) onlyn whereas
subclass (b) is attested in APs of both subclasses*

Sub

class (b) consists of the single formal item
6iV 6 & oi!i - thus*
10,4* The Marginal Glass (Adverbial Class 0)
In order to include a few poorly attested items which
are somewhat impressionistically deemed to belong to this
class, a rather elastic definition is employed*

The

Marginal class is defined as those words other than

Identifiers and Terminals which may function at the Md2
place in the post-nuclear periphery of the NP, or in
Elliptical Sentences, It is a closed class of eight
formal items, whose distribution in the available data is
sufficiently diverse to necessitate the establishment of
six subclasses*
Subclass.(a) may function at Md2 in NPTs 1 and 5* at
Md2
in the AP, and in Elliptical Sentences* It
consists
of the single formal item .
hv/5 y at last.
Subclass (by*may function at Md2 in NPTs 1 and 5 and
at Md2 in the APf It consists
of the single formalitem
n£/j£n£ - also, In turn*
Subclass (c)
may function at Md2 in NPT1 andatMd2
in the AP* It consists of,the single formal item
hw&tS - Just, only*
Subclass (d) may function only in Elliptical Sentence
It consists of the two formal items ulisted below*
g§cC§ - at first
Id
- then
Subclass (e) may function at Md2 in NPTs 1 and 3*
consists of the single formal item
dShwfi - likewise, also.
Subclass (f)
of the two formal

may function at M&2
items listed below.
kwdft - exactly
- towards

in

NPT1*

Iv

It

c
onsist

The feature that brings some degree of coherence to
this diverse class is that all its members except those
of subclass (f) are_ identical in form with members of Ver
Suffix subclass (c)« (The form j£n£, is a compound of ;i&
(subclass (c)) and n£ (subclass (d))*) Further data migh
reveal that all the members of Suffix subclass., (c) may
also function as m e m b e r o f the Marginal class* See th ■
:
discussion in section 13«3*5*2* The two members of
Marginal subclass (f) have some similarity of form wit*.
Suffixes of subclass (b), and seem to be of somewhat
related meaning*

CHAPTER 11

The Word (IV) - The Particle Hyperclas

11*1* The Particle Hyperclass
11*2* The Initiator Class (Particle Class A)
11*3* The Introducer Class (Particle Class B)
11*4* The Interrogator Class (Particle Class C)
11*5* The Conjunction Class (Particle Class D)
11*6* The Causal Class (Particle Class E)
11*7* The Relegator Class (Particle Class P)
11.3. The Preposition Class (Particle Class G)
11*9* The Cumulative Class (Particle Class H)
11*10, Residual Porms at Word Rank

Chapter 11

The Word (IT) - The Particle Hyperclass
v
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11*1. The Particle Hyperelass
The Particle hyperclass is defined (in section 8 J , )
as those words which function extra-hierarchically, that is
as syntactic markers of other higher-ranking units at
certain of their places of function* On the basis of
function as BMs of specific units in specific functions,
eight classes are established, as follows
Class A - the Initiator Class
Class B - the Introducer Class
Class C ^ the Interrogator Class
Class D - the Conjunction Class
Class E - the Causal Class
Class P - the Relegator Class
Class G - the Preposition Class
Class H - the Cumulative Class
These classes, are described in sections 11*2, to 11,-(h
respectively below. They are all closed classes whee~
members have no further grammatical a Ormotare, and can
only be listed,
11,2, The Initiator Class (Particle Class A)
The Initiator class is defined as those words which
may function as SMs of the Sentence In primary function
(at some place in a hypothetical unit of higher rank),
Por discussion, see section 3*3#1* This class may also

function In Elliptical Sentences (section 3*6,). It
consists of the single formal item
hgwd - come on then, well then*
11*3* The Introducer Glass(Particle, Class B)
The Introducer class is defined as those words which
may function as SMs of the Sentence in secondary function
at the Q place In. the outer post-nuclear periphery of the
clause (section 3*5*2,), This class may also fiincti.cn as
a SM of the NP of subclasses (a) and (b) in their primary
function at the Q place in the outer post-nuclear peripncsry
ot theclause(sections 5*5*£
and 5*4.2.), The class
consists oftwo formal items, as listedbelow.
Their
selection is determined by the exponent of the Person
category a.t the S place in the clause, as described in
section 3*3*2,
b&
- that
mdni - that
11.4. The Interrogator Class (Particle Class C )
The Interrogator class is defined as those wv-rds wht:h
may mark the Interrogative term in the category of As deration,
as described in section 3*4, As stated in that sectionv it
may reasonably be supposed that the category of Assertion
is associated with the function of the Sentence in some
hypothetical unit of higher rank, and this supposition
underlies the inclusion of the Interrogator class in the
Particle hyperclass. The class consists of the single
formal item
l&/l&bo - question marker.

The Conjunction class is defined as those words whio
may function as SMs of clauses of classes A(a) and B in
primary function, at the Ind place in the Sentence*
See
sections 4,2*1*3*1* and 4.3*3*1* This class also marks
clauses of class B in^ secondary function at the Cp place
in CT4 (section 4.3*3*2*)* In the Clause Complex, the
Cnj class may mark all the elements when the CICx. is ?.*j
primary function at the Ind place in the Sentence* The
Cnj class may mark the second and subsequent elements o:il
when the CICx is either in primary function at the Exg pi
in the Sentence* or in secondary function, at" korae place ,j
•See sections A.6.2.1* and 4*o0^-2. "
the structure of another clause*/ Inany clause marked by
the Cnj class, tense 3 must occur at the P place.
The
class consists of two formal items listed below.
k€\ - then, and
mu « then, and
V

11.6* The Causal Class (Particle Class E )
The Causal class is defined as those words which may
function as SMs of clauses of classes A or B in primary
function at the. Exg. place in. thewSentence* Geo sections
4*2.1.3*1** 4*2.2.3.1. nnd 4„3*3.1. The Cs class also
marks the first element of a CICx when in primary funeuio
at the Exg place in the Sentence* See section 4.6.2 d «
The class consists.of the single formal item
4y£do/4y£d5n& - because*

The Be legator class is defined as those words which
may function as SMs of clauses of classes A(a) or B In
secondary function at some place in the structure, of
another clause (sections 4*2.1*3.2* and 4,3*3*2.), This
class also marks the first element of a CICx when in
secondary function at some place in the structure of
another clause (section 4,6,2,2.). In any clause marked
by the Big class, tense 1 must occur at the P place* Thv
class consists of the single formal item
kp& - how.
11.8. The Preposition: Class (Particle Class G-)
The Preposition class is defined as those words which
may function as 8Ms of the NP of subclasses (a) or (d) in
primary function at the L place in the medial post-nuclear
periphery of the clause, and as SMs of the clause of class
D in secondary function at the same place. The Ik4 class
may also mark the BP of subclasses (a) and (d) in primary
function at the C place in the pre—nuclear periphery of
the clause, and at the T place in the medial, post-nuclear
periphery of the clause. Bee sections 5*3*2., 5*6*2. and
4.5*2, The Pr class also marks the VP of subclass (d/ in
secondary function at the Ac place in VPT5 (section 6.5*2*
In these circumstances, the Pr Particle may coalescewith
the Verb which follows it, as described in section 6,6.2.
The Pr class consists of the single formal item
l£ - in, on, at, etc.

11,9* The Cumulative Class (Particle Class H)
The Cumulative class is defined as those words which
may function as SMs of the second^ or third elements in a
RPCx of type 1 (section 5*8*1«1*)« When the Cum Partible
precedes a NP of subclass (b), it may optionally coalesce
with it, and take the form of a harmonically variable posi-clitic# The resulting forms are shown in full in section
8*2*6* The Cum class consists ofMthe single formal item
1& - and
(Its post-clitic forme may be summarised as -IV, where v
represents the harmonic variations shown in the third
diagram in section 9*2.2*1.)
11* 10 * Residual Forms at Word.Hank
There remain a few items which have not been allotted
membership of any word class3 They are almost entirely
onomatopoeic forms, and some indeed may be nonce forms,.
In such features as nasalisation and protracted vowels,
they are plionologically extra-systemic, and their trans
cription is therefore somewhat impressionistic# It may be
roughly compared with such conventions as Mtch tch11, '‘eh’1,
nahem!T etc* .in English* The forms in question are as
follows.
Ding dong ding dong
hwSoo

OoohJ

kokilikooo

Cock-a-doodle-doo

B35#4-5

B24.29
B24.25

•237kukdkuku

The cooing of a pigeon

kpuft

Bang]

kpdrti

The twanging of a spear

kwi=t:&

A grunt of strenuous effort

ny$ny5ny6

Sniff sniff

p£p*p*

The sound of whistling

sfekala: sskili

The noise of a rattle

t6kw&

Abracadabra (a magic word)

B2«

B28*6p
G1

87*87
B29
BJ9*-
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Th e S t e m
1 2 .1*

Stem R ank

The Stem is the unit ranking next below the word a Th
is unique in that it is_ relevant to only one class of irrdis
at the next higher rank. At word rank, only the Verb class
displays an internal str-ucture which requires the recognit
ion of a rank intermediate between that of the word and ikof the morpheme. This recognition is compelled net by un\:
internal feature of the Stem m itself, but by the cccurre**
of a Stem Complex which gives rise to a sequence of morph--i:
that cannot be adequately described without recourse to a
further rank between that of the word and that of the
morpheme, for further discussion, see section 12,3.1®
below, and examples 580 - 582.
The Stem hasv only a primary function, at the Bs place
in VTs 1, 2 and 3* Not every individual Stem is attested
to occur in each VT, but the evidence is sufficient to
warrant the confident projection that every Stem has rhe
potential of occurring in each VT. Accordingly, since
there is no significant variation in function, all Stems
are analysed as belonging to one Stem class* This class
is of course of open membership, and displays further
gramma,tica 1 strue tur e,
Internally, all Stems are described in terras, of one
type, which is treated in section 12,2* following. The
Stem Complex is described in section 12.3*

-24012.2* Stem Structure
Only one type is necessary for the description of St
structure.

In this type, four places are recognised, vhi

in their invariable sequence of occurrence are labelled
Core (Cr), and Extension 1, 2 and 3 (Exl, 2 and 3)*

The

manifesting classes are as follows;Cr

by a Verb Root (henceforth referred to simply as
a Root; Noun Roots are always specified as such)

Bxl by a Verb Suffix of subclass (a) (henceforth
referred to simply as a Suffix)
Ex2 by a Suffix of subclass (a)
Ex3 by a Suffix of subclass (a)
The manifesting classes aj?e shown in diagram form be
Or

Exl

Ex2 _

Rt

Sf(a)

Sf(a)

t Ex5

Sf(a)

The Cr place is obligatory and the Ex.places options
All three Ex places may co-occur (no. 55^) > so. that the
theoretical maximum of four places is attested.
No synta
markers have been found.<
Examples
551* Cr place only
6-me
you-d.o~not
D o n 1ti

B20.3

552# Cr and Ext places

■CL-cffiL+m^i
it-reached
It reached

Bl«l

555* Or, Exl and Ex2.places
1& +g&+md-hv/6t $-&.
she-drew-out-when~for-him
When she drew out (the nail) for him

S13-22

55d« Cr,, Exl, Ex2 and Ex 3 places
6«gba+p*i+nja+llr- o
it-s que ez ed-out-its elf-past
It was squeezed out

S17«150

12*5- Ihe Stem Complex
12.3*1- E lem ents

V/here two or (rarely) three Stems in paratactic
relationship to each other are together manifesting the Be
place in a Verb (of any VI), a Stem Complex (StGx) is
established.

In the few examples of a StGx with three

elements, none contains an Ex place *
the second of two elements in
attested to contain an Ex place*

Stems functioning as

StGx are quite frequently
In only four instances,

however, is the Stem functioning as the first of two elemon
in a StGx attested to contain an Ex place.

Tt is these few

of Srem rank.

examples that are crucial to the establishment/.

Without

them, it would be possible to analyse all Suffixes as
functioning in the Verb at word rank, and to analyse a
cluster of two or three hoots as a Morpheme Complex*

12.3.2. Phonologic al Pe atures
Each. Root occurring in a StCx retains membership of
its own tonal group, as described in section 9*2.202^

It

is the tonal group membership of the final Root in the
StCx that determines the tonal behaviour of Suffixes, which
is set out in detail in section 13.3»d.
(There is no vowel harmony between the Roots in a StCx*
(The first Root determines Prefix harmony^ and the last loci
determines Suffix harmony (section, 9-2.2,1.), but Roofs &o_
not influence each other.

See nos. 556? 558 and 561 below,.

There are, however, two individual Roots which have a
slightly different form when they occur as the second cr
third Roots in a StOx.

The Roots in question are
dfi - reach
gb& v kill

Their variant forms are do and gbo respectively (no. 557)?
and occur without i*egard to the vowel qualities of other
Roots in a StOx,

555* StGx of two Stems, at Bs in VTs 2 and 3
d-gbu=di

o-gbu-di

to-kill-eat kill-eating
To kill and eat
R3.3
Stem of structure C r 0 and Stem of structure Cr.

-243556# StCx of three Stems, at Bs in VT1
u -1d=ka=d£ -kp o-1A
he-bit-tore-ate-finish-him
He completely devoured him

R3.25

Stem of structure Or, Stem of structure Or, and Stem
of structure Or#
557* StOx of three Stems, at Bs in VT3 (at Ac in a
contracted VPT5)

& - l “U ~ l o = g b o = z

cCi--hw5

he-on-to-swat-kill-go-continuous-at-last
He kept on swatting and killing (the mosquitoes)
B36.24Stem of structure Or, Stem of structure Crr
and Stem of structure Or.
558. StOx of two Stems, at Bs in VT1
me-c i =wa+j 4-do-ma-n s
I- c ha s e- s e e-c ou Id- he r-not- even
I couldnffc even get a good lock at her

B22.15

Stem of structure Or, and Stem of structure Or Exla
559# StGx of two Stems, at Bs in VT1
Du

yd! dd^nfn- j1

that self suck-hear
That he understood a little (English)

B3Q22

Stem of structure Or, and Stem of structure Or Exle
560# StOx of two Stems, at Bs

in VT3 (of. na 128 for oonu<

u-gwd*/i=z;e
to-dig-go
To go on digging

R5.22

Stem of structure Or Exl, and Stem of structure Cr#

561# StCx of two Stems, at Bs in VI1
u-yu+lu=ka~kp 6
it-filled-exceed-finish
It completely flooded out

(the house)

S17.151

Stem of structure Cr Exl,

and Stem of structure Cr.

562. StCx of two Stems, at Bs in VT1
u~gba-i-p&=lo+/i~hwd~£i
it-popped-came-out-of-at-last-her

It eventually popped out of her (toe)
Stem of structure Cr Exl,

S3.12

and Stem of structure Gr

Ehc'iv

p/ii"r/

• *

■
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-3A7Chapter 13
The.Morpheme
13,1, Morpheme Rank and Morpheme Hyperclasses
The Morpheme is the lowest ranking grammatical unit
established in the description of Ekpeye.

The morpheme

has a primary function at some place in the staucture of
the unit of the next higher rank.

In most cases, this :1s

the word, but in the case of Verb Boots and Verb Suffices
of subclass (a), it is the stem.

Since morpheme rank is

the lowest rank in the grammatical hierarchy, morphemes
cannot occur in secondary functions.

On the basis of

function, morphemes are divided into two hyperclasses ? botn
linked with one or more of the classes established at word
rank.

Morphemes of the Substantive hyperclass may function

only in the structure of words of the Noun and/or Relative
classes.

Morphemes of the Predicative hyperclass may

function only in the structure of words of the Verb class,.
The Substantive hyperclass is described in section 13*2.
followingK and the Predicative hyperclass is described in
section 13*3* below.
13 *2 * The Substantive Hyperclass
The Substantive hyperclass is defined as those morphemes
which may function only in the structure of woreas of the
Noun and/or Relative classes.
On the basis o f .function at
specific places in Noun and Relative structure, three c.’!asses
are established, as follows:-

Class A - the Noun Prefix Class
Class B - the Noun Hoot Class
Class C - the Helative Hoot Class
These classes are described in sections 13*2*1# to
13*2#3* following*
13*2*1* The Noun Prefix Class (Substantive Class A )
The Noun Prefix class is defined as those morphemes
which may^ function at the AB place in Noun or Relative
structure#

It consists of the single formal item
55- - a, one*

The form quoted is a representative allomorph of a

1
—1

morpheme which harmonises completely with the_ first vuwe
of any Y-initial Noun Hoot that may follow it*

Since

vowel harmony is a characteristic feature of word rank
phonology, the harmonically variable forms of the Noun
Prefix, and its tonal elision with the following Noun Rco
have been described at word rank In section 8.4.1*, and
illustrated in examples 4-01 - 412*
13*2*2* The Noun H oot Class (Substantive Class B)
The Noun Root class is defined as those morphemes
which may function at the Bs place in Noun structure*

It

is an open class, whose members occur most frequently as
monomorphemic words.
Por this reason, their phonological
structure has been described at word rank in section
8*4*2*

13*2*3* The Relative H oot Class (Substantive Glass 0)
The Relative Hoot class is defined as those morphemes
which may function at the Bs place in Relative structure.

It consists of the single formal item
nye - person, someone, anyone.
This morp^heme occurs most^ frequently as a monomorphemic
word, as described in section 8*2*7*

See also examples

246 - 259, and 298*
13.3* The Predicative Hyperclass
The Predicative hyperclass is defined as those morphemes
which may function only in the structure of words of the Verb
class (section 13*1*)*

This includes, of course, those

morphemes which function in the Stem, the unit intermediate
between word rank and morpheme rank*

On the basis of

function at specific places in Verb (or Stem) structure,
three classes are established, as follows:Class A

- the Verb Prefix Class

Class B - the Verb Hoot Class
Class C

- the Verb Suffix Class

These classes arc described jn sections 13»3-1- tc
13.3-3* following*
13♦3#1* The Verb Prefix Glass (Predicative Class A)
The Verb Prefix class (referred to simply as the Prefix
class (Pf)) is defined as those morphemes which may function
at any nuclear place other than the Bs place, in any VT*

On -the basis of function at specific places in the variou:
Vfs, the class is subdivided into four subclasses,
are described, in sections 13.S o l d o to 13*5.I d *

fhey

below*

13• 3• 1 *1. fiie Verb Prefix Subclass (a)
Subclass (a) is defined as those members of the Pf
class which may function only at the Ps place in Vfl*

l.h

members of this subclass are the items which manifest the
category of Person* (sections 4,2.I d ,

and 8,2,6, )«

fhe

subclass consists of four formal items, three of which
show allomorphic variation combined with vowel harmony,
as listed below,
Sp
SG

mV- « Ni
a-

- I
- we

H

I- * E- ~ 0 ~ you

R

U-

V~

- he, she, it

fhe tilde ~ denotes, allomorphic variation, and 0
denotes a zero allomorph.

I, E, U and V denote vowel

harmony systems, as described in section 9,2,2.1*, and N
denotes a syllabic nasal homorganic with the following
consonant.
Por t h e ,phonemic and allophonic realisation oj
this morpho-phoneme, see section 2.3.2,
fhe allomorphs of the morphemes manifesting the Sp,
H and R terms in the Person system are tense-condibioned,
as followsjSp

occurs in tenses 1, 3 and 9? niV- elsewhere

H

E- occurs in tenses 4 - 8, 1- elsewhere

R

V- occurs in tenses 4- - 8, Id elsewhere

fhe zero allomorph of the morpheme manifesting the H

oSUv

I*
fc (U

S

f W

i /

U a-

tuotd
Vm

a

M

ak

*

4 ? - . t . 4 0 .

term occurs only in tense 1, and then only at the_ rnd place
in

sentence which is in a primary function (nos* 60j|* end

650.
The U~ allomorph of the R term morpheme is omitted
when the S place in the clause is manifested by a WPj the
E~ allomorph is omitted only in sentences in secondary
function when the S place is manifested by the >?n ya! (no*
68^).

The tones carried by Pfs of subclass (a) are, like

their allomorphs, tense-conditioned, and are shown in f.u;
tense paradigms in section 9*2,2a2.

Examples of Pfs cf

this subclass are to be found in chapter 9 5 and indeed
throughout the thesis.
13.J.1.2, The Verb Prefix Subclass (b)
fc W i.1
1
1
1iHiMm. *in n i»
li m
uinwunhi

n
r.tin * -

-- J - ‘ti i in 'l|

T
n Hm

Subclass (b) is defined as those members of the Pi
class which may function at the AB 1 and 2 places in VT7U
On the basis of function at these and other specific places
in the various V T s , the subclass is further subdivided into
two sub-subclasses.
Sub-subclass (i) may also function at the AB1 place
in VT3.

It consists of the two formal items listed belowc
5A- - come
_ go1

1. The morpheme IV- is interesting in that it furnishes
the most consistent and readily available means of distin
guishing the dialects of Skpeye. All the dialects show the
harmonic variations summarised by the symbol V, but in tba
Ako dialect* the consonant is /!/, in the Up at a and Woye
dialects, I± is /cC/, and in the Igbuduya dialect, it t.s
/z/* Examples 119, 519 and 559 represent the A k o s Upata
and Igbuduya dialects respectively.,

Bub-subc_lass (ii) may function only at the AB 1 and 2
places in V r
fl,

It consists of the three formal items

listed below,
ba- - temporal, when
k&- - not yet
ka- - polite request, please
Themorpheme b&- also has an upward
a SM of clauses of class
(section

ES function,

as

A (a;) at the Dep place in- the Ben

d,2.1.3-. 1* ) *

In VIl, two AB places are recognised because two Pfs
of subclass (b) may co-occur*»

In order to state the co

occurrence potential of the individual member's of the sub
class, they are grouped into Orders,

As stated in section

1 ,2.2,, an order is a grouping made within a class or sub
class to display co-occurrence sequence and restrictions*
Within Pf subclass (b), the sub-subclasses and the^ orders
are cross-classifications of the same formal items.
Within this subclass, it is necessary to recognise three
orders, as stown in the diagram below.
Order 1
Order 2
Ordev 3
ka- _____ b&~
™ , r.,,lfka—

--- -—

-— —

ba

in this diagram, the horizontal and diagonal lines
linking the morphemes indicate the co-occurrence sequences
which are attested,

ka- is attested before ba-, and fcdr

in turn is attested before IV- (nos. G01 and 602 below),
hence the need for the recognition of three orders«

ka-

on the other hand is attested before IV-, but not before

'

2

5

3

'w

6a-*, so that on the available evidence, it could belong to
either of orders 1 and 2.
is attested only to follow
k&-_, so that its order membership is dependent on that of
k&-* k&- is placed in order 1 rather than order 2 because
it shows both a similar form and a complementary distribution
with k&~; k&-_ occurs only with tenses 1 and 7, and ka- only
with tense 10. b&- is placed in order 3 rather than order
2 because it has a semantically complementary relationship
*
1
with IV-, and cannot be linked in any way with
. ibis
arrangement has the added advantage that it keeps the two
members of sub-subclass (bi) together in the same order,
so that the orders and sub-subclasses are mutually
supporting.
of the orders
The evidence for the establishment/is not all available
in text material. Where no reference numbers are given in
the examples below, they are taken from. unelicited utterances
of native speakers in informal^ contexts. In each example,
the crucial Pfs are underlined.
Examples
601* Order 1 before Order 2
I—not—yet—wou 1r) cOinc?—*JNv
I wouldn!t have come

1. In the Igbuduya dialect, /&/ is replaced bjr /b/ in these
two morphemes-, which have the forms ba~ and b&-} as exem
plified in no. 624.

602, Order 2 before Order 3
/-£

he-when-went-cried
When he went and cried

B35°39

603, Order 1 before Order 3

£“k&^5~kp6=g&+l&-n£~y&
you~please~go~f etch-bring-f or-self
Please go and get for me
817*73
604 * Order 1 before Order 3
ka-ba-w £*j'&
please-come~see
Please come and see
13*3*1*3* fhe Verb Prefix Subclass (c)
Subclass (c) is defined as those members of the Pf
class which may function onlyat the Rep place
in VIP*
It
consists of the single formal item
V~ - (no gloss).
The vowel harmony system, summarised by the symbol y
is described in section 9*2.2*1. Por examples, see nos,
524* - 527, 307 - 312 etc*
13#3*l«z'r* The Verb Prefix Subclass (d)
Subclass (d) is defined as those members of the Pf
class which may function only at the Imp place in 713*
consists of the single forme,!item,
U« c, (to)*

It

The vowel harmony system summarised by the symbol U
is described in section 9*2,2.1* Por examples, see nocs*
164 - 177, 327 - 337 and 528 - 539*
13.3*2, The Verb R oot Glass (Predicative Class B)
The Verb Root class is defined as those morphemes
which may function at the Or place in Stem structure,
Lt
is an open class whose members may, but in practice rarely
do, occur as monomorphemic words. Por this reason, their
phonological structure is described here at morpheme rank.
Verb Roots are attested to consist of either one or
two syllables, and only the patterns OT and CVOV occur.
Monosyllabic Roots greatly outnumber dissyllabic ones.
(The relatively small number of possible combinations of
0 and V may seem surprising; the vast number of forms
necessary to meet the lexical requirements of the language
is made up by the enormous range of possible collocations_
with Suffixes and groups of Suffixes. See section 13*3*3.
following.)
On the basis of their behaviour in the various tenses.
Verb Roots fall into two tonal groups, which may be labelled
High Tone (BT) and Low Tone (LI). The tones- carried by
members of each group in each tense are shown in the para
digms in section 9.2.2,2, Dissyllabic Verb Roots fall
into the tonal groups according to the tone carried by
their final syllables in those tenses where the two groups
differ. In examples 605 - 818 below, the Verb Roots are
shown carrying the "inherent11 tone of the tonal group to
which they belong.

Examples
CV
605* y&

- return

606* y6

- squeeze

607# gw£ - fail
608,. yi

- send

609, y£

- dance

610. yo

- cool

611. y5

- wear

612. yd

- satisfy

613, 1&

- fight

GVOV
614. bus£ - move off
615, ci£i - level
616, kdcC6 - go away
617« n&ji - sit
618. f l s e ~ lock

25713.3.3 -

Class (Predic atlve Class C)

The Verb Suffix class (referred- to simply as the Suffix
class (Sf)) is defined as those morphemes which may function
at any Ex place in Stem structure, or at any peripheral
place in Verb structure * On the basis of function at
specific pierces among those listed, the class is subdivided
into^four s u b c l a s s e s T h e y are described in sections
13•3•3•1• to 13*3*3*4* below* Their tone patterns and co
occurrence potential are handled^ separately in sections
13*3*4* and 13*3*5* respectively*
13*3.3*1* The Verb ..Suffix Subclass (a )
Subclass (a) is defined as those members of the Sf
class which may function at the Exl, 2 or 3 places in Stem
structure* It consists of sixteen formal items, which are
listed below without glosses* The meaning of these and
other Sfs is discussed in section 15o3*5*l* Tones are
shown only to distinguish a Sf from otherwise homophonous
members of other subclasses*
-bye
-cd

-cTU
-g$
-la
-IS
-ma
-nU
—pwu
-pi

-2 5 8 -

-pya
-pye
-sa

~yi
The vowel harmony systems summarispd by the symbols
1, U and £ are described in section 9*2.2*1*
13*3*3*2* The Verb Suffix
Subclass (b) is defined as those members of the Sf
class which may function at any of the inner peripheral
places (PB1, 2 and 3) in Verb structure* It consists of
seventeen formal items, which are listed below without
glosses (for their meanings, see section 1 3c 3 *5*l*)* Tones
are shown only to distinguish a Sf from otherwise homophonous members of other subclasses#
-bets
-cCIga
-do
- c t je

“gbsds
-kata
-ke
-ke/i
~kpo
—kwa
-laga
-■ma
«nl
-ta

«te

~tu
-we
The vowel harmony systems summarised by the symbols
I and U are described in section 9*2.2.1.
13*3*3*3* The Verb Suffix Subclass (c)
Subclass (c) is defined as those members of the Sf
class which may function at either of the medial peripheral
places (PB4 and 5) in Verb structure. It consists of ten
formal items, which are listed below without glosses (for
their meanings, see section 13*3*5*1*)* Tones are shown
only to distinguish a Sf from otherwise homophonous members
of other subclasses* Those Sfs max'ked with a raised
are identical in form with items occurring as free words
as members of the Marginal class (section 10.4.)* It is
possible that further data would reveal this link with the
Mg class to be characteristic of all members pf, Sf subclass
(c). Bee also the discussion in section 13*3*5*2.
~d±
-cTihv/u^
-gecCe 35
-gili
-gba
-gbo
-hwo 55
-hwu .
-hwuto^
I

-260The morpheme -hwuto may also have an upward RS function3
as a SM of clauses^ o f class A(a) at the hep place in the
Sen (section 1.2.1.3*1*)* The vowel harmony system summar
ised by the symbol I is described in section 9*2*2.1.
13*5*5*1* The Verb Suffix Subclass (d)
Subclass (d) is defined as those members of the Sf
class which may function at any of the outer peripheral
places (PB6? 7 and 8) in Verb structure. It consists of
nineteen formal items9 which are listed below^ without
glosses (for their meanings5 see section 13*3*5*1*)*
Tones are shown only to distinguish a Sf from otherwise
homophonous morphemes.
-a
-bd
-b£
-cte
-ia
-id
—id
-Id
-m
-m&
-ms
-ne
-nl
-0
~ya
-ye
-yo
-yoni
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Ten of the morphemes in this subclass may also have
an upward PS function, either as a SM of the clause, oi^
as manifesting the 10 or DO place in the clause nucleus.
m i l details of these functions are given in section
13*3.5*1*4\The vowel harmony systems summarised by the
symbols I and 0 are described in section 9.2,2.1*
13 ♦3 o1* Verb Suffix, Tone Patterns
On the basis of their tone patterns, the members of
the Suffix class can be divided into three groups. This
division cuts^ right across both the division into subclasses
of. section 13*3*3* and the division into orders of section
13*3*5* Th two of the three tonal groups, the tone carried
by the Sf varies with the tense; members of one group can
be said to have an inherent HI, and members of the other
group can besaid tohave an
inherent LT* In the third
tonal group, each member has a basic tone (High,Low
or
High-to-Low Pall) which, with one minor exception unrelated
to the tense, is invariable*
Group 1, the inherent HI group, has thirty-two members,
five dissyllabic, and the rest monosyllabic*. The inherent
tone is realised as High on monosyllabic Sfs, and High High
on dissyllabic Sfs. The Additional Vowel (section 9*2.2.2.)
also behaves tonally as a member of this group. The members
of this group are as follows
-bye
-cCe
-cCE
(subclass (a))
~dl
(subclass (c))
“dlga
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-do
-dU
~ga
-gede
-gili
-gbo
-hwu
-jl
-jl
-Ice
-kpo
-la
-laga
—15
-ma
-ma
-nl
-nil
-23WU
-pye

(subclass (a))
(subclass (c))

(subclass (a))

(subclass (a))
(subclass (b))
(subclass (b))

~A
-ta
—tU
—we
-ya
«yi
Group 2, the .inherent I/T group, has twelve members,
four dissyllabic and eight monosyllabic * The inherent tone
is realised as Low on monosyllabic Sfs, and Low Lew on
dissyllabic Sfs. The members of this group are as follower-

~263~
~b etc
-dye
~gba
-gbede
-hwo
-kata
-ke/ i
~kwa
-pi
-pya
-sa
-te

S4
o

u
o
Kj

Group 33 the invariable group, has eighteen members,
two dissyllabic, and the rest monosyllabic. According to
their tone, they are subdivided into lour subgroups, as
follows. Subgroup (i) consists of the two dissyllabic Sfs,
with the tone pattern High Low, namely
-hw&td
-yond
Subgroup (ii) consists of. two Sfs with a High tone, namely
-56 (subclass (d), order 18)
-16 (subclass (d), order 16)
Subgroup (ri) consists of seven Sfs with a Low tone, namely
-A
(subclass (a),
17)
-Id (subclass (cl), order 18)
-Id (subclass (a), order 21)
-ma (subclass
~ni (subclass

(a), order 17)
(d))

Subgroup- (iy) consists of .
s o y o ii Si's with a High-to-Low
falling tone, namely
-Is (subclass (d), order 16)
-0
~md (subclass (d)s order 18)
—me
-ns
A

-JOA
If two or more Sfs of subgroup (iv) follo'w each other wiuhin
one word, all except the last will have a High tone ins tea",
of the High-to-Low fall, This change takes place irrespecrj;
of the tense. See for example no, 64-9*
Suffixes of groups 1 and 2 carry their inherent tones
with the following exceptions;In tenses 1, 4- and 5? Sfs of group 2 have Low or Low
High after HTVbs, and High or High High after LIVbs
In tenses 2, 6 and 8, Sfs of group 1 have Low or Low
Low after all Vbs
In tenses 3? 7? 9 and 10? Sfs of group 1 have Low or
Low Low after LIVbs
In tense 7 only, a word-final Sf of group 1 has a
High-to-Low fall, on the second syllable If
dissyllabic
Ihe behaviour of Sfs of groups 1 and
in the diagram overleaf. It has not been
every individual Sf in every environment,
description may need some modification in
further* data.

2 is summed up
possible to test
so that the above
the light of

With the exception of word-final Sfs of -group 1 in
tense 7? the tonal behaviour of Sfs of groups 1 and 2 is as
shown in the following diagram.

_

Tense
1, jg
2*,' 6,
3^ 7j

|
After HTVb
■j
After LTVb
i
I
I
j Group 1 1 Group 2
Group 1
Group 2 j
j L/LH
j H/HH
5_____ j B/HH
8 _____ L/LL ___I _ V L L _ 1
L/LL
,~ L A *
%_ 10 J
H/HH
j L/LL
} H/LL ~T~

In VTs 2 and 3, the tonal behaviour of Sfs of groups 1,
and 2 is just as it is in tense h.
Sfs are abundantly exemplified throughout the thesis,
especially in nos. 501 - 550, and 619 onwards in this
chapter, so that examples to illustrate Sf tones in
particular are not supplied separately.
13•3♦5• Verb Suffix Go-occurrence Potential
The Verb Suffix class contains a (not necessarily
exhaustive) total of sixty-two members,, up to six of which
are attested to co-occur (section 9*2.1.2.). The range of
possible combinations of Sfs is therefore enormous., and in
order to state the attested sequences of co-occurring »Sfs,
twenty-one orders are set up (cf. section 13*3*1*2.,)« The
orders and the subclasses constitute a cross-classification
within the Sf class as a whole. Nevertheless, the two sets
of results are mutually consistent and mutually supporting,
and together present a clearer picture of Sf distribute on
than has been given for Igbo, The orders are shown in the
chart overleaf, whose interpretation is explained in the
subsequent pages.

C_J.

Ms

M

lc+

d-

M
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In the chart, the orders are given ascending numbers
outwards from the Root® A single horizontal line cuts across
each order, and those Sfs which are placed above this line
are necessarily members of the order to which they are
allotted. In every case, they ax^e attested to occur both
before Sfs shown above the line in the next higher numbered
order, and after Sfs shown above the line in the next lowernumbered order, as indicated by the linking lines9 It is on
the basis of such examples that the twenty-one orders are
recognised,
Those Sfs which are shown below the horizontal line
cannot be conclusively allotted to any one order on the
available evidence. The limits of their possible order
membership are shown by the linking lines to their left
and/or right. Each Sf must belong to an ordex" higher in
number than that of the Sf to which it is linked on the
left, and to an order lower in number than that of the Sf
to which is is linked on the right. Wherever the data
allows, Sfs below the horizontal line are linked to Sfs
above the line, Sometimes, however, as with -hwuto and
-c&hwu of order 14-, their range of possible membership is
delimited more precisely by their collocation with other
Sfs, shown below the line (in this case, with -gerib of order
13). In other cases, a link with other Sfs shown below the
horizontal line represents the only available evidence*
Within their limits of possible membership, the Sfs below
the line are allotted to the order to which on the basis
of subclass membership, or if relevant, semantics9 they are
deemed most likely to belong. Thus -m and -ma are allotted
to order 17 rather than order IS because like the necessary
members of order 17, they are semantically related to the

subject of their clause, whereas the members of order IS
are semantically related to the object of their clause*
The vertical sequence in which the Sfs are arranged within
an order is not grammatically significant# It was chosen
simply to afford maximum convenience in drawing the linking
lines#
The congruence of the division of Sfs into orders with
the division into subclasses is seen In the fact that.all
the members of Sf subclass (a) fall into orders 1 -.4-, all
the member's of subclass (b) fall into orders 5 - 1 1 ? all
the members of subclass (c) fall into orders 12 - 14-,, and
all the members of subclass (d) fall into orders 15 - 21 s,
Eor a discussion of the way in which evidence from each
scheme of classification has been used to influence, marginal
decisions In the other scheme, see section 13*3*5*2* The
chart on page 266 is by no means a final and conclusive
statement on the Verb Sfs of Ekpeye. However, it does
■present the mass of available data in a form which, though
certainly complex, is both concise and consistent#
The examples on which the establishment of the orders
is based are shown below in two groups. The first group,
nos. 619 - 651? give the co-occurrences of those Sfs shown
above the horizontal line in the chart on page '266, and
constitute the evidence on which the orders are recognised.
The second group, nos. 652 - 697? give the evidence which
delimits the range of possible order membership of the Sfs
shown below the line on the chart. Nos, 69S - 760 give
the few cases where Sfs occur in other- than the regular
sequence# In all these examples, the crucial Sfs are
underlined#
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619* Order 1 before order 2
ft-wft+by&+mft~mft—hw o«ft
he-split-sever-off-completely-at-last-her
Einally he chopped her (head) right off
B17*16
620. Order 1 before order 2
ft-1&H-gft+mft~hwfttft-ft
she-drew-out-when-for-him
When she drew out (the nail) for him

S13.22

621. Order 1 before order 2, and order 2 before order 3
ft-gba+pjj;tmft+ljb~ 6
it-squeezed-out-itself-past
It was squeezed out S17*150
622. Order 3 before order ft
fl-gbe+li-f/f.- fi-lft
it-darkened-itself-on-him
He was benighted
B2ft#ft
623* Order ft before order 3
25+/&-lftgft~mft~yft
she-is-beautiful-passing-completely-self
(Ihat) she attracted him very much
G-2.28
62ft.. Order ft before order 5
ft~b&~bd~lS^f^-w £-*6-5 £
he-when-carry-go-out-past-group
When they carried (him) out
R2.39

625* Order 5 before oi’der 6
a~Ra-l&g§.-t&
you-pass-by
You may pass by
S7*70
626, Order 5 before order 6
bft
y&! 16-me ~w£-1ft-gddg
that self go-do-with-first
(That he would go at once and use (it)

B31*l

627* Order 6 before order 7
6-yo-t4-k§-kp6
he-dx'essed-up-finish
He dressed right up
S2.17
628, Order 6 before order 7
ft-cI:+mft'
~tft-kwft-kp 6
he-cut-off-thcroughly-finish
lie thoroughly cleared (the bush)

S7*2ft

629* Order 7 before order 8
ft-ci-kwft-ntfc-kpo-ya
he-cleared-thoroughly-finish-for-self
He completely finished the clearing for me
630, Order 7 before order 8
-k6-nl-j1-1s-yd-ne
he-make-completely-for-also-have-self
lie has also thox’oughly prepared for me

S25*9

S23*18
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6J1. Order 8 before order 9
m 6-g6 =yd-nC-k4ta—b&
I-buy-bring-for-a s-we11-1hem
(That). I should buy and bring back for them as we
B38.28
632. Order 9 before order 10
ft-hwo-kfttft-kpo
he-ground-as-well-finish
He ground (them) up with the rest

83*56

633* Order 10 before order 11
ft-zo-kpp-do-o
it-be-beautiful-finish-could-NV
It couldnft be very beautiful
B38.55
63^* Order 11 before order 12
ft-z 6-cCS-gbft-ft
I-go-oould-again-FV
I shall not be able to go again

El,8

635* Order 12 before order 13
mo-go+nft-gbft~ n4-n 8
I-took-again-also
I took again next
B33*52
636* Order 13 before order 14
ft-1akp5+cCft-j^"hw5-16 -n 8
he-become-thin-also-at-last-have
In the end, he had also become very thin

8?.77

/(■_—
637* Order 14 before order 15
u~wa+by£*m &-pia-hw$-cl
(as no* 619)
638* Order 15 before order 16
■ft-cTu+/i-|i“ 16
it-reached-her-when
When it reached her turn

G2,39

639* Order 16 before order 17
you-go-out-if-group
If you people go out

S I <,10

640* Order 16 before order 175 and order 17 before order
u~m6-ls~
he-do-if-group-self
If they do (it) to me
S17#83
641* Order 17 before order 18 (cf* no* 209 £or context)
l-ne-ni-yd
you-gave-group-self
You iieople gave me
S8*38
642, Order 17 before order 18
u—hv/u—b6— & s
they-pay-group-thern
They pay them
S20*20
643* Order 17 before order 18
e-b6—nr-kpo-ls-56-ma
she-hate-to-finish-have-group-her
They have hatched a plot against her

G2*44

644, Order 17 before order 18, and order 18 before orde
hw5~kp6~ 5&~l£i~nc
he -b al e-n ot-f in ish~ gr oup*~it-even
They wonft even finish baling it
R5,35
645, Order 18 before order 19
&~m&+/£~§~yd-nS
it-appeal-not-to-self-even
(That) it didn*t appeal to him at all

Gl,19

6^6* Order 18 before order 19
I-said-to-also-them
I told them next
S15*4
647* Order 18 before ordex1 19
6-m6~ji-l£-m£-n£
it-do-also-have-him
It has also happened to him

R6,5

648# Order 19 before order 20
■ft-dS~wu==w 6+j4-ni- j£-1£~n£~ffls
he-went-search-look-for-also-me
He then went and searched on my behalf
649* Order 19 before order 20
£ nw e
gw&-o 4-ne-yo
hunger seized-also-you
Hid you get hungry?
02,12

El,12

-274650. Order 20 before order 21
give-me~then
Give me (some) then

B35«55

651* Order 20 before order 21
&&•
y&!gbti-m£- cC6-hw 5- fe-1&
that self kill-finish-can-at-last-you-then
That I can kill you off at last then
83*27
Examples 652 - 697 relate to those Sfs shown be ov.” t
horizontal line in the chart on page 266.
652* pya (order l) before order 3
6- gba-i-py£»hl£~kp o
it-split-small-itself-finish
It was broken up into tiny bits

BJ^*6

653* sa (order 1) before order 3
U-w o+sd+l^- 3
it—spill-overturn-itself-past
It v;as all upset and spilt
B26.22
654* jl (order 1) before order 4
4-1 o
£
he-went-out-to-them
He went out to them
812.11
655* la (order 1) before order 4
u- do «k£*l&+/3:~ 3
he-tcld-spoke-out
He related (the story)
H5*32

-27!>*

656* cCI (order 1) before order 5
■Cl-lft+jffi-w£- St-b£
he-use-it-group
They make use of it
B27.9
657* yi (order l) before te (order 5) before order 6
ft-kp6+yi-t£-tft
he-filled-right-up
He filled right up
S7*S6
656. rjwu (order 1) before bats (order 5)
u~ sd+jn\'jd—b £t£- hw&t o
he™ stuc k-upri ght-d ov/n-v/hen
VJhen he stuck (the paddle) upright in the ground
659• uIJ (order 1) before order 6
gb+nu~tu~hw5
t ake -at -1 ast
Take at last
B8.23
*»■

660* pye (order l) before order 14
he-went-to-see«at«last
He finally went to see

H5«22

661* cCU (order 4) after order 1
u-d&+g£L+cife-m&-gb£.
he~fell-inside-completely-again
He fell right back in again
BJ2.26

SI
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662* cCU (order 4) before ke/i (order 8)
d~kpu-Kjft-k£/i
he-went-in~with
He entered with (thenj) B24«8
663- bets (order 5) before order 6
&-wft-5£t&-1&
he-poured-down
He poured down
A5*41
664* dlga (order 5) before order 6
54
y&? cC6~wu~ cfigd-tn
that self go-search-round
That he would go and search round

S23*6

665# gbsds (order 5) before order 6
u- cCo-td—gb feds~t&-kp 6
he -went-gat her ed-1 ogethe r-f ini sh
He went and laid (a fire)
S7*30
666* dye (order 5) after order 1 and before order 7
4-c&t e+pa:-dy&-kw£
she-1ock ed-1 urn ed-1 ho r oughly
She locked (it) fast
S24*63
667# ke/i (order 8) before order 10
4~wa-k5/i —kpo—a—5&
he-chopped-with-finish-him-group
They helped him finish chopping

B7.6

-277668* ta (order 9) after order 1
4-kpd+gd^tA-b £
he-went-about-together-group
They were inseparable
S18.9
669# ta (order 9) before order 10
ft-lfi-td-kp6he-threw-together-finish-group
They both finished throwing
SI?*13
6?0# ma (order 10) after order 8
6-gbu-ni-md-ya
you-k:*
-far-ifinisb-s elf
Don*t kill (the child) for me

02*32

6?1* ma (order 10) before order 11
u~ bi ~tu~
cCo- hw&13
he-took-completely-could-when
VJhen he was able to finish taking (food)

A5.46

6?2* gili (order 12) after order 8
he-said-1 o~ cft en~him- gr oup^
They kept telling him
HI,9
6?3* gili (order 12) before order 14
d-wCb-dig3-glll-hw3
he-1ooked-r ound-oft en-at ~1ast
He eventually searched and searched

B31,20
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674. gbo (order 12) after order 8
4-gwa+Im-nfc-gb6-hw3~1A
it-remained-to-only-at-last-her
In the end, she only had (one) left

N3*23

675* gbo (order 12) before order 13
gbd—2,i-n§
she-bore-only-even
She in turn bore only (one)
SI9.5
676# dl (order 12) after order* 10
u~g6+nft~kpo-dl
he-take-finish«continuous
He was finishing taking
S3-51
677* dl (order 12) before order 13
4—3^—nis—cfe—
4—ns
it-was-to-oontinu ous-als o-him
He usually had (six)
S7*33
678. gecTe (order 13) after order 10
u-m3-k 3-n 1-kp6-g3cCd-A
he -made-c omp 1et ely-f or-f ini sh-f ir st- he r
At first, he prepared thoroughly for her
679* gecCe (order 13) before order 14
i-hwu~ cfd-wi -gdcCd-hwo-l A
you-eat-suck-with-first-then
Just eat some with (this spoon) then

G2*35

_
S17*1U

680,. hwuto (order 1/1) after gecfe (order 13)
ti~kpu+du~ge
to
he-entered-first-when
When he first entered
A3«58
681. hwuto (order 14) before order 15
4“l^+gd-i-ma-hw6t5-A
(as no* 620)
682. dihwu (order 14) after gede (order 13)
5~hwh~gede-d& hw6
he ~wil l-o al 1-firs t-likewi se
In the same way, he will first call
B39«7
683» dihwu (order 14) before order 16
56
yd1
t e«kp o» d6hw6~ 1£
that self dance-finish-likewise-when
That when she finished dancing in that way
684. hwu (order 14) after order 10
U" di"kp6",hw6
he~eat~finish~somehow
He should somehow eat up
821,15
685* hwu (order 14) before order 16
&
kp6 •. 6~k&+d6-1u~ hwu~ Is- &£
that how. 4.he-speak-somehow-group
That is roughly how they talk
B39®5
686, le (order 16) after order 14
56
yd* w6+jft“hwo^lS*-md
that self seen-at-last-had
That he had seen at last
3320,11

811.19

687. I® (order 16) before order 17,
5-b o-ni-kp6-l^ b ^ ”md
(as no a 643)
688• cCs (ordex^ 16) after order 13 (with intervening AY)
ft-sd-jjfe-e- cC£~nt
it-was-ripe-not-even-after-all
It wasn't even ripe after all
S3.33
•MW u r i

689. ds (order 16) before order 17
ft— bfe-i-1ft:— £—Cfd— b£
he-threw-not-again-group
They didn't get another throw

S15.25

690# 0 (order 16) after cfehwu (order 14)
ft-kwo+ma» cffthwft-3
she-dri ed-likewi se-past
She dried (it) in the same way
B32.42
691. 0 (order 16) before order 17
ft-ba- cCu+m-o— bS
he-when-r eaohed-past-group
When they reached
S2.13
692. m (order 17) after le (order 16)
mS-w e+jft-gxli-le-fo
I-see-of'ten-have
I have often seen
339*2
693* m& (order1 17) after li (order 16)
bft ya1 we+gft-hwb-le-m^d
(as no. 686)

69ZJ-# m (order 17) before order 19
m 6~gbU“J1-g-m-ng-£
I—ki lie d-n ot- eve n-HV
I didn’t even catch any (fish)

S4-tJ6

695* mfi. (order 17) before order 19
hvt
yg
wig-dfgd-d&hwd- 5-nid-n s
that self wanted-likewise~not-even
That he didn’t even want

S5«l!-5

696* ye (order 20) after order 17
&-wa~n&~t&“5£~ye
he-seia e™remove-group-us
They will snatch (it) away from us
697* yoni (order 20) after order 17
&-kp&+j j£-1£ ~ p b ~ j 5n&
he --receive have-group~you-pe op 1e
They have treated j q u people well

115*21

B17*71

Examples 698 - 780 show Bfs occurring in atypical
sequence.
698* nl (order 8) before ke (order 7)

4-kd.^kft+pyfi-n4^k§«gbd-n4
you-please-beat"Small-for-well-again-group
Please break (it) well up for (me) again
B28a62
699* kpo (order 10) before nl (order 8)
d- di~kpo^ni~ cCi~y&
he-ate-f in ish-f or-c ontinu ous ~seIf
He kept eating (it) up for himself

B2zi«30

700, ya (order 13) before nl (order 17)
I-bl --£1l-yjxnl

y ou«hat e«f or~ seIf~ group
You people have a hatred for me

G2.-,42

13*5*5*1* Yhe Orders and _TIieir Members
This section contains details of the meaning of each
Sf, and alternative forms where these occur* liie semauuie
characteristics of the orders themselves are discussed^
when this is relevant. Bfs arc- listed as on the chart*
13-3-5-1*1* Orders 1 - 4
Orders 1 - 4 correspond with Sf subclass (a), Members
of these orders are often extremely hard to gloss, because
a lexical item in English is equivalent to a hoot plus one
or even more Bfs of subclass (a) in Elrpeye. Bee for instao
the notes on jl below. It is not possible to attribute any
semantic characteristics to the orders as orders within
this group<
Order 1
bye
ga

pi
pya
sa

- Separate, detached*
- No convenient gloss; this Sf often combines
with another to equate with an English lexical
item, e.g. ga+/i - into (transitive)
ga-fcCu - into (intransitive)*
- Inside*
- Small, into pieces*
- VJith a turning motion*

JI

la
cCI
yi
rjwu
nU
pye

- No convenient gloss; this Sf is common with
Roots related to the idea of perception, e.g„
ma+jar - know, mnqji - hear, we+ja - see. It
Is homophonous with jl of order 13, but is
attested to co-occur with it, as in no, 6487
- No convenient gloss.
- No convenient gloss,
- No convenient gloss; this Sf is always follow
by te of order 5*
- Upright.
- No convenient gloss,
- To see; used with verbs of motion.

Order 2
Order 2 is not attested to co-occur with.order 5*
Uhere norestrictions of this kind are stated, it is to be
understood that none have beon observed. Even where such
restrictions are stated, however, it is always^ possible
that theyare accidental in the available data.
ma

- Often means 11off” or "out".
It is homophonou
with ma of order 10, but is attested to co
occur with it, as in no, 619*

Order 3
Order 3 is not attested, to co-occur with orders B or
II

- Reflexive. The I vowel harmony system Is
unique to this morpheme.

-28*Order 4

/I
dff

-No convenient gloss; this Sf isusually
found
in transitive verbs, andmay iop3.ytransitivity,
-Inside.

13.3*5.1.2. Orders. 5 - .11
Orders 5 « 11 correspond with Sf suboless (b.\
Order 5
The members of this order mostly have meanings connected
with the Idea of motion; they do not occur with orders .2 or 3
laga
ws
te
bets
dlga
gbede
dye

-Direction past,
-With (Instrumental),
-No convenient gloss,
-Down,
-Around.
— Together, into one place,
- With a circular motion.

Order 6
Order 6 is not attested to co-occur with order 3,
tU

- No convenient gloss.

Order 7
ke
kwa

- With effort, well,
- Thoroughly.

Order 8

nl
ke/i

- To, for* This Sf implies ditransitivity.
- With (accompaniment). There is an alternative
form keji.

Order 9
kata
ta

~ In addition to something already there,
- In company with, mutually.

Order 10
kpo
ma

Finish, completed action.
Completely. There is an alternative form
cama, which belongs to Sf tone group 2. This:
Sf is homophonous with ma of order 2, but ip
attested to co-occur with it, as in no* 619*

Order 11
cCo

- To be able. This Sf is much more common with
the semantically negative tenses 8 - 10.

13*3*5*1*3* Orders 12 - Id
Orders 12 - 14- correspond with Sf subclass (c)*
Order 12
gba
gili

- Again, mere*
- Often, frequently*

gbo
cCI

- Only,
- Continuous action. This Sf occasionally has
the reduplicated form cCEdlo it is otherwise
homophonous with cCI of orde.r l u

Order 13
jl

gecfe

- Also, again* This Sf very often co-occurs
with ne of order 19, with the combined meaning
of "in turn", or "in contrast, on the other
hand". It is homophonous with 3I of order 1,
but is attested to co-occur with it, as in
no. 648,
- First, at first.

Order 14
hwo . - At last, finally.
hwuto - When, whenever, only, just. This Sf may also
have an upward RS function, as a SM of clause
of class A (a) at the Dep place in the sent err.-;,
cfehwu - Likewise, in the same way.
hwu
- Somehow,
13.3.5 a . 4, Orders 15 ~ 21
Orders 15 - 21 correspond with Sf subclass (d). They
are mainly inflectional in meaning, and their members are
often linked with the categories of Person or Tense.
Orders 15* IS and 20 are mutually exclusive; the members of
all three orders denote clause objects, and therefore a?Lways
have an upward PS function at clause rank.

O

r

d

e

r

1

5

a

- Referent person object, him, her, it* This
Sf never occurs with tenses 5 5 3 , 9 or 2.0,
-nor with-tens9 5 ■aftea?—the—
It never
causes the elision of the preceding vowel*

Order 16
(The members of this order are all distributionally
linked with particular tenses, though in no case are they
a diagnostic feature of any tense*
16

Is
cCe

0

-If, when* This Sf occurs only with tense 1,
and always has an upward RS function, as a Si-'I
of clauses of class A at the Dep place in the
sentence5 or of clauses of classes A(a) or B
in secondary function at some place in the
structure of another clause*
- Perfect, have* This Sf occurs only with tense
5 , but is not obligatory with it.
- After all, contrary to expectation.
This Sf
occurs only with the semantically negative
tenses 8 - 10, but does not carry the negation,.
r- Past time. This SX occurs only with tenses
2 , 3 and 5 * ft causes the elision of.the
preceding vowel and the tone it bears, unless
that vowel is close (/i, A*, u or u/)* The 0
vowel harmony system is unique to this morpheme
and is also unique in that it is optional after
a close front vowel (/i or A/). The occurrence
of the e harmonic form after /i/ and /A/ seems

to be increasing, and is considerably more
frequent in the speech of younger people than
in that of older people* In historical terms3
it may be conjectured that in the not very
distant past, this morpheme was invariable in
form, and that the harmonically variable forms
have been introduced by analogy with the AV
characteristic of tenses 6 - 10 (vowel harmony
system A) with which it is in mutually exclusive
distribution* See section 9.2,2*1,
Order 17
The members of this order are all distribu/bionally
linked with the terms in the Person system.
nl

be

m

- Co-occurs only with the SG- and H terms in the
Person system. In semantic terms, this Sf
makes first person plural exclusive into
inclusive, or second person singular into
plural* As an abstraction from this, it mag
be said to mark the group of which the hearer
is a member as subject,
- Co-occurs only with the R term in the Person
system. In semantic terms, this Sf makes
third person singular into plural*
- This Sf occurs obligatorily with the Sp term
in the Person system in tenses^ 5. and 7 - 10,
See the paradigms in section 9«2,2,2.
- This Sf occurs obligatorily with the R term in
the Person system in tenses 5 and 8 - 1 0 when
the reflexive Pn yd1 is manifesting the S place
in the clause*

O

r

d

e

r

1

8

ya

b£
la

ma

- Reflexive object, self*. This Sf is used only
in sentences in secondary function, or, in
notional terms, in indirect speech*
- Referent person group object, them*
- Referent person object, him, her, it.
This
Sf occurs with tenses 2 and 7 “ 10, and with
tense 3 after the Cnj mu.
- Referent person object, him, her, it.
This
Sf occurs only with tense 5*

Order 19
ns

- Even* This Sf very often co-occurs with jl
of order 13, with the combined meaning of "in
turn", or "in contrast, on the other hand".

Order 20
ms
yo

ye
yoni

- Speaker- person object, me. This Sf occasion
ally has an alternative form m, as in no* 650«
- Hearer person object, you* This Sf may_
optionally coalesce with a preceding Sf. The
attested forms are shown in examples 701 - 707
below.
- Speaker's Group person object, us,
- Hearer person group object, you people.

Order 21
la

- Hortatory, then.

This Sf occurs often in

sentences marked by the In Particle hgwd* It
coalesces with nl of order 17 in the stereo
typed parting greeting ngwd 16+/&-ft~n&, where
n&~l& goes to
This Bf is homophonous
with la of order 18,
The following examples show the coalescing forms of
the Bf yo of order- 20*
Examples
701* cCu-yo - cC-i
£13=
yo+cC—i
body cools-for-you
You are at peace
B39*19
702, cfo-yo « d~e
bu
yd1
bh-d-e
that self carry-can-you
That I can carry you
S7*50
703# hwVyo ~ hw5«£
bu yk! gbft~m&-d6-hw^J;-l&
704. md*-y6 = m-4
b&
yd1
bd-o-m-1
that self carry-not-you
That I won't carry you

(as no* 651)

>S7*60

705- d&hw&~yo - d&hw-i
(of* no* 106 for context)
^
^
%
p
^
_
U- *=h~n3a-(ffehW-3!
it-is-for-likewise-you
It is the same for you
S5e46
■_r

-2 9 1 -

706. a g-yS i~4
a»-gba-gb6-l-&
we»s ho ob^ki 11 ^hav*e-you
We shot (a pig) for you

S3 *37

707. AV A-yo « 6-e
&-b6-6-S
it~is~not~for-you
Wasn't it your (husband's liver and heart)?

S3 *44

13 *3 •5 •2 « The helationship of Orders and Subc las3es
It is the aim of this section to discuss the criteri
on which the Sf subclasses are established, and to state
why individual Sfs whose membership of an order and/or a
subclass is indeterminate in the available data have been
allotted to one order or subclass rather than another.
Sf subclass (a) is defined (in section 13#3•3*1-) as
those Sfs which may function at any of the Em places in
Stem structure. The limit of the Em places, and the ref*,
also the limit of Sf subclass (a), is determined by the
occurrence of particular Sfs at the Exl place in the firs
Stem of a StCx (section 12.3*1*)* In the available data,
only four Sfs are attested in this particular function,
namely pi, II, fl and dU. The 'occurrence of dXJ in this
function helps both to allot it to one particular order,
and to limit the extent to which this characteristic
subclass (a) function is projected to Sfs for which it is
not attested. On the available evidence, dU could belong
to any order lower in number than that of ke/i, which in
terms of the chart on page 266 means any order between 2

/**] /-N r

and 7* Since no other Sf for which the diagnostic subclass
(a) function is attested belongs to an order higher in
number than 4, it is clearly desirable that dU also should
be allotted, to an order not higher than 4. r
fo allot it to,
say, order 5 would, involve the projection of the typical
subclass (a) function to the seven members of that order;
for this there is no evidence. With the exception of nli
and pys, all the other members of orders 1 to 4 are attested
to precede order 5? so that the projection of the subclass
(a) function to them is not unreasonable. With nU and pye,
further data might well necessitate an alteration in their
subclass and/or order membership. cftJ is allotted to order
4 rather than orders 3 or 2 on the admittedly tenuous
ground of its semantically complementary relationship with
/I, noted in section 13.3*5.1*1* ‘
Ihere is nothing to
suggest that any link exists with the members of orders
2 or 3*
So„ much then for the division between subclasses Xa)
and (,b). Subclass (b) is defined (in section 13*3*3*2.)
as those Sfs which may function at any of the inner peri--pheral places in Verb structure, (PB places 1, 2 and 3),
As indicated in section 9*2.1.1., the distinction betv/een
the inner and medial peripheries in Verb structure, and
therefore also the distinction between Sf subclasses (b)
and (c), is that the former may occur in Vl
12 while the
latter may not. In terms of the orders, this break must
come betv/een orders 11 and 12; cCo,, the sole member of order
11, is attested to occur in VT2 (no. 307) , and gba, the sole
necessary member of order 12, is attested not to occur in
VI2 (no. 320). The membership of subclass (b), therefore
corresponds to the membership of order's 5 - 1 1 *
Within
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this range 5 most o f the Sf a ere attested in YT?, but for*
seven (bste,, gbsde, cCye, we, ke, ke/i and kata) there is
no evidence* But since the seven Sfs in question are all
members of orders not higher in number than 9? the projection
of the characteristic subclass (b) function to them seems
very reasonable.
Within subclass (c) there remains some indeterminacy.
The three optional members of order 12 (gili, gbo and bl)
could on the available evidence all belong to lower numbered
orders, and therefore to subclass (b). cd is allotted to
order 12 rather than ordei' 11 because it is attested not
to occur in VT2 (no. 521), but with gili and gbo there is
no evidence in this respect. They are allotted to order
12 rat hex’ than to a lower order partly to avoid extending
the projection of the subclass (b) function in VT2 to them.,
and partly because they are semantically more compatible
with order 12 than with orders 9* 10 or 11 § all the members
of order 12 as at present constituted bear some kind of
semantic reference to time, gecCe of order 13 and hwu of
order 14- also could belong to order 11 on the available
distributional evidence. Evidence is lacking as to their
occurrence in VT2, but since gecfe shares what may tentatively
be called a typical feature.of subclass (c), namely
occurrence as a free word as, a member of the Mg class
(sections 13*3*3*3* and 10.4-,), it seems reasonable to
allot it to order 13* hwu- is not attested as a freo word,
end indeed is very rare as a Sf. It is allotted to order
14- on no stronger ground than that it has some similarity
of form with the other members of that order. With the
exception of hwu, all the members of orders 13 and 14* are
attested as free words. Since this function is not on

present evidence attested for the members of order 12, it
might be better to use it as a basis for the establishment
of sub-subclasses within subclass /c) than to project it
as a feature of the whole subclass.
The division between the medial and outer peripheries
in Verb structure, and therefore between Bf subclasses (c)
and (d) cannot be made on such clearly functional grounds
as the divisions between subclasses (a) and (b) and between
subclasses (b) and (c). On semantic grounds, a division
is desirable betv/een orders 14- and 15, because the members
of.orders 15 - 21 are, with the exception of ns of order
19, inflectional in meaning* On structural grounds, there
are two lines of support for a break at this point, thought,
neither is overwhelming in itself. The first is that it
is only members of orders 13 and 14- which are known to
occur as free words; this suggests that a break after order
14- might be appropriate* The second lies in the placement
of the Additional Vowel of tenses 6 - 10 (section 9j»2.2*2„;
This is attested both to precede ds of order 16 (no* 541)
and to follow c&hwu (no* 550). On the basis of its tens©'
linked distribution (section 13*3*5«1«4.) de is fairly
confidently allotted to order 16, so that any division
made on the basis of the occurrence of the AV depends on
the order membership of cfihwu* Distributionally, tfihwu
must precede order 16, and follow gecfe* When gecfe is
accepted as a member of order 13, as ax^gued in the previous
paragraph, d&hwu can belong only to orders 14 or 15* It
has nothing in common with order 15, but has both occurrenc
as a free word and a certain similarity of form in common
with the other members of order 14, It seems therefore
that cC&hwu is most appropriately allotted to order 14,

-295and that any break made on the basis of the_ occurrence of
the AV should come between orders 14 and 15*
Within subclass (d), it would be possible to set up
sub-subclasses on various grounds, but any such sub-sub
classes would be sequentially discontinuous in that they
would not be composed of members of adjacent orders, and
their establishment would be more complicated than useful*
The criteria on which they could be based v/ould include
upward B8 function, and occurrence as free words. If
upward ES function were taken as the basis for further
subdivision., J^gjnembers of orders 15, 18 and 20 v/ould
constitute one/subclass, as manifesting an object place
in clause structure, l£ of order 16 would constitute a
second sub«~subclass, as functioning as a SM of the clause,
at the Dep place in the sentence, and the remaining Sfs
would constitute a third, sub^-stibclass, as having no upward
ES function# If occurrence as free words were taken as the
basis for further subdivision, then the members of orders
19 and 21 would constitute one sub-subclass, and the
remaining Sfs a second sub-subclass# Again, if greater
weight were attached to the feature of occurrence as free
words, then ne of order 19, which is semantically incongruous
in subclass (d), and la of order 21, which is less so,
could.be made members qf subclass (c)* This arrangement
would again have the disadvantage of yielding subclasses
which were not composed of members of adjacent orders.
Where such, relatively insignificant factors have to be
balanced against each other, the point has been reached in
the cline of delicacy where decisions are becoming arbitrary,
and depend as much on the predilections of the analyst as
on the evidence of the data.
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Analysed Text
14# 1* The .‘
Text
The text analysed in this chapter is that designated
S2 in the corpus of material on which is based the analysis
presented in chapters 1 - 1 3 #
It is typical of the folk
tale genre^which includes the majority of the texts recorded
(section 1.2.1*), and it shows a good variety of structures
within a reasonably small compass. For the purposes of
this chapter, a more detailed system of numbering the
sentences within the text has been employed than that used
for other texts. Where two ox* more consecutive sentences
occur in a secondary function, the second and subsequent
of such sentences have the letters a, b, etc. added to the
sentence number. This affects sentences 10, 14, 20 and 25 e
Sentences or parts of sentences from this text have
already been quoted in a number of examples, as listed bpinv-r
Sentence 9 in example no. 32
10
11
10a
203
1X
s

22

691
115
627
217
551
577

25b

308

16
3.7
20
20b

26

1
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.14*2 o The Layout of the Text
The text and its analysis are set out as follows.
The first line gives the text itself, fully punctuated in
accordance with the system indicated in section 2,7*
Thereafter, with the exception of Stem rank, two lines are
devoted to each rank in the grammatical hierarchy, the first
giving the status of all the units at that rank, and the
second giving the places they manifest in the structure
of the next higher ranking unit. A third line is devoted
to supplementary units as and when they occur* In any
unit consisting of more than one place, all the constituent
places are linked by a continuous underline.
At Stem rank, since all units belong to one class and
one type, there is no need to indicate the status of a uni--,
and so only one line is required, unless a StCx occurs.
At morpheme rank, the status of each unit is shown in terms
of its class and subclass membership, but at word and h i g h ■_
ranks, the type rather than the class membership is shown,
since this is more relevant to structure* In the case cf
Adverbs and APs, however, the subclass membership is shown,
since only one type is established. Where type membership
is given, class membership can easily be determined, by
reference to the grammatical outline in section 1*2 <,3*
The bracketed figtires shown at wcrd_ rank after Verbs
of type 1 indicate the tense of the Verb. AVs and NVs are
identified at morpheme rank, and linked by a line to the
number denoting the tense, by which their occurrence is
conditioned. Since only two of the Nouns in this text
are other than monomorphemic, Noun structure is shown only
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in these two cases. As in chapter 13, the abbreviations
Pf and Rt refer only to Verb Prefixes and Verb Roots; when
a Noun Prefix or Noun Hoot occurs, it is specified es such.
When a unit has an upward rank-shifted function, such
as a Verb Prefix of subclass (a) manifesting the 8 place in
clause structure, a vertical line links the manifesting rtem
with the place, and the place symbol is enclosed in brackets
When a word or morpheme is functioning as a SM, it is under
lined in the text, and a line links it with the place at
which it marks a function, but the place symbol is not
bracketed. Units in a secondary, or downward rank-shifted,
they are functioning.A This means
that there may be two or more blank lines below units In a
primary function, in order to show the analysis of all urnr-s
at the same structural layer on the same line. A capital:
letter at the left of each line indicates the rank of tiu-.
unit whose structure is given on that line. Where the un;..
has a secondary function, the capital letter is bracketed.
Of these capital letters, M, St, W, P, 0 and 8 stand fox1
morpheme, stem, word, phrase, clause and sentence respect”
ively. All other abbreviations in this chapter are as used
throughout the thesis, and. as listed on pages 4 and 5*
For the sentence, as the highest ranking unit of the
grammatical hierarchy, only secondary functions can be shown
and. for the morpheme, as the lowest ranking unit of the
hierarchy, no structure can be shown.
In order to make the line breaks at points syntactic
ally convenient^in the Fkpeyc? no translation is included
in this section. The text is repeated with a morpheme
translation and a free translation in section 14.4. below,
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14* A * Iransiation
1A*A.1. Litera1 Irans1at1on
In this section, the text is repeated and beneath, it
is given what is as nearly as practicable a morpheme
translation. Ihe sentences are numbered as in the previous
section to facilitate cross-reference.
1.

d/cCd-Hnd / d-f*dbdv 2.
u/-ba-du+m-6,
mu bkwdldkwo/
it-reached a-time.
it-when-reached, then lortoise

zd / 4yd (ds&m&ld).
went bush~of
hunt.

3*

4/bd-ae /
4yd (dsdmdld),
he-when-went bush-of
hunt,

;mu
u/wu-cCigd / ondyd, ondya/'jd-d-£;^
then he-sought-around animal, animal is-not.
5ndyd, . dn&yd/jd-d-e;,.
around animal, animal is-not.

A. p/wd-cCigd /
he-sought-

5* ;sd 4/ws+jd-S / d*dc&
then he~saw
a-place

(d/ny£ / (b& u/b&/ ondya)), m&
4/gba / eb&j.
he-thought that it-is animal, then he-fired gun.
6. d/bd~cfd*Hnd / dcCd
ya, &/gbd=gb6~hw5
bd /
he-when-reached place that, he-shot-killed emphatic
Add
O/nyd / dz^/). 7* gd d/bu-td-8 / add
daughter-of person chief.
then he-lifted daughter-of
0/nyd / dzd
person chief,

mg. d/de-be-ke / Id old (d/i)j0
then he-went-liid in top-of tree.

-3218.

d/bd-ddxmd / kp5& / sdle,
mg d^kv/u-ni-S / 6wfi /
it-when-reached thus tomorrow, then he-told Grasscutter

(bd hgwa d/ze /
dyd (^s&rndld)). 9. md
ewd /
that so let-us-go bush~of
hunt.
then Grasscutter
kwu-nx-s/l& /( bd dgwd la).
told-him
that so then.

10, md u/kwu-ni / Swu /
then he-told Grasscutter

(£]§ dgwd bd
that so that

;x/gd-ldgd / xbe lh,
5d
md
you-pass
side this,that then

ga-lagd-jx-ne
pass-also

/ xbd £md;J)* 10a,
side this.

ya? /
self

( ;bd xkbd-cCuxma-ls,
that you-v/hen-reach-if,

bd x/w s+j x-hwdt 5 / 6gb6
(dawe);, bd
ad
d/gba,)
that you-see-when group-of monkeys, that then you-shoot.
11. md
dwd / hw-30_ 12, md
//ewu / ya-la //s~o-5s<
then Grasscutter agreed.
then Grasscutter he-and went,
l-T rill -1

T- ' r-rT

fM I W

t

"

13. d-ba-ddxm-6-b fe / acfx ya,
;md bkwdldkwo / do-do /
they-when-reached place that, then Tortoise v:ent~shook
iM^tHuk'

»

»

» Hi ■>!» ■»

*

ska / Id Adx
rh. (d/kwdx/^ / aia
(//n je /
eze//j)<l md
hand in place the he-tied daughter~o£ penson chief, then
<§wu
/
gba / e b^/lx add yag, 14, mu bkwdldkwo / ka /
Grasscutter fired gun in place that,
then Tortoise said
(bd ee),
that ohi

Va.

(bd y6 / s~gba=gb6~ls / add C(/ny3 /
)
that you shoot-ki11-have daughter-of person
chief.

-3 2 2 -

14b. (54 eze / bd. o-gbu-le/yo♦)
that chief that lei11-has-you,.

15. md
then

6w& /
Grasscutter

gba-dad*-hw5 / e3i._ 16, 6/bd-gbd-dacC4-hwo / eji,
md
showed
sorrow,
he-when-showed sorrow, then
4/gba-ze / dcC5 / / & s 5 / £ s 6 / / *
he-ran-went home run run,

17.

d/cCu+md / &c£5*
md
then he-reached home, then

6/yo-t&-kS-kp6 / kapd
(s5~k<§~kp6 / iLgboji) ;. „ 18.. md
he-put-on-finish cloth that-is-fine-finish boys*
then
u/ja—dahwd / ibe
m ( / / okw&lukwo/y a-la// z^-be/acfx ya)_,
he-came—likewise side the Tortoise he-and went place that..
19.

//

bkwulukw5/ya-1a// bd-zu-td-hl, md 5kw&l&lcw5/kwu~ni—&/1&,
Tortoise he-and .when-met
then Tortoise told-him

(bd
4/z& / dgbbgi fit / bd
/
d
• rl (i/gbd~ma/
_
that you-are-fine””Boys"the"“emphatic with-that the you-killed
Ada
0/ny6 / e z & //))) .
daughter— of person chief,

20, md
6wu / Tcwu-ni
then Grasscutter told

/
■

bkwulukwV (bd
xye
(//n y e / § z h /f) / kpa+ji/yd / 14
all
Tortoise that thing-of person chief received-self in place
£m%
the,

20a. ( j M ^ / b d
d-go-ni-kpo/ya
/
otd
kapa
that he that bought-for-finish-self those clothes

fh?
bd
u/kd / kp5m om /(bd yd* /' c[-d~wdydiga-d4hw4 /
the, that he-said thus so that self cn-to-want-likevise
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(5.S 7 ® / S^Cl / dda
(yd) / 6~gb4))>) 20b. (54
that self1 kill &aughter-of self killing.
that
A/md-kd-bd/joka.)
they-did
we 11,

21. ;m4 5kw4l4kwb / efumma / 4ho
(yd),
then Tortoise reached house-of self,

mu
u/gbd~td~kp6 / 6tA
dye
yd;.
then he-thought-finish those things so,

22, ;m4 4/gba
then he-ran

//esd/ssS//, m4
4/gba=zd / 4cfo
0/nye / 6zd/9* m4
run run, then he-ran-went house-of person chief, then
u/kwu-ni-e //nye / e z e / / (^4 madu
m / ydT / gbA-kpd
he-told
person chief that person the self killed-finish
54
m4
i/cfe~ne-hw5 /
ewu /
yesterday yesterday, that then you-vent-gave Grasscutter
//s e le

/

s e le //,

xys;);,
thing.

23* m4
//nye / h z h // kwA-ni-8/ld /(54
i/gb& /
then person chief told-him
that you-ldLlled

xyeld),
what?

2 L\

(54
yd1/ gbd=gb&-cfi
//dda
(yd)/
a
that self shot-killed daughter-of you that-one

i5.
(x/kd / (54
yd1/ gbu o -gb4)) ya/9)
the you-said that self kill killing so,
kd /(54 &&) ,
chief said that ohJ
& z e //

25, mu //nye /
then jjerson

25a. (54 yo / d-me-kd-ji-ld-ne.)
that you do-in-turn-have,

25b, (54 ya!/ cC-u-wu-cCiga-dxhwu / (54 yd1 / gbu/d / o-gbu) „
that self on-to-want-lilcewise that self kill-hex1 killing
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26,

4/kpo4-gd+/4-§ / 8liw4l4kw5/l4

(4cC5),

then he-rthx’us.t^rinside Tortoise in inside-of house,
27 * £y£

ya / d£-w£-g4~n£

//nyd / &zh//

thing that troubled-also perspn chief

7/nyd / §z§//. gfifnd-S / dkwdlukwb- / md
person chief

took

Tortoise

Ai<£._ 28* md
body,

then

$^gbuHm'~S,

then he-killed,

29 . n/bd-gbtx-m-d, 5kw4l4kw5 / pwd~cf& / 4y& (4~kp5 S-kpS-'C-; =
he-when-rkilled, Tortoise

had-not thing to-say say.isrn

14*4 a2« flree Tran s1 a 11 on
As with the liberal
V 7 translation,
*» the sertonuvs or*
numbered to facilitate crossKpeference to the analysis.
As an.aid-to natural English* much of the Ekpeye reported
speech is rendered as direct speech,
1, Once upon a time, (2) Tortoise went hunting in the
bush,

3 & 4* When he went hunting* he searched and scarea

for game, but there was none.
3 * Then he saw a place, wher
1jg thought there was an animal., and filled his gun, 6„ I'ho
he reached the .spot, he found that it was the daughtax of
chief that he had shot dead.
hid her up a tree,^

"Let!s go hunting" «

7 , 80 he l;iftea her up., and

8*^ Next day, he sa.1 d to G-ras scut tor

9<, nCome on then'1 replied Grasscutter

10* Tortoise said to Grasscutter "lou go this way, and I M
go that way*
you shoot."

10a. As you go, 11 you see a group of monkey
11, Grasscutter1 agreed, (12) so off they went;

13* When they got to the right pluce, Tortoise went and
shook the branches where he had teed the chief’s daugnter.,
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and Grasscutter fired at the spot# Id# Then Tortoise isaid
"Oh my!
Ida* You1ye killed a chief's daughter* ldb* The
chief will kill you#" 15* Grasscutter was very.upset, (16)
and ran all the way home# 17, When he^ got home, he dressed
up in a cloth that was very smart# 18c Then he went back
to the place where he and Tortoise had been* 19# When he
met Tortoise, Tortoise said to him "You’re very smart,
considering you've just killed a chief's daughter!" 20„
Grasscutter told Tortoise that the chief had welcomed him
there, (20a) and that he had bought the clothes for him.
and told him that he had been ’
wanting to, kill his daughter
anyway, (20b) so they had done well# 21* When Tortoise
got home, he thought about the matter, (22) then ran off
to the chief's house, and told the chief "I killed thar
pers on only yesterday, but you vent and rewarded Gras sen *■ter
23c "Who did you kill?" said the chief, 2^,. ;,I shot you;
daughter dead, the one you seid you ^ovUri vt.yi, anyway r.:
25c "Oh!" said the chief, (25<0 "So you[ve_ done it* (25b)
And I was wanting to kill her indeed 1
26,, Then the chief
made Tortoise.a prisoner* 27# The chief was very annoyed
by the affair, (28) so he took Tortoise and killed him*
2 9 When he killed him, Tortoise had no excuse to make at?
all *
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